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600 Cochrane Drive, 5th Floor, Markham, Ontario L3R 5K3 
Telephone: 905.475.7270  �  Fax: 905.475.5994  �  www.genivar.com 

121-26901-00 
 
 
May 06,2013 
 
 
Mr. David Lapp, P.Eng. 
Manager, Professional Practice 
Canadian Council of Professional Engineers (Engineers Canada) 
1100-180 Elgin Street 
Ottawa, ON  K2P 2K3 
 
Re: Union Water Supply System (UWSS) Climate Risk Assessment 

Final Report  

Dear Mr.Lapp: 

We are pleased to submit our Final Report for the Union Water Supply System (UWSS) Climate Risk 
Assessment. This report summarizes the process and presents the findings of the vulnerability 
assessment undertaken for the Union Water Supply System in accordance with the Public Infrastructure 
Engineering Vulnerability Committee (PIEVC) Protocol.  

This study has been a very interesting assignment and our project team would like to thank Engineers 
Canada and the UWSS staff for the opportunity. We look forward to future opportunities for working 
together. 

 

 
Yours truly, 
GENIVAR Inc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stewart Dickson, P.Eng., PMP 
Discipline Lead – Water 
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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

To assess the potential impacts of climate change on public infrastructure and to advance planning and 
prioritization of adaptation strategies, Engineers Canada and its partners have established the Public 
Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability Committee (PIEVC). Co-funded by Engineers Canada and 
Natural Resources Canada, the PIEVC is made up of representatives from all three levels of government 
as well as non-governmental organizations. The Committee oversees the planning and execution of a 
national engineering assessment of the vulnerability of Canadian public infrastructure to climate change.  
The work of the PIEVC commenced in 2007 with a scoping study to examine the current state of 
infrastructure, the availability of climate data, and indicators of adaptive capacity during the development 
of the PIEVC Protocol for infrastructure vulnerability assessment. The Protocol was subsequently 
evaluated through seven pilot studies, which were included in the first national assessment report 
completed by the PIEVC in April 2008.    

Based on the success of these early studies and the interest among public infrastructure stakeholders in 
the results, Engineers Canada is continuing to promote the application of the PIEVC protocol in additional 
case studies. Twenty four such case studies have been completed to-date. Between 2007 and 2011, the 
PIEVC focused its work on four categories of infrastructure: buildings, roads and associated structures, 
stormwater and wastewater systems, and water resource management systems. Since 2011, the 
categories have been expanded to all types of infrastructure such as electrical distribution, airports, and 
utilities. The Protocol is considered a mature process that can be applied to any category of 
infrastructure. The results of these studies will be used to continue to refine and improve the protocol and 
further the program goals of supporting vulnerability assessment and adoption of best practices at the 
national level. 

The Union Water Supply System (UWSS) is a municipal water supply system that is jointly owned by the 
Ontario municipalities of Leamington, Kingsville, Essex and Lakeshore. The UWSS is governed by a joint 
board of management that consists of board members from each of the four owner municipalities. Day to 
day administration of the system is led by the UWSS General Manager.  The system is operated under 
contract by the Ontario Clean Water Agency (OCWA). Treated water from UWSS is supplied to the four 
owner municipalities for local distribution to residents and businesses. The following maps show the 
UWSS service area. 
 

UWSS Study Area Location 

 

Study Area 
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 UWSS Service Area Boundary 

 
 
For this particular study, the UWSS, Engineers Canada and Ministry of the Environment (MOE) agreed to 
work together to assess the engineering vulnerability of the Union Water Supply System infrastructure to 
the potential impacts of the current and future climate. The primary objective of this study was to identify 
the areas within the current design, construction, operation, and management of the UWSS, which are at 
an increased or decreased risk of failure and/or damage due to potential change in climatic conditions 
through the use of the Protocol and to make recommendations for remedial action and/or further study.  

The vulnerability assessment was conducted following the PIEVC Engineering Protocol Version 10 BETA 
dated October 2011. Step 4 of the Protocol, Engineering Analysis was not included in the scope of this 
study. 

The study included an assessment of the vulnerabilities of the water supply facilities to both existing 
climatic conditions and to future climate change at the 2050 time horizon. The Terms of Reference for the 
project required the future assessment to include both the 2020 and 2050 time horizons. During 
completion of the projections, it was determined that the results being generated for the 2020 time 
horizon were not significant enough to consider an intermediate climate projection. As a result, it was 
agreed between GENIVAR and Engineers Canada that the 2020 timeframe was not considered further. 
The results from current climate analysis could therefore be extended to the 2020 timeframe. 

The climate analysis and projections included two main aspects, as follows: 

� Establishing a set of climate parameters describing climatic and meteorological phenomena 
relevant to the geographic areas of the UWSS 
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� Establishing a general probability for the occurrence of each phenomenon, both historically and in 
the future  

The overall intent of this exercise was to use readily available climate projections and predictions that 
were relevant to the geographic study area to satisfy the two aspects mentioned above. It was beyond the 
scope and resources available to this study to conduct extensive additional analyses such as dynamical 
or statistical downscaling to establish data that relates to, and/or supports projections for, most of the 
parameters chosen. 

PIEVC Engineering Protocol 

The PIEVC Engineering Protocol for Climate Change Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment (October, 
2011), hereon referred to as the Protocol, is a step-by-step process to conduct an engineering 
vulnerability assessment on infrastructure due to climate change.  

There are five steps within the Protocol, as follows: 

Step 1 – Project Definition 

The boundary conditions for the vulnerability assessment were determined in Step 1. A description of the 
infrastructure including its location, age, loads, historical climate, and other relevant factors were 
developed.  

Step 2 – Data Gathering and Sufficiency 

The specific features of the infrastructure to be considered in the assessment as well as the applicable 
climate information were identified and evaluated for sufficiency in Step 2.  

Step 3 – Risk Assessment 

The interactions between the infrastructure, the climate, and any other factors that could lead to 
vulnerability were identified in Step 3. This included identifying specific infrastructure components, 
specific climate change parameter values, and specific performance goals. Consultation with owner and 
operations personnel in addition to the Project Advisory Committee was conducted during a risk 
assessment workshop.  

Step 4 – Engineering Analysis 

The objective of the fourth step is to assess the impact on the infrastructure and its capacity from the 
projected climate change loads. This includes a focused engineering analysis on the relationships 
determined to have medium vulnerability to climate change in Step 3. When the infrastructure has 
insufficient capacity to withstand the loads placed on it, it is considered to be vulnerable; it is resilient 
when the capacity is sufficient. This is an optional Step in the Protocol and was not included in the scope 
of this study. 

Step 5 – Recommendations 

The limitations and recommendations on the observations and findings of the infrastructure vulnerability 
assessment in Steps 1 to 4 were determined in Step 5. 

Climate Analysis and Projections 

The climate analysis and projections portion of this study included the establishment of a set of climate 
parameters describing climatic and meteorological phenomena relevant to the geographic areas of the 
UWSS study area. The analysis resulted in the determination of general probability scores reflective of 
the occurrence of each phenomenon, both historically and in the future.  

The list of climate parameters was developed based on climatic and meteorological phenomena deemed 
to be relevant to the geographic region (southwestern Ontario) and the region’s known seasonal 
variability.  Factors dictating the selection of climate parameters, and the indices used to express them, 
were based on data availability of several standard meteorologically-accepted parameters in 
consideration of both the historical/existing record as well as future projection model output. Justification 
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for parameter selection was also based on the parameter’s potential to present vulnerability to the 
infrastructure and its components as a result of either an extreme or persistent occurrence. 

The following climate parameters were selected for analysis in this study: High Temperature, Low 
Temperature, Heat Wave, Cold Wave, Extreme Diurnal Temperature Variability, Freeze Thaw, Heavy 
Rain, Sustained High Temperature in Winter with Snow on Ground, Heavy 5-Day Total Rainfall, Winter 
Rain, Freezing Rain, Ice Storm, Heavy Snow, Snow Accumulation, Blowing Snow/Blizzard, Lightning, 
Hailstorm, Hurricane/Tropical Storm, High Wind, Tornado, Drought/Dry Period, and Heavy Fog. 

The climate analysis and projections required for the completion of the PIEVC protocol follows a similar 
methodology as was developed in collaboration with the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority 
(TRCA) for the assessment of two large dams. 

Specific definitions for the climate parameters analyzed were established based on three factors: a) the 
usefulness of the climate parameter in determining vulnerability, b) the availability of information, and c) 
the ability to relate this information to a probability. In addition, two tiers of parameter definitions were 
established based on the nature of each specific climate phenomenon. “Tier one” definitions refer to 
commonly occurring climate phenomena and were defined as the probability of exceeding the historical 
average occurrence, whereas “Tier two” definitions refer to extreme events and were defined as the 
frequency of occurrence in a given year.  

The historical climate analysis was conducted using data from a variety of sources. Information was 
retrieved from Environment Canada’s Canadian Climate Normals (Environment Canada, n.d.), Climate 
Data Online (Environment Canada, 2008), the Ontario Node of the Canadian Atmospheric Hazards 
Network (Environment Canada, 2009) (hereafter referred to as the Atmospheric Hazards website) and the 
Canadian Daily Climate Data (CDCD V1.02) program (Environment Canada, 2007). For these data 
sources, Kingsville MOE weather station data was used (unless specified otherwise) as a result of the 
station’s location at the UWSS treatment plant site and completeness of data over the station’s period of 
record. For certain climate parameters (i.e. ice storm, lightning, hurricane, and tornado) information was 
either not available from the above-mentioned sources or was not representative of the same 
geographical area. In these instances there was a need to select alternative sources of information and/or 
use information representative of a different geographical area. These cases are clearly documented 
within the specific sections of this chapter.   

To assess historical trends in climate, various scientific journal articles were reviewed. It is noted that 
parameter indices and scales (temporal and spatial) from the literature often varied from the study’s 
established climate parameter definitions. However, due to resource limitations, the team agreed to 
accept varying levels of applicability as long as it could be used to make logical assumptions and 
connections with study definitions. GENIVAR did not conduct any independent trend analyses.  

Future climate projections were analyzed using climate model outputs from Environment Canada’s 
Canadian Climate Change Scenario Network (CCCSN) Plots, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) 4

th
 Assessment Report (AR4, 2007) Regional Climate Projections chapter (and others, 

where applicable), and scientific journal articles presenting regional and local projections and predictions.  

Using the CCCSN available from Environment Canada, the projected change in 21-year running mean in 
1995-2090 relative to 1986-2005 simulated by CanRCM4 model in the RCP8.5 experiments for NAM-44, 
North America domain, 0.44° grid were used. In addition, using the output from IPCC-recognized AR4 
global climate models was extracted for the model grid cell encompassing the Southern Ontario area for 
each of the three emissions scenarios used, A2 (high) A1B (medium) and B1 (low). In addition to 
considering the median output of all models, the range of output across the various models was also 
considered in assessing the confidence with which the output could be used. It should be noted that for 
some climate parameters, output was not available from all of the global climate models for which access 
is available on the CCCSN website.   

Similar to limitations associated with the available literature for historical trends, challenges were 
experienced in identifying climate projections for certain parameters, as information was often only 
available at global or regional scales (i.e. not specific to the UWSS study area), and/or by referencing 
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different benchmarked time periods (i.e. not 1971-2000) or future planning horizons (i.e. not 2050s). As a 
result, difficulties in making direct comparisons between historical and future results were occasionally 
encountered. In such cases, the professional judgement of the project team was often applied in the 
ranking of existing and future probability, which was considered reasonable given the level of accuracy 
and precision required by the protocol.   

The way that this was managed was by ensuring “enough” support was available to justify decisions; for 
example, a change in probability score between existing and future scenarios for a given parameter. In 
this sense, the term “enough” meant having said support (e.g. baseline information in the form of model 
projection output being supported by scientific literature relating to the same or similar spatial and 
temporal setting) such that, in the event that the review and scoring process was to be repeated by 
others, one would likely come to the same conclusion (at least in terms of direction, and possible in 
magnitude of change).  Alternatively, where supporting projection data were clearly inconsistent or in 
conflict with one another, scores remained unchanged. 

The most common time frame used for analysis of historical climate data was 1971 to 2000 as this is the 
most recent 30-year climate normal period represented in the Canadian Climate Normals, and is the 
period used in many of the graphics and data provided on the Atmospheric Hazards website. In addition 
most climate change projections refer to changes from baseline climate of 1961 to 1990 or 1971 to 
2000.The time frame of 1971 to 2000 was used where analysis was undertaken by GENIVAR using the 
Climate Data Online (Environment Canada, 2008) and the Canadian Daily Climate Data (CDCD V1.02) 
program (Environment Canada, 2007) for occasions where data was not available from the Climate 
Normals or Atmospheric Hazards website. There were instances where the historical conditions of certain 
parameters were exclusively or best represented by time frames different from, or longer than, the 1971 
to 2000 period. These cases are clearly identified within the specific sections of this chapter.  

Wherever possible, the time frame used for future projections was the 30-year period of 2041 to 2070, or 
more commonly expressed as “the 2050s”. Assessment of vulnerability beyond this horizon was not 
within the study scope as this would likely surpass the design life of the infrastructure without the 
undertaking of significant reconstruction or rehabilitation efforts.  The level of uncertainty associated with 
future climate project also increases significantly beyond the middle of this century, which would 
potentially call into question the utility of the results. 

The probability score of an event’s occurrence was assigned by identifying historical occurrences and 
then calculating a frequency (i.e. the number of occurrences within a time frame divided by the number of 
years in that time frame). In some instances, the data was already presented (by the relevant source) as 
a frequency. A score between 0-7 was assigned to each parameter by subjectively relating the known or 
calculated frequency to one of the descriptive terms presented in Method A of the Protocol’s Probability 
Scale Factors (Probability Scores). In order to be consistent in assigning Probability Scores from 
frequencies, relational benchmarks were established to guide the team. As a result of these relational 
benchmarks and the completion of several examples of comparison, a mechanism was developed which 
related frequency ranges to Probability Scores. Following the mechanism, historical probabilities were 
matched based on developed numerical ranges. 

It should be noted that the probability scores for some parameters were assigned in a different fashion. 
As per their definition, these parameters represent commonly occurring events whose effects and impacts 
to infrastructure are most likely related to persistence rather than a single occurrence (i.e. freeze thaw). If 
they were not treated independently, their frequency of occurrence in a given year would repeatedly be 
assigned a Probability Score of “7” or “certain/highly probable”. The team decided that this was 
undesirable because it would prevent the potential for any upward change in future scenario scores and 
would unjustifiably influence the overall risk scores. For the purposes of this study, it was agreed that for 
these “tier one” parameters, half of the time, a given year would experience more than an event’s 
historical average (e.g. 62 freeze thaw events) and the other half, a given year would experience less 
than an event’s historical average. It is recognized that in order to be statistically meaningful, this middle 
reference point should indeed be the data set’s median, rather than the mean, however a pragmatic 
approach was taken based on readily available information and the level of accuracy required.  
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Based on the relational benchmarks established and the resulting scoring mechanism developed, Tier 
one definitions in the historical context were deemed to have a frequency of 0.5, which resulted in a 
matching Probability Score of 4 (“somewhat likely/normal”).  

When considering the future scenario (2050s), probability scores were assigned by changing (increasing 
or decreasing) or maintaining the previously established historical scores and not by calculating new 
probabilities. Scores were assigned after understanding future climate projections via the analysis of 
CCCSN global climate model output, bioclimate profiles, and/or review of available scientific journal 
articles. Once projections were obtained, the probability scores were re-evaluated for each parameter and 
sometimes adjusted. Where projection information was not available, probability scores remained 
unchanged between historical and future scenarios. 

In addition to understanding future projections, historical trends were discussed. It is noted that trends 
were not used to alter future probability scores, but rather provided background information to projections 
or predictions. It is further noted (as previously mentioned) that all trend analyses were obtained from 
readily available literature and were not conducted by GENIVAR. 

Using the above mentioned methodologies, Probability Scores, for both historical and future settings, 
were assigned to each climate parameter. Actual scores are discussed in Chapter 3 of this report. It is 
important to refer to the Probability Scoring section for each climate parameter in Section 3.2 for specific 
details regarding the processes and assumptions behind each individual Probability Score. 

The following Climate Parameters experienced an increase in Probability Score from historical to future: 
High Temperature, Heat Wave, Heavy Rain, Heavy 5-Day Total Rainfall, Freezing Rain, Ice Storm, 
Hurricane/Tropical Storm, and Drought/Dry Period. The following Climate Parameters experienced a 
decrease in Probability Score from historical to future: Low Temperature, Cold Wave, Extreme Diurnal 
Temperature Variability, Freeze Thaw, Snow Accumulation, and Lake Erie Water Level. The following 
Climate Parameters experienced no change in Probability Score from historical to future: Winter Rain, 
Heavy Snow, Blowing Snow/Blizzard, Lightning, Hailstorm, High Wind, Tornado, Heavy Fog, and 
Sustained High Temperature in Winter with Snow on Ground. The probability scores changed 
(increased/decreased) by no more than a score of 2. The highest probability score increase was for 
Freezing Rain (from 4 to 6) 

Reviewing the methodology used above to calculate the probability scores, it was suggested that the 
historical data be fit to a distribution, which is a better representation of the available data and then the 
distribution be used to calculate a probability for exceeding a defined threshold. For the future, it was 
suggested that an assumption be made that the same distribution applies, but apply a shift by a factor of 
change in the mean of the distribution. The change is based on the researched future projections. The 
future probability score would then be calculated based on the new distribution plot.  

Due to the defined scope and budget of the current project, this method was not applied to all parameters 
in the study. However, the suggested method (hereon referred to as Method X) was applied to one 
climate parameter, high temperature, to determine the expected changes in the results of the study. The 
results of this exercise showed that the probability scores used in the study are higher than the scores 
derived using Method X for the case of high temperature. While this exercise was carried out to compare 
the results of the two methods, it is difficult to draw any comprehensive conclusions since the exercise 
was not consistently carried out for all of the parameters and the PIEVC scores corresponding to the 
results of each method were subjectively assigned.  

Both methods rely on certain assumptions and contain limitations that would perhaps make them suitable 
for certain climate parameters based on the format of the data available. The key is to ensure that the 
method selected sets the different climate parameters on a level playing field. The method used in the 
study has been consistently applied throughout the study so the risks identified relative to each other 
remain valid. However, it is recommended that the study be carried out using Method X to confirm the 
results of the assessment. 
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Union Water Supply System 

Step 1 – Project Definition 

The Union Water Supply System (UWSS) was constructed in 1958. The UWSS is owned by the Towns of 
Kingsville, Essex and Lakeshore, and the Municipality of Leamington, is managed by the Union Water 
Supply System Joint Board of Management, and is operated by the Ontario Clean Water Agency 
(OCWA). At the time of inauguration in 1958, the system serviced a population of 14,000 which has 
grown to 64,700 as of 2011. In addition to the residential growth, there has been considerable growth in 
the greenhouse industry resulting in an increase in the total annual water consumption from 1.2 billion 
gallons per year in 1958 to 4.0 billion gallons in 2011. 

The treatment plant, situated in the Town of Kingsville on the North Shore of Lake Erie, is a conventional 
filtration surface water treatment facility with a design capacity of 125 MLD. The facility consists of two 
intakes plus one emergency intake, a low lift pumping system, a treatment system, and a high lift 
pumping system. 

The system also has four elevated water storage towers, two main in-ground reservoirs with storage 
capacities of  10,630 m

3
 and 15,725 m

3  
, a booster pumping station in Cottam that includes a 1,209 m3 

contact chamber and a 8,680 m3 two-chamber reservoir, and approximately 1,000 km of transmission 
and distribution mains. Two water towers, one with the capacity of 1,514 m

3
 and the other with a capacity 

of 6,819 m
3
, service the Municipality of Leamington, one tower with a capacity of 1,137 m

3
 services the 

Town of Kingsville, and another identical tower services the Town of Essex. 

Step 2 – Data Gathering and Sufficiency 

The major outcome of Step 2 is to break down the infrastructure into all of its components. This includes 
both the physical pieces of the UWSS and the “softer” elements which are critical to the infrastructure’s 
operation. Examples of these are: personnel, records, operating procedures, and communications. 

A list of the major infrastructure systems is provided below. A complete listing of the components can be 
found in Section 4 of the report. 

� Administration/Operation 
� Low Lift Pumping Station 
� Treatment 
� Distribution 
� Electric Power 
 

Step 3 – Risk Assessment 

In this step, the infrastructure’s response to the climate parameters was identified. Based on the Protocol, 
the overall risk value associated with an interaction between an infrastructure component and a climate 
related event is determined by multiplying the probability of the event occurring by the severity of the 
impact.  

Scales of 0 – 7 were established for the probability of the interactions occurring and the severity resulting 
from the interaction. The Protocol provides three alternate methods each for the probability and severity 
scales from which the most appropriate method for this assessment was selected. 

Performance response categories were established based on the most likely response of an 
infrastructure component to contemplated climate events. The performance response categories were 
based on professional judgement and experience. Instead of assessing the severity scale factor of each 
performance response for individual infrastructure components, all the performance responses that were 
relevant were check marked, and only one severity scale factor was applied. The severity scale factor 
that was applied was based on judgement of the performance response that was most critical to the 
individual infrastructure-climate interaction. 
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To validate initial study findings, a workshop was conducted on March 8
th
, 2013 where participants from 

the GENIVAR team, UWSS staff, Project Advisory Committee (PAC), and other organizations came 
together to conduct a risk assessment exercise based on the Protocol.  

The following points summarize the risk assessment findings: 

� In total 690 interactions were identified for each of the two timeframes, out of which, only 248 
interactions were considered to be relevant for further consideration. These interactions were 
selected because they were considered to have potential risk. 

� For the historical timeframe, the risk assessment identified 145 interactions as low risk, 103 
interactions as medium risk interactions, no high risk interactions, and no special cases.  

� For the future, there were 121 interactions that were assessed to be low risk interactions, 127 that 
were medium risk interactions, no high risk interactions, and 2 special cases.  

� 27 interactions that were identified as low risk for the existing conditions changed to medium risk 
for future conditions as a result of climate change, based on current understandings.  

� 3 interactions that were identified as medium risk for the existing conditions changed to low risks 
for future conditions as a result of climate change, based on current understandings. 

� Overall there were 107 interactions for which the risk scores increased as a result of climate 
change, based on current understandings. The highest increase was by a score of 8. This was 
associated with interactions between freezing rain events and the following components: 
chemical storage, transformers, and transmission lines. 

� Overall there were 36 interactions for which the risk scores decreased as a result of climate 
change, based on current understandings. The highest decrease was by a score of 6. This was 
associated with interactions between the emergency intake component and the following events: 
low temperature, cold wave and extreme diurnal temperature variability. 

� There were 105 interactions for which the risk scores remained the same for both the existing and 
future conditions. These interactions were mainly associated with the following climate events: 
winter rain, blowing snow/blizzard, heavy snow, lightning, hailstorm, high wind, tornado, heavy 
fog, and sustained high temperature in winter with snow on the ground. 

� The communications – lightning, chemical storage – blowing snow/blizzard, SCADA system – 
lightning, transformers – lightning, transmission lines – lightning, and emergency intake – lake 
water level elevation interactions received the highest risk score of 24 for both existing and future 
conditions. 

Step 5 – Recommendations 

In general, based on the vulnerability assessment completed in accordance with the protocol, it appears 
that the Union Water Supply System is resilient to potential climate change, specifically comparing 
existing conditions to those anticipated in 2050s. The general limitations noted in the climate analysis 
section should be considered when interpreting the results of this study. 

Some specific key recommendations from the case study are as follows: 

� Review the policies and procedures associated with the Operations personnel and how they 
travel to the infrastructure and perform their duties, particularly under extreme conditions. 

� Review their procedures for operating in power outages. Also, the SCADA and data storage 
systems should be reviewed to ensure electronic records are safely stored during power outage 

� Review their policies and procedures for operating without communications. 

� Review the potential need for the emergency intake. If it is deemed an important element to the 
system, potential modifications may need to be investigated to ensure it remains functional during 
lower lake levels. 

� Maintain adequate winter maintenance procedures (plowing, salting). 

� Review chemical delivery and storage procedures to ensure adequate supplies are on hand such 
that operations are not compromised if deliveries are delayed. 
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� Accelerate modifications to old elevated storage tanks to ensure adequate circulation and 
minimize water quality issues during warm conditions. These may include a separate supply and 
drain line. 

� Review fuel storage capacity to ensure adequate to last for possible extended power outages. 

� Review transformers to ensure they are in good condition and sufficiently protected. 

� If possible, worst case repair times could be investigated with the utility. The capacity for the 
generators to operate for extended periods should be reviewed.  

� Review procedures for chemical delivery and storage to ensure chemicals are readily available 
during periods when algae blooms are expected.  

� Review procedures to deal with frazil ice such as intake back flushing to ensure that the intake is 
not vulnerable as a result of frazil ice. 

Limitations 

The study did not identify any limitations due to data sources for the infrastructure or climate analysis. 
The reports and historical information regarding the water system design and operation, provided by 
UWSS, were sufficient to complete the assessment. The data sources compiled for the climate analysis, 
both historical and future, were sufficient to complete the objectives of this portion of the study.  

Reviewing the methodology used above to calculate the probability scores, it was suggested that a 
probability distribution be utilized, described previously as Method X. Due to the defined scope and 
budget of the current project, this method was only applied to one climate parameter, high temperature, to 
determine the expected changes in the results of the study. While this exercise was carried out to 
compare the results of the two methods, it is difficult to draw any comprehensive conclusions since the 
exercise was not consistently carried out for all of the parameters and the PIEVC scores corresponding to 
the results of each method were subjectively assigned. Both methods rely on certain assumptions and 
contain limitations that would perhaps make them suitable for certain climate parameters based on the 
format of the data available. The key is to ensure that the method selected sets the different climate 
parameters on a level playing field. The method used in the study has been consistently applied 
throughout the study so the risks identified relative to each other remain valid. However, it is 
recommended that the study be carried out using Method X to confirm the results of the assessment. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that many of the recommendations of the study are based on assessed 
risk and vulnerability that are considered to remain the same or become greater as a result of the 
potential outcomes of climate change.  However, assumptions regarding climate change outcomes were 
based on analysis of current climate understanding and predictive science, which in itself involves a great 
deal of uncertainty. It is therefore suggested that the recommendations of this study be revisited with 
updated climate analysis and projections if climate science is able to provide more precision or certainty 
in the future. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based on the vulnerability assessment completed in accordance with the protocol, it appears that the 
Union Water Supply System is resilient to potential climate change, specifically comparing existing 
conditions to those anticipated in 2050s.  

The Terms of Reference for the project required the future assessment to include both the 2020 and 2050 
time horizons. However, it was determined that the results being generated for the 2020 time horizon 
were not significant enough to consider an intermediate climate projection.  

The risk assessment identified the following interactions with the highest risk scores for both existing and 
future conditions: 

� Communications and lightning, 

� Chemical storage and blowing snow/blizzard 

� SCADA system and lightning 

� Transformers and lightning 
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� Transmission lines and lightning 

� Emergency intake and lake water level elevation.  

The climate events posing the highest risk to the infrastructure are lightning and blowing snow/blizzard; 
the probability of these events occurring is likely to stay the same in the future.  

A summary of the recommendations is provided as follows: 

� Review policies and procedures for various components during emergency events 

� Review the potential need for the emergency intake 

� Accelerate modifications to old tanks to ensure adequate circulation 

� Investigate condition of the transformers 

� Carry out climate analysis using the suggested alternative method to confirm the results 

� Continue to monitor the risks identified through the assessment, particularly as 
components continue to age 

� Continue to maintain a high standard of maintenance and management 

� Revisit recommendations of this study with updated climate analysis and projections if 
climate science is able to provide more precision or certainty in the future. 

� Present results of this study to the relevant municipal councils to secure support for the 
implementation of the recommendations. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

There is definitive evidence to suggest that the climate has changed, and is continuing to change. Climate 
change affects infrastructure, creating potential vulnerability in the operation and design of engineered 
systems. Vulnerability may exist because historic climate data is often used to form the basis of the 
design for public infrastructure. However, due to a changing climate, historic data used to design critical 
infrastructure may not reflect the climate of the future. As a result, infrastructure may be vulnerable since 
it may not have sufficient capacity or resiliency to accommodate the conditions created by the changing 
climate.  

To accommodate increased uncertainties and account for climate change in the design and retrofit of 
public infrastructure, Engineers Canada and its partners have established the Public Infrastructure 
Engineering Vulnerability Committee (PIEVC). The PIEVC oversees the planning and execution of a 
national engineering assessment of the vulnerability of Canadian public infrastructure to climate change.  

The National Engineering Vulnerability Assessment project is a long-term initiative of the Canadian 
engineering profession to assess the vulnerability of public infrastructure to the impacts of future changes 
in climate. It is anticipated that the assessment will provide recommendations concerning adjustments 
and amendments to infrastructure codes, standards, and engineering practices to accommodate future 
climate change in infrastructure design. Between 2007 and 2011, the PIEVC focused its work on four 
categories of infrastructure as follows: 

� Buildings 

� Roads and associated structures 

� Stormwater and wastewater systems 

� Water resource management systems 

Since 2011, the categories have been expanded to all types of infrastructure such as electrical 
distribution, airports, and utilities. The Protocol is considered a mature process that can be applied to any 
category of infrastructure. 

Preliminary studies to examine the current state of each infrastructure, availability of climate data, and 
indicators of adaptive capacity were completed to modify an engineering protocol hereon referred to as 
the Protocol. The Protocol was subsequently evaluated through seven pilot studies, which were included 
in the first national assessment report completed by the PIEVC in April 2008.   Based on the success of 
these early studies and the interest among public infrastructure stakeholders in the results, Engineers 
Canada is continuing to promote the application of the PIEVC protocol in additional case studies. Twenty 
four such case studies have been completed to-date. The results of these studies will be used to continue 
to refine and improve the Protocol and further the program goals of supporting vulnerability assessment 
and adoption of best practices at the national level. More information can be obtained from the PIEVC 
website at www.engineerscanada.ca/pievc. 

The Union Water Supply System is a municipal water supply system that is jointly owned by the Ontario 
municipalities of Leamington, Kingsville, Essex and Lakeshore. The UWSS is governed by a joint board 
of management that consists of board members from each of the four owner municipalities. Day to day 
administration of the system is led by the UWSS General Manager.  The system is operated under 
contract by the Ontario Clean Water Agency (OCWA). Treated water from UWSS is supplied to the four 
owner municipalities for local distribution to residents and businesses. Figure 1.1 shows the UWSS 
service area. 
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Figure 1.1 UWSS Service Area 

 
 

1.2 Project Details 

The Union Water Supply System (UWSS), Engineers Canada and Ministry of the Environment (MOE) 
agreed to work together to assess the engineering vulnerability of the Union Water Supply System 
infrastructure to the potential impacts of the current and future climate. 

1.2.1 Objective 

The primary objective of this study was to identify the areas within the current design, construction, 
operation, and management of the Union Water Supply System (UWSS), which are at an increased or 
decreased risk of failure and/or damage due to potential change in climatic conditions through the use of 
the Protocol and to make recommendations for remedial action and/or further study.  

1.2.2 Scope 

The study area included the four municipalities serviced by UWSS, as shown in Figure 1.1. The 
vulnerability assessment was conducted following the PIEVC Engineering Protocol Version 10 BETA 
dated October 2011. Step 4 of the Protocol, Engineering Analysis was not included in the scope of this 
study.  

The study included an assessment of the vulnerabilities of the water supply facilities to both existing 
climactic conditions and to future climate change at the 2050 time horizon. The Terms of Reference for 
the project required the future assessment to include both the 2020 and 2050 time horizons. During 
completion of the projections, it was determined that the results being generated for the 2020 time 
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horizon were not significant enough to consider an intermediate climate projection. As a result, it was 
agreed between GENIVAR and Engineers Canada that the 2020 timeframe was not considered further. 
The results from current analysis may perhaps be extended to the 2020 timeframe. 

1.2.3 Climate Analysis and Projections 

The climate analysis and projections component of the study is included as Chapter 3 in this report. The 
project requirements included the submission of this chapter as a standalone deliverable. As such 
Chapter 3 is comprehensive on its own, however has been incorporated into this report for completeness.  

The climate analysis and projections included two main aspects, as follows: 

� Establishing a set of climate parameters describing climatic and meteorological phenomena 
relevant to the geographic areas of the UWSS 

� Establishing a general probability for the occurrence of each phenomenon, both historically and in 
the future  

The overall intent of this exercise was to use readily available climate projections and predictions that 
were relevant to the geographic study area to satisfy the two aspects mentioned above. It was beyond the 
scope and resources available to this study to conduct extensive additional analyses such as dynamical 
or statistical downscaling to establish data that relates to, and/or supports projections for, most of the 
parameters chosen. 

1.3 Report Layout 

This report has been divided into the following main chapters: 

Chapter 2 - PIEVC Engineering Protocol for Climate Change Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment: 
This chapter provides an overview of the PIEVC Engineering Protocol for Climate Change 
Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment (October, 2011). The Protocol consists of five steps, all of 
which are described within this chapter. 

 
Chapter 3 – Climate Analysis and Projections: This chapter provides a set of climate parameters 
describing climate and meteorological phenomena relevant to the geographical areas of the UWSS 
infrastructure, and establishes a general probability for the historical and future occurrence of each 
phenomenon. This chapter is often referenced in the following chapters, specifically where the 
Protocol requires a discussion on the climate portion of this study.  

 
Chapter 4 – UWSS Infrastructure Assessment: This chapter describes the assessment of the UWSS 
infrastructure according to the Protocol and presents the results of each step. The climate analysis 
and projections is part of the first three steps of the Protocol. Since the climate portion of the study is 
presented in Chapter 3, it will not be repeated in Chapter 4. Instead, either a summary will be 
provided or relevant subsections of Chapter 3 will be referenced. In addition, this chapter provides 
specific recommendations for the UWSS infrastructure under consideration.  

 
Chapter 5 – Conclusions and Recommendations: This chapter presents the main conclusions of the 
overall study, outside of the specific detailed results which are detailed in Chapter 4. 

 
References and disclaimers are provided in Chapters 6, and 7. 
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2. PIEVC Engineering Protocol 
This section provides an overview of the PIEVC Engineering Protocol for Climate Change Infrastructure 
Vulnerability Assessment (October, 2011), hereon referred to as the Protocol. 

The Protocol is a step-by-step process to conduct an engineering vulnerability assessment on 
infrastructure due to climate change. The observations, conclusions, and recommendations derived from 
the vulnerability assessment can be used by infrastructure owners and operators to effectively 
incorporate climate change adaptation in their infrastructure design, development, management, 
operations, and maintenance.  

The Protocol provides a process to identify relevant interactions between climate and infrastructure. 
Therefore, to assess infrastructure vulnerability to climate change, the following must be evaluated: 

� Infrastructure 

� Historic, Recent, and Projected Climate 

� Historic and Forecasted Responses of the Infrastructure to the Climate 

There are five steps within the Protocol, as follows: 

� Step 1 – Project Definition 

� Step 2 – Data Gathering and Sufficiency 

� Step 3 – Risk Assessment 

� Step 4 – Engineering Analysis 

� Step 5 – Recommendations 

The following subsections briefly describe the five steps listed above. 

2.1 Step 1 – Project Definition 

The objective of the first step is to determine the boundary conditions for the vulnerability assessment. 
This includes developing a description of the infrastructure including its location, age, loads, historical 
climate, and other relevant factors. Major documents and information sources are also identified within 
this step. 

At the end of this step, data sufficiency is assessed by identifying proposed assumptions and their 
rationale. If it is determined that the boundary conditions were not defined appropriately, or that data is 
insufficient, then a process is identified to develop the missing data. If the data cannot be developed, then 
the data gap is identified in Step 5 – Recommendations, as a finding. 

2.2 Step 2 – Data Gathering and Sufficiency 

The objective of the second step is to identify the specific features of the infrastructure to be considered in 
the assessment as well as the applicable climate information. In this step, data is acquired from the 
multiple sources identified in Step 1. The acquired data is then assessed for sufficiency. If the acquired 
data is of poor quality, has high levels of uncertainty, or is lacking important information, then it may be 
considered as insufficient. 

This step allows the practitioner to re-evaluate the sources of data or methods to fill the data gap and 
conduct activities to provide data where it is found to be insufficient or missing. If data cannot be 
developed, then the data gap is identified in Step 5 – Recommendations, as a finding. 

The specific features of the infrastructure to be considered in the assessment include the following: 

� Physical elements of the infrastructure 

− Number of physical elements 

− Location 
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� Other relevant engineering/technical considerations 

− Material of construction 

− Age 

− Importance within the region 

− Physical condition 

� Operations and maintenance practices 

� Performance measures used to operate/manage the infrastructure 

− Insurance considerations 

− Policies 

− Guidelines 

− Regulations 

− Legal considerations 
 
This step also involves the identification of applicable climate information. Sources of climate information 
used are provided in Section 3. 

2.3 Step 3 – Risk Assessment 

The objective of the third step is to identify the interactions between the infrastructure, the climate, and 
any other factors that could lead to vulnerability; this includes identifying specific infrastructure 
components, specific climate change parameter values, and specific performance goals. 

Step 3 includes the following activities: 

� Risk Assessment Workshop: Consultation with owner and operations personnel, normally through 
a risk assessment workshop, where initial findings are validated with the owner and operations 
personnel and risk profiles are established using various expertise and site-specific knowledge of 
the workshop participants. 

� Risk Assessment Methodology: The default method uses a scale of 0 to 7 to establish the 
probability of each of the climate – infrastructure interactions occurring and the severity resulting 
from the interaction. The product of the probability and severity of the interaction is used to 
develop a risk value for each of the climate – infrastructure interactions. 

� Risk Tolerance Thresholds: Once the risks are calculated, tolerance thresholds have to be 
identified. The risk tolerance thresholds determine what risk range can be classified as low, 
medium, or high risk. These risk thresholds need to be confirmed with the owner. 

� Risk Ranks: The relationships between the infrastructure and its environment are prioritized to 
identify areas where vulnerability to existing climate and to potential future climate change exists. 
Components from the risk interactions that are identified as ‘medium’ will be selected for 
engineering analysis in Step 4. These components will be the ones that show some vulnerability 
but that cannot be confirmed at this stage to be highly vulnerable or insensitive to a changing 
climate. 

� Data Sufficiency: It is determined if assessment of specific components require data that is not 
currently available. If such a scenario is encountered, there is a re-examination of Step 1 and/or 
Step 2 to obtain sufficient data, if possible, to continue the assessment. If the data is not available 
and obtaining it is out of the scope of the Study then such findings will be documented in the 
recommendations made in Step 5. 

2.4 Step 4 – Engineering Analysis 

The objective of the fourth step is to assess the impact on the infrastructure and its capacity from the 
projected climate change loads. This includes a focused engineering analysis on the relationships 
determined to have medium vulnerability to climate change in Step 3. When the infrastructure has 
insufficient capacity to withstand the loads placed on it, it is considered to be vulnerable; it is resilient 
when the capacity is sufficient. This is an optional Step in the Protocol and is not included in the scope of 
this study. However, a brief description of this Step is provided in this subsection. 
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The total loading of the infrastructure is calculated by combining the existing loads and future loads from 
climate change and other factors, using the following formula: 

LT = LE + LC + LO, 
 
Where: LT is the projected total load on the infrastructure 
 LE is the existing load on the infrastructure 
 LC is the projected load on the infrastructure resulting from climate change 
 LO is the projected load on the infrastructure resulting from other changes 
 
The total capacity is calculated by combining the existing capacity with any changes in the future as the 
infrastructure matures, or as retrofits or upgrades provide additional capacity, using the following formula: 

CT = CE - CM + CA, 
 
Where: CT is the projected total capacity of the infrastructure 
 CE is the existing capacity of the infrastructure 
 CM is the projected change in infrastructure capacity as a result of age / use 
 CA is the projected additional capacity of the infrastructure  
 

The total loading and total capacity can then be used to calculate important indices such as the 
Vulnerability Ratio (VR) and the Capacity Deficit (CD), as follows: 

T

T

R

C

L
V =

 

TTD
CLC −=  

 

Vulnerabilities occur when VR is greater than 1 and when VR is less than 1, the infrastructure component 
has adaptive capacity. The capacity deficit is the required amount of capacity that must be added to the 
infrastructure to mitigate the vulnerability. 

2.5 Step 5 – Recommendations 

The objective of Step 5 is to present limitations and recommendations on the observations and findings of 
the infrastructure vulnerability assessment. 

Relevant limitations include those associated with the following: 
 

� Major assumptions 

� Available infrastructure information and sources 

� Available climate change information and sources 

� Available other change information and sources 

� The use of generic or specific examples to represent populations 

� Uncertainty and related concepts 

� Other relevant limitations 

 
The specific recommendations from the previous Steps include the following: 
 

� Infrastructure components that have been found to be vulnerable 

� Initial recommendations regarding possible remedial engineering actions, structure monitoring for 
a set period, or management actions 

� Infrastructure components that have adaptive capacity and require no further action at this time 
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� Data gaps that require additional work or studies 

� Interactions that have been screened and prioritized, but not yet evaluated, and require further 
action 

� Any other conclusions, trends, insights, and limitations 

� Prioritized recommendations, where possible 
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3. Climate Analysis and Projections 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Objectives 

The objectives of the climate analysis and projections portion of this study were first, to establish a set of 
climate parameters describing climatic and meteorological phenomena relevant to the geographic areas 
of the UWSS, and second; to establish a general probability for the occurrence of each phenomenon, 
both historically and in the future. For the purposes of this study, the term “historical” is defined as 
comprising both the existing climate as well as climate from the recent past, while the term “future” is 
defined as representing the 2050s (described in more detail in Section 3.1.5). The purpose of establishing 
general probabilities was to ascribe values to the Protocol’s Step 3 screening matrix.  

It is noted that the overall intent of this exercise was to use readily available information to the extent 
possible to satisfy the above-noted objectives. While significant effort was made to obtain climate 
information with respect to the conditions of interest for the infrastructure assessment, it is certain that 
further research and analysis can be conducted to establish data that better relates to, and/or supports 
projections for, most of the parameters chosen. As such, this chapter should not be considered a 
comprehensive characterization of the historic, existing, or potential future climate of the study area as 
this would have required a much greater investment of time and resources than was available based on 
the study scope and budget.  

The climate analysis and projections required for the completion of the PIEVC protocol follows a similar 
methodology as developed in collaboration with the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) 
for the assessment of two large dams. 

The approach to collecting climate data for this PIEVC case study departed significantly from some other 
studies in which output from a single regional climate model was relied upon almost exclusively.  While 
the current approach provides a greater level of rigour by considering historic climate data and trends, 
output from an ensemble of global climate models and emissions scenarios, and relevant findings in 
the literature cannot be considered to reflect the entire body of climate science.  

Furthermore, when considering future projections, one must recognize the inherent limitations of current 
climate science with respect to the scientific community’s ability to accurately model various climate 
parameters into the future (e.g. precipitation processes). This is evidenced by the variance that presently 
exists between models for different parameters and scenarios and the general inability at the current time 
to predict local and/or extreme climate phenomena with any confidence.  

Therefore, although the study team is confident that the information contained herein is more than 
adequate for the purposes of this project, other potential users of this information should consider the 
limitations described above. 

3.1.2 Climate Parameters 

The list of climate parameters was developed based on climatic and meteorological phenomena deemed 
to be relevant to the geographic region (southwestern Ontario) and the region’s known seasonal 
variability.  Factors dictating the selection of climate parameters, and the indices used to express them, 
were based on data availability of several standard meteorologically-accepted parameters in 
consideration of both the historical/existing record as well as future projection model output. Justification 
for parameter selection was also based on the parameter’s potential to present vulnerability to the 
infrastructure and its components as a result of either an extreme or persistent occurrence. The following 
climate parameters were considered for analysis in this study: 

� High Temperature � Heavy 5-Day Total Rainfall � Lightning 

� Low Temperature � Winter Rain � Hailstorm  
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� Heat Wave � Freezing Rain � Hurricane/Tropical Storm 

� Cold Wave � Ice Storm � High Wind 

� Extreme Diurnal 
Temperature Variability 

� Heavy Snow  � Tornado 

� Freeze Thaw � Snow Accumulation � Drought/Dry Period 

� Heavy Rain � Blowing Snow/Blizzard � Heavy Fog 

� Sustained High 
Temperature in Winter 
with Snow on Ground  

� Water Level � Frost 

� Wet Days � Acid Rain � Dust Storms 

Frost, wet days, acid rain and dust storms presented very little to no defined vulnerability and information 
was either unavailable or extremely limited. As such, they were eliminated from further consideration. 

3.1.3 Definitions 

Definitions for the aforementioned climate parameters were established based on three factors: a) the 
usefulness of the climate parameter in determining vulnerability; b) the availability of information; and c) 
the ability to relate this information to a probability.  

In most cases, the “usefulness of the parameter in determining vulnerability” meant referencing the 
phenomenal or extreme aspects of a climate event (i.e. in the absence of extremes, vulnerability may not 
exist). In some instances, the mere occurrence of an event (singular or otherwise) was useful in 
determining vulnerability (e.g. tornado, hurricane), whereas for others, only an extreme occurrence of the 
event was deemed useful in determining vulnerability (e.g. high temperature of greater than 35°C). The 
latter required that a threshold be established, which was reflective of an extreme event for each 
applicable parameter. Time and resource limitations necessitated a pragmatic approach to selecting 
thresholds that was based on readily available information.  

The “availability of information” meant having access to climate parameter indices with both compiled 
historical data and future projections or predictions. However, it is noted that for certain parameters, 
whether considering historical or future, the only indices readily available were average occurrences over 
a unit time period, rather than extremes.  

The “ability to relate information to a probability” meant selecting data that were expressed, or easily 
manipulated to be expressed, as a probability, thus satisfying the first half of the “Risk” calculation 
equation; P (probability) x S (severity) = R (risk), required in the Protocol’s Step 3 screening matrix. This 
often prevented the use of climate data in its original recorded form (i.e. magnitude), but rather required 
manipulation for it to be expressed as a probability. For example, Heavy 5 Day Total Rainfall, a parameter 
for representing heavy rain over an extended time period, could not be used in its original recorded form 
(total millimetres). Instead, it needed to be translated to a frequency by establishing a threshold (reflective 
of extreme or phenomenal conditions) and calculating the number of occurrences that would surpass the 
threshold in a given year.    

Two tiers of parameter definitions were established: 

Tier one:  Commonly occurring events, which are almost certain to occur in a given year and whose 
effects and impacts to infrastructure are most likely related to persistence rather than a 
single occurrence. These parameters were defined as the probability of exceeding the 
historical average occurrence (i.e. Canadian Climate Normals) in a given year; and  

Tier two: The occurrence of extreme or phenomenal events in a given year. 
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3.1.4 Data Sources 

3.1.4.1 Historical 

The historical climate analysis was conducted using data from a variety of sources. Information was 
retrieved from Environment Canada’s Canadian Climate Normals (Environment Canada, n.d.), Climate 
Data Online (Environment Canada, 2008), the Ontario Node of the Canadian Atmospheric Hazards 
Network (Environment Canada, 2009) (hereafter referred to as the Atmospheric Hazards website) and the 
Canadian Daily Climate Data (CDCD V1.02) program (Environment Canada, 2007). For these data 
sources, Kingsville MOE weather station data was used (unless specified otherwise) as a result of the 
station’s location at the UWSS treatment plant site and completeness of data over the station’s period of 
record. For certain climate parameters (i.e. ice storm, lightning, hurricane, and tornado) information was 
either not available from the above-mentioned sources or was not representative of the same 
geographical area. In these instances there was a need to select alternative sources of information and/or 
use information representative of a different geographical area. These cases are clearly documented 
within the specific sections of this chapter.   

To assess historical trends in climate, various scientific journal articles were reviewed. It is noted that 
parameter indices and scales (temporal and spatial) from the literature often varied from the study’s 
established climate parameter definitions. However, due to resource limitations, the team agreed to 
accept varying levels of applicability as long as it could be used to make logical assumptions and 
connections with study definitions. GENIVAR did not conduct any independent trend analyses.  

3.1.4.2 Future 

Future climate projections were analyzed using climate model outputs from Environment Canada’s 
Canadian Climate Change Scenario Network (CCCSN) Plots, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) 4

th
 Assessment Report (AR4, 2007) Regional Climate Projections chapter (and others, 

where applicable), and scientific journal articles presenting regional and local projections and predictions.  

Using the CCCSN available from Environment Canada, the projected change in 21-year running mean in 
1995-2090 relative to 1986-2005 simulated by CanRCM4 model in the RCP8.5 experiments for NAM-44, 
North America domain, 0.44° grid were used. In addition, using the output from IPCC-recognized AR4 
global climate models was extracted for the model grid cell encompassing the Southern Ontario area for 
each of the three emissions scenarios used, A2 (high) A1B (medium) and B1 (low). In addition to 
considering the median output of all models, the range of output across the various models was also 
considered in assessing the confidence with which the output could be used. It should be noted that for 
some climate parameters, output was not available from all of the global climate models for which access 
is available on the CCCSN website.   

Similar to limitations associated with the available literature for historical trends, challenges were 
experienced in identifying climate projections for certain parameters, as information was often only 
available at global or regional scales (i.e. not specific to the UWSS study area), and/or by referencing 
different benchmarked time periods (i.e. not 1971-2000) or future planning horizons (i.e. not 2050s). As a 
result, difficulties in making direct comparisons between historical and future results were occasionally 
encountered. In such cases, the professional judgement of the project team was often applied in the 
ranking of existing and future probability, which was considered reasonable given the level of accuracy 
and precision required by the protocol.   

The way that this was managed was by ensuring “enough” support was available to justify decisions; for 
example, a change in probability score between existing and future scenarios for a given parameter. In 
this sense, the term “enough” meant having said support (e.g. baseline information in the form of model 
projection output being supported by scientific literature relating to the same or similar spatial and 
temporal setting) such that, in the event that the review and scoring process was to be repeated by 
others, one would likely come to the same conclusion (at least in terms of direction, and possible in 
magnitude of change).  Alternatively, where supporting projection data were clearly inconsistent or in 
conflict with one another, scores remained unchanged.    
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3.1.5 Time Frames Used for Analysis 

3.1.5.1 Historical 

The most common time frame used for analysis of historical climate data was 1971 to 2000 as this is the 
most recent 30-year climate normal period represented in the Canadian Climate Normals, and is the 
period used in many of the graphics and data provided on the Atmospheric Hazards website. In addition 
most climate change projections refer to changes from baseline climate of 1961 to 1990 or 1971 to 
2000.The time frame of 1971 to 2000 was used where analysis was undertaken by GENIVAR using the 
Climate Data Online (Environment Canada, 2008) and the Canadian Daily Climate Data (CDCD V1.02) 
program (Environment Canada, 2007) for occasions where data was not available from the Climate 
Normals or Atmospheric Hazards website. There were instances where the historical conditions of certain 
parameters were exclusively or best represented by time frames different from, or longer than, the 1971 
to 2000 period. These cases are clearly identified within the specific sections of this chapter.  

3.1.5.2 Future 

Wherever possible, the time frame used for future projections was the 30-year period of 2041 to 2070, or 
more commonly expressed as “the 2050s”. Assessment of vulnerability beyond this horizon was not 
within the study scope as this would likely surpass the design life of the infrastructure without the 
undertaking of significant reconstruction or rehabilitation efforts.  The level of uncertainty associated with 
future climate project also increases significantly beyond the middle of this century, which would 
potentially call into question the utility of the results. 

3.1.6 Process of Probability Scoring 

The process of scoring the probability of an event’s occurrence was conducted by first identifying 
historical occurrences and then by calculating a frequency (i.e. the number of occurrences within a time 
frame divided by the number of years in that time frame). In some instances, the data was already 
presented (by the relevant source) as a frequency. A score between 0-7 was assigned to each parameter 
by subjectively relating the known or calculated probability to one of the descriptive terms presented in 
Method A of the Protocol’s Probability Scale Factors (shown in Table 3-1). In order to initially relate 
numeric probabilities to descriptive terms, the team followed a consistent thought process to establish 
relational benchmarks. The following example explains how this was conducted: 

The process started by framing the question “what is the likelihood that an event will occur in a given 
year?” If one considers a climate parameter calculated to have a historical annual frequency of 0.5 then 
this can be considered to mean that the climate event would occur approximately once every other year. 
The team evaluated the various Method A descriptive terms and collectively agreed that, if the event 
would occur approximately once every other year, then the term “moderate/possible” best represented 
the likelihood of its occurrence in a given year. That is to say, by no means is it certain that it will occur 
every year. The Protocol’s Figure 8 relates the term “moderate/possible” to a Probability Score of “4”. This 
was established as a middle relational benchmark. 

Following the same rationale as above, parameters with known or calculated probabilities of greater than 
2 were considered very likely to have an event occur in a given year based simply on the historical 
record. Therefore, any probabilities greater than two were agreed to relate best to the term “highly 
probable/certain”. The Protocol’s Figure 21 relates the term “highly probable/certain” to a Probability 
Score of “7”. This was established as the upper relational benchmark.  

The Protocol’s Figure 21 relates the term “negligible or not applicable” to a Probability Score of “0”. It was 
agreed that regardless of how low the frequency, the term “negligible or not applicable” did not apply to 
any parameter being evaluated in this particular study and as such, no scores of “0” would be assigned.  

The above three rationales, provided relational benchmarks for the team to consider during this 
assessment. Once completing several additional examples, the team continued to develop a consistent 
process (or self calibration) in ascribing values. In order to ensure this consistency was maintained for all 
parameters, a mechanism was developed which related frequency ranges to PIEVC scores. This 
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mechanism is shown in Table 3-1 below (right column). Following this mechanism, historical probabilities 
were matched to the appropriate numerical ranges. 

Table 3-1 Protocol Probability Scale Factors and Mechanism Used to Consistently Assign Probability Scores 

PIEVC Probability Score Method A 
Calculated Number of  
Occurrences per Year (range)* 

0 Negligible/not applicable 0 

1 Highly unlikely/ improbable / >0 to 0.05 

2 Remotely Possible 0.05 to 0.1 

3 Possible/ occasional 0.1 to 0.25 

4 Somewhat Likely/ Normal 0.25 to 0.75 

5 Likely/ Frequent 0.75 to 1.25 

6 Probable/ Often 1.25 to 2 

7 
Highly probable/ Approaching 
Certainty >2 

*Ranges were developed subjectively based on completing several examples of relating probabilities to descriptive 
terms. 

It is noted that tier one parameters were treated slightly different. As per their definition (in Section 3.1.3 
above), these parameters represent commonly occurring events whose effects and impacts to 
infrastructure are most likely related to persistence rather than a single occurrence (i.e. freeze thaw) . If 
they were not treated independently, their frequency of occurrence in a given year (always greater than 
two) would repeatedly be assigned a Probability Score of “7” or “highly probable/ approaching certainty”. 
The team decided that this was undesirable because it would prevent the potential for any upward 
change in future scenario scores and would unjustifiably influence the overall risk scores. In order to 
ensure that these types of parameters were set on a level playing field with the more extreme 
parameters, the following methodology was established. 

Following the calculation of the frequency of occurrences within a given year (same as for tier two 
parameters), this value, which was often high (e.g. 62 for freeze thaw cycles), was used as a benchmark 
within the definition itself (different from tier two parameters). This was done because the initial calculated 
frequency presented little use in assessing vulnerability of the infrastructure (i.e. the likelihood of 1 freeze 
thaw event occurring was meaningless). Continuing with the freeze thaw example, an original study 
definition would have been “the number of days in a given year with maximum temperature greater than 
1°C and minimum temperature less than -1°C”, whereas the revised definition becomes “62 or more days 
with maximum temperature greater than 1°C and minimum temperature less than -1°C”. This allows for 
an appreciation of the event’s historical average occurrence (annual) experienced over life of the 
infrastructure as well as establishing a point of reference to consider when evaluating future probability 
scores (i.e. the likelihood of more or less than the historical average occurring).  

For the purposes of this study, it was agreed that for tier one parameters, half of the time (0.5), a given 
year would experience more than an event’s historical average (i.e. 61.9 freeze thaw events) and the 
other half (0.5), a given year would experience less than an event’s historical average. It is recognized 
that in order to be statistically meaningful, this middle reference point should indeed be the data set’s 
median, rather than the mean, however a pragmatic approach was taken based on readily available 
information and the level of accuracy required.  

Based on the relational benchmarks established above and the resulting mechanism developed, tier one 
definitions in the historical context (frequency of 0.5) were deemed to have a “somewhat likely/normal” 
chance of occurrence. As such, a Probability Score of “4” was assigned.  

When considering the future scenario (2050s), probability scores were assigned by changing (increasing 
or decreasing) or maintaining the previously established historical scores and not by calculating new 
probabilities. Scores were assigned after understanding future climate projections via the analysis of 
CCCSN global climate model output, bioclimate profiles, and/or review of available scientific journal 
articles. Once projections were obtained, the probability scores were re-evaluated for each parameter and 
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sometimes adjusted. Where projection information was not available, probability scores remained 
unchanged between historical and future scenarios. 

In addition to understanding future projections, historical trends were discussed. It is noted that trends 
were not used to alter future probability scores, but rather provided background information to projections 
or predictions. It is further noted (as previously mentioned) that all trend analyses were obtained from 
readily available literature and were not conducted by GENIVAR. 

3.1.7 Layout of Chapter 

Beyond its Introduction, this chapter is presented in a parameter-by-parameter format, each section of 
which contains the following subsections: 
 

� Climate Parameter (e.g. High Temperature) 
o Definition 
o Historical Climate 

� Findings 
� Probability Scoring 

o Trends 
o Climate Projections 

� Findings 
� Probability Scoring 

3.2 Climate Parameters 

The following sections provide the detailed information on each of the climate parameters included in this 
study.  

3.2.1 High Temperature  

3.2.1.1 Definition 

For the purposes of this study, the measure of high temperature was defined as the number of days 
where the maximum temperature is greater than 35°C in a given year. As the highest temperature ever 
recorded at Kingsville MOE station was 37.5°C (June 25, 1988) (Environment Canada, n.d.), a threshold 
of 35°C was considered representative of extreme or phenomenal high temperature. As described in 
Section 3.1.3 of the report, this parameter is a tier two definition.   

3.2.1.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Climate Normals describe and summarize average climate conditions for a particular location and time 
period. In this study, Climate Normals were obtained for Kingsville MOE Station based on data from the 
years 1971 to 2000. The information yielded from these Normals relating to high temperature is shown in 
Table 3-2 below. On average there were 0.18 days per year with a maximum temperature greater than 
35°C.  

Table 3-2 High Temperature Results for the Period 1971-2000* 

Description Days/Year 

Number of days with a maximum temperature > 30°C per year  5.2  

Number of days with a maximum temperature > 35°C per year 0.18 
*(Environment Canada, n.d.) 

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.18 (days per year with a maximum temperature greater than 35°C) was 
compared to the established ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of 
“3”, with a “possible/occasional” chance of occurrence.  
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3.2.1.3 Trends 

Trends in historical temperatures for southern Canada from the years 1900 to 1998 were examined by 
Bonsal, Zhang, Vincent, and Hogg (2001). Although their research presents significantly increasing trends 
to the lower and higher percentiles of daily minimum and maximum temperature distribution (1

st
, 5

th
 & 10

th
 

percentile for extreme low and 90
th
, 95

th
 & 99

th
 percentile for extreme high), no consistent trends for the 

higher percentiles of summer daily maximum temperature were identified, thus indicating little change to 
the number of extreme hot summer days.  

Vincent and Mekis (2006) showed that the number of annual warm events (days above the 90
th
 

percentile) over Canada increased significantly throughout the years 1950 to 2003. In addition, Zhang, 
Vincent, Hogg, and Niitsoo (2000) found that over the same time period, annual mean temperatures have 
increased by 0.9°C in southern Canada (south of 60

o
N); however, relatively smaller increases have 

occurred in daily maximum temperature (especially when compared to increases in daily minimum 
temperature). Furthermore, their research, which also dealt with indices of abnormal climate (i.e., below 
the 34

th
 percentiles and above the 66

th
 percentiles), indicated that southern Canada has not become 

hotter, but rather less cold.  

The above studies indicate that little-to-no increases have occurred with respect to extreme hot 
temperatures. It is noted that these studies are not specific to the study area and do not define high 
temperature the same as GENIVAR (i.e., the number of days with maximum temperature greater than 
35°C). In addition, some of the trends assessed annual data, which prevented the findings from being 
directly comparable to daily maximums. 

3.2.1.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Current climate projections indicate that temperatures for most of North America will increase and likely 
exceed the global mean warming (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC). This projected increase in temperature 
is expected to be between 2°C to 3°C and is based on annual means (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC). In 
addition, it is very likely that high temperature extremes will increase globally (Meehl et al., 2007, IPCC). 
These increases represent global mean warming and do not relate directly to temperatures greater than 
35°C. A study by Kharin, Zwiers, Zhang and Hegerl (2007) indicated that changes in warm extremes 
generally follows changes in the mean summertime temperature.  

Projections specific to Windsor are presented in a study by Cheng et al. (2005), where the average of five 
climate change scenarios is used. The study projects that the number of days exceeding 30°C will more 
than double by the 2050s. Although not directly indicated, this finding would suggest the potential for the 
number of days with temperatures greater than 35°C to increase as well. 

Climate model output available on the CCCSN, project an annual mean maximum air temperature 
increase of approximately 2°C to 3°C for the area encompassing the Southern Ontario area. It is noted 
that this annual value will not necessarily influence changes in the number of days with temperatures 
exceeding 35°C. 

IPCC recognized climate model outputs available on the CCCSN, project an annual mean maximum air 
temperature increase of approximately 2.2°C for the area encompassing Southwestern Ontario. It is 
noted that this annual value will not necessarily influence changes in the number of days with 
temperatures exceeding 35°C. 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “3” to a revised probability 
score of “4” based on the above-noted climate projections and the following rationale. Climate Normals 
(based on the historical record 1971-2000) revealed 5.2 days per year with temperatures exceeding 30°C 
and 0.18 days exceeding 35°C. This is a large difference in the number of days even though the 
thresholds are relatively close. Considering mean maximum air temperatures are projected to increase by 
2°C to 3°C (climate model output for Southern Ontario area) one might assume that this increase would 
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be enough to elevate a certain percentage of the existing “greater than 30°C days” (5.2) to a temperature 
above the 35°C threshold. Furthermore, if the number of days exceeding 30°C is projected to more than 
double by the 2050s (Cheng et al.’s 2005 study), then it might also be expected that a certain proportion 
of the “greater than 30°C days” will also exceed 35°C. As a result, it was decided that an increase in the 
number of days above 35°C would be large enough to justify an increase of 1 in the probability score.  

3.2.2 Low Temperature  

3.2.2.1 Definition 

For the purposes of this study, the measure of low temperature was defined as the number of days where 
the minimum temperature is less than or equals to -28°C in a given year. As the lowest temperature ever 
recorded at Kingsville MOE Station was -29°C (January 4, 1981) (Environment Canada, n.d.), a threshold 
of -28°C was considered representative of extreme or phenomenal low temperature. As described in 
Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier two definition.   

3.2.2.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

The information yielded from the Canadian Climate Normals for Kingsville MOE Station relating to low 
temperature is shown in Table 3-3 below. This information is only provided for thresholds of -20°C and -
30°C. As mentioned above, there were no records of temperature below -30°C. Hence, Environment 
Canada CDCD was used to obtain results for the selected threshold of -28°C.  

Table 3-3 Low Temperature Results for the Period 1971-2000 

Description Days/Year 

Number of days with a minimum temperature =< -20°C per year* 1.7 

Number of days with a minimum temperature =< -28°C per year
+ 

0.07 

Number of days with a minimum temperature =< -29°C per year
+
 0.03 

Number of days with a minimum temperature =< -30°C per year* 0 

*(Environment Canada, n.d.) 
+
(Environment Canada CDCD) 

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.07 (days per year with a minimum temperature below -28°C) was 
compared to the established ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of 
“2”, with a “remotely possible” chance of occurrence. 

3.2.2.3 Trends 

Trends in historical temperatures for southern Canada were examined in a study by Bonsal et al. (2001), 
which showed a significant decrease in the number of days with extreme low temperatures (e.g. minimum 
temperature less than 5

th
 percentile) from 1900 to 1998 during winter. Vincent and Mekis (2006) showed 

that the number of annual cold events (days below the 10
th
 percentile) over Canada decreased 

significantly throughout the years 1950 to 2003.  

Zhang et al. (2000) found that annual mean temperatures have increased by 0.9°C over the last century 
in southern Canada (south of 60

o
N) and that large increases in daily minimum temperatures have 

occurred. Furthermore, their research, which also dealt with indices of abnormal climate (i.e. below the 
34

th
 percentiles and above the 66

th
 percentiles), indicates that southern Canada has not become hotter, 

but rather less cold.  

The above studies indicate that substantial decreases in winter days with extreme low temperatures and 
increases in daily minimum temperatures have occurred.  It is noted that these studies are not specific to 
the study area and do not define low temperature the same as GENIVAR (i.e. the number of days with 
minimum temperature less than -30°C). In addition, some of the trends assessed annual data, which 
prevented the findings from being directly comparable to daily minimums. 
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3.2.2.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Current climate projections indicate that temperatures for most of North America will increase and likely 
exceed the global mean warming (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC). This projected increase in temperature 
is expected to be between 2°C to 3°C and is based on annual means (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC). In 
addition, the fourth IPCC assessment report concluded that there will be a reduced risk of extreme low 
temperatures (Meehl et al., 2007, IPCC). In a study that included Windsor, Cheng et al. (2009b) used a 
statistical downscaled approach on five general circulation models (GCM) outputs to derive future climate 
information and found that it is very likely that cold related mortality will decrease by about 60% in by the 
2050s, implying a warming of extreme low temperature. A study by Kharin et al. (2007) indicates that cold 
extremes warm faster than warm extremes by about 30% - 40%, globally averaged.  

IPCC recognized climate model outputs available on the CCCSN, project an annual mean minimum air 
temperature increase of approximately 3°C for the area encompassing the Southwestern Ontario. It is 
noted that this annual value will not necessarily influence changes in the number of days with 
temperatures below -30°C.   

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “2” to a revised probability 
score of “1” based on the above-noted climate projections and trends, which both indicate a decrease in 
the number of extreme cold days and warming temperatures. 

3.2.3 Heat Wave 

3.2.3.1 Definition 

A meteorological heat wave is defined by Environment Canada (Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC) 
- Ontario Region, 2009b) as three or more consecutive days in which the maximum temperature is 
greater than or equal to 32°C. For the purposes of this study, the number of heat wave occurrences within 
a given year was considered. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier two 
definition.   

3.2.3.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Daily temperature data for Kingsville MOE Station, obtained from Environment Canada’s Climate Data 
Online (Environment Canada, 2008), was analyzed for the occurrences of heat waves from 1971 to 2000 
based on the above definition. It was determined that 3 heat waves occurred during this 30-year period. 
This translates to an average of 0.1 heat waves per year (3/30). Two (2) of the heat waves lasted for the 
defining three days and there was one (1) heat wave that lasted for four (4) days.  

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.1 (heat waves per year) was compared to the established ranges in Table 
3-1and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of “2”, with a “remotely possible” chance of 
occurrence. 

3.2.3.3 Trends 

No studies specifically analysing trends of heat waves were identified, although various warming trends 
were established in the articles reviewed, as discussed in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter. 

3.2.3.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

The Global Climate Projections chapter of the IPCC 4
th
 Assessment Report indicates that there will likely 

be an increasing risk of more frequent and longer heat waves (Meehl et al., 2007, IPCC). In addition, 
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there is expected to be an increase in the dryness of summer with drier soil conditions, which could 
contribute to more severe heat waves (Meehl et al., 2007, IPCC). As these projections are made in a 
global context, they cannot be directly related to the study area.  

Although not specific to the study area, a study by Cheng et al. (2005), which used the average of five 
climate change scenarios, found that the number of days exceeding 30°C is projected to more than 
double by the 2050s for Windsor. This finding, along with the projected annual mean maximum air 
temperature increase of approximately 2.2°C  suggest that the number of days with temperatures greater 
than or equal to 32°C (temperature component threshold for heat waves) is likely to increase, thereby 
increasing the number of days where heat wave conditions are possible. It is noted that the mean 
maximum air temperature increase of 2.2°C is an annual value and will not necessarily reflect changes in 
the summer season.  

Climate model outputs available on the CCCSN (for Southwestern Ontario) also project that the heat 
wave index will increase by approximately 31.9 days by the 2050s. However, this is not directly 
comparable data as the CCCSN uses the definition of a heat wave as a maximum period greater than 5 
consecutive days with the maximum temperature greater than 5°C above the baseline maximum 
temperature normal 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “2” to a revised probability 
score of “3” based on the above-noted climate projections. Similar logic was used in the evaluation of 
heat waves as was used for high temperature. 

3.2.4 Cold Wave 

3.2.4.1 Definition 

A cold wave is defined by Environment Canada (MSC - Ontario Region, 2005a) as a day in which the 
minimum temperature is below -20°C and the maximum temperature is not above -10°C. For the 
purposes of this study, the definition of a cold wave was altered slightly to be three or more consecutive 
days having a minimum temperature at or below -20°C and a maximum temperature at or below -10°C. 
The number of cold wave occurrences within a given year was considered. This altered definition related 
better to the “Heat Wave” definition (above) and differentiated this parameter from “low temperature” 
(discussed above). As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier two definition.   

3.2.4.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Daily temperature data for Kingsville MOE Station, obtained from Environment Canada’s Climate Data 
Online (Environment Canada, 2008), was analyzed for the occurrences of cold waves from 1971 to 2000 
based on the above definition. It was determined that 2 cold waves occurred during this 30-year period. 
This translates to an average of 0.07 cold waves per year (2/30). Both cold waves lasted for the defining 
three days.  

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.07 (cold waves per year) was compared to the established ranges in 
Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of “2”, with a “remotely possible” chance of 
occurrence. 

3.2.4.3 Trends 

No studies specifically analysing trends of cold waves were identified, although various warming trends 
were established in the articles reviewed, as discussed in Section 3.2.1.3 of this chapter. 
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3.2.4.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Current climate projections indicate that temperatures for most of North America will increase and likely 
exceed the global mean warming (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC). This projected increase in temperature 
is expected to be between 2°C to 3°C and is based on annual means (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC). 
The fourth IPCC assessment report concluded that there will be a reduced risk of extreme low 
temperatures. Furthermore, global climate projections indicate that there will likely be a decline in the 
frequency of cold air outbreaks (two or more consecutive days with temperatures below the present mean 
by two standard deviations) in winter by 50-100% in the northern hemisphere (Meehl et al., 2007, IPCC). 
In a study by Cheng et al. (2009b) used a statistical downscaled approach from five general circulation 
models (GCM) to derive future climate information and found that it is very likely that cold related mortality 
will decrease by 60% in Windsor demonstrating a warming of extreme low temperature.  

IPCC recognized climate model outputs available on the CCCSN, project an annual mean minimum air 
temperature increase of approximately 2.5°C for the area encompassing the Southwestern Ontario 
(methods presented in Section 3.1.4.2). Although this annual value does not necessarily reflect changes 
in the winter season.   

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “2” to a revised probability 
score of “1” based on the above-noted climate projections and trends (for low temperature), which both 
indicate a decrease in the number of extreme cold days and warming temperatures. Similar logic was 
used in the evaluation of cold waves as was used for low temperature.    

3.2.5 Extreme Diurnal Temperature Variability 

3.2.5.1 Definition 

Diurnal temperature variability is the difference between the maximum and minimum temperature in a day 
(i.e., the daily swing in temperature). For the purposes of this study, this parameter was defined as the 
number of days experiencing a diurnal temperature variability of greater than 25°C in a given year. As the 
maximum diurnal temperature variability ever recorded at Kingsville MOE Station was 28°C (January 22, 
1984) (Environment Canada, 2008), a threshold range of 25°C was considered representative of extreme 
or phenomenal diurnal temperature variation. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter 
is a tier two definition.   

3.2.5.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Daily temperature data for Kingsville MOE Station, obtained from Environment Canada’s Climate Data 
Online (Environment Canada, 2008), was analyzed for the occurrences of extreme diurnal temperature 
variability from 1971 to 2000 based on the above definition. It was determined that there were 2 
occurrences of extreme diurnal temperature variability during this 30-year period. This translates to an 
average of 0.07 occurrences per year (2/30).  

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.07 (extreme diurnal temperature variability occurrences per year) was 
compared to the established ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of 
“2”, with a “remotely possible” chance of occurrence. 

3.2.5.3 Trends 

Vincent and Mekis (2006) discovered that changes (warming) in night time temperatures were more 
pronounced than changes in daytime temperatures (throughout Canada) leading to a decrease in the 
diurnal temperature variation for the years 1900 to 2003. Trends examined for the period 1950 to 2003 
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show a decrease of approximately 0.5°C to 1.0°C in diurnal temperature variability at certain stations 
including southern Ontario (Vincent and Mekis, 2006).  

Zhang et al. (2000) discovered that annual mean temperatures have increased by 0.9°C over the last 
century in southern Canada. The maximum daily temperature was found to have relatively smaller 
increases compared to the minimum daily temperature for the years 1900 to 1998. This led to a decrease 
in diurnal temperature variability of 0.5-2.0°C. It is noted that these studies are not specific to the study 
area and do not define extreme diurnal temperature variability the same as GENIVAR (i.e., the number of 
days experiencing a diurnal temperature variability of greater than 25°C).  

3.2.5.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

The IPCC global climate projections indicate a decrease in the diurnal temperature variation in most 
regions (Meehl et al., 2007, IPCC). In addition, IPCC recognized climate model outputs available on the 
CCCSN for the area encompassing Southwestern Ontario, project an annual mean maximum air 
temperature increase of approximately 2.5°C and an annual mean minimum air temperature increase of 
approximately 2.4°C. This indicates that minimum air temperatures are likely to increase more than 
maximum air temperatures thus reducing variability. It is noted that these data represent annual values 
and cannot be directly related to a diurnal temperature range. 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “2” to a revised probability 
score of 1” based on the above-noted climate projections and trends, which both indicate a decrease in 
the diurnal (and annual) temperature variability.  

3.2.6 Freeze Thaw 

3.2.6.1 Definition 

For the purposes of this study, freeze thaw was defined as the average number of days (62 as described 
below) in a given year, which had a maximum temperature greater than 1°C and a minimum temperature 
less than -1°C. This definition was used as it was felt that it more accurately represented conditions which 
would allow a freeze thaw cycle to occur, as opposed to a minor fluctuation above/below 0°C as 
described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier one definition.   

3.2.6.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Daily temperature data for Kingsville MOE Station, obtained from Environment Canada’s Canadian Daily 
Climate Data program (CDCD) (Environment Canada, 2007), was analyzed for the occurrence of freeze 
thaw cycles from 1971 to 2000 based on the above definition. It was determined that 1,835 days with 
freeze thaw occurred during this 30-year period. This translates to an average of 62 days per year 
(1,835/30). 

Probability Scoring 

As freeze thaw was established as a tier one definition, the standardized probability scoring process (for 
tier one parameters) described in Section 3.1.6 was employed. Based on the assumption that 0.5 
represents the probability that the historical average number of freeze thaw events (62) would occur in a 
given year, established ranges in Table 3-1 indicate that a probability score of “4” be ascribed, with a “ 
somewhat likely/normal” chance of occurrence.  

3.2.6.3 Trends 

No trend information was found for freeze thaw for the study area. However, for Toronto, Ho and Gough 
(2006) determined that for the years 1960 to 1989 there was an unspecified decrease in the annual 
number of freeze thaw cycles. It is noted that the study’s definition of freeze thaw (i.e., having a maximum 
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temperature greater than or equal to 0°C and a minimum temperature less than or equal to -1°C) differed 
from GENIVAR’s definition (i.e., a maximum temperature greater than 1°C and a minimum temperature 
less than -1°C) and the geographical area (Toronto) also differed from the study area. 

Furthermore, a study completed for the City of Welland (AMEC 2012) shows a significant decline in the 
number of freeze thaw cycles by 2050 (from a historical number of 75 days, to 56 days by 2050). It is also 
noted for this study that the definition (having a maximum temperature greater than or equal to 0°C and a 
minimum temperature less than or equal to 0°C) and geographical area differed from GENIVAR’s 
definition and study area. 

3.2.6.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Although not specific to the study area, Ho and Gough (2006), using predictive capacities of the 2
nd

 and 
6

th
 polynomial equations (monthly temperature versus monthly number of freeze thaw cycles) on 

established trends concluded that changes in freeze thaw cycle frequencies will not be significant under 
synthetic warming conditions. Furthermore, the projection completed for the Welland area (AMEC 2012), 
showed a decreasing trend of the number of freeze thaw cycles per year by 2050.  

Bioclimate profiles available on the CCCSN website provide graphical representation of climate and 
related indices both historically and in the future. Future climate projections are found by applying the 
closest GCM grid-cell change fields (no downscaling) to historical station (at Kingsville MOE Station) 
specific climate data. There are 9 bioclimate profiles on the CCCSN that have freeze thaw days as an 
index. Results for the 2050s study period project an average of 56.4 freeze thaw days per year based on 
an average of the three emission scenarios (SR-A1B, SR-A2, and SR-B1). 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “4” to a revised probability 
score of “3 based on the above-noted climate projections and trends, which indicate a substantial 
decrease in the number of freeze thaw cycles (most notably the bioclimate profiles). As freeze thaw was 
classified a tier one definition, the probability of its occurrence in relation to the historical average was 
considered.   

3.2.7 Heavy Rain 

3.2.7.1 Definition  

For the purposes of this study, heavy rain was defined as the number of days, in a given year, that 
experienced rainfall greater than or equal to 50mm within a 12-hour period. This definition was chosen 
because rainfall warnings are issued by Environment Canada in the warm season when 50mm or more is 
expected to fall within 12 hours (MSC-Ontario Region, 2009e). As described in Section 3.1.3 of this 
chapter, this parameter is a tier two definition.   

3.2.7.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Return period rainfall amounts, interpreted from Environment Canada’s Intensity Duration Frequency 
(IDF) file (Environment Canada, 2010), were analyzed for the occurrence of heavy rain return period of 
rainfall amounts that exceeded 50mm in 12 hours from 1975 to 2004 at Point Pelee. It was determined 
that once every 5 years, the rainfall will exceed 50mm in 12 hours. This translates to an average of 0.2 
occurrences per year (1/5).  

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.2 (occurrence per year with rainfall greater than or equal to 50mm within a 
12-hour period) was compared to the established ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a 
probability score of “3”, with a “possible/ occasional” chance of occurrence. 
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3.2.7.3 Trends 

Vincent and Mekis (2004) showed a significant decrease in the intensity of rain (ratio between annual 
total rainfall amount and the number of days with rain) in southern Canada from 1950 to 2001, however 
concluded that there were no consistent changes in the highest 5-day maximum. A subsequent study by 
Vincent and Mekis (2006) supported this finding and showed that the number of days with rainfall (days 
with rain greater than trace amounts) increased from 1950 to 2003 throughout southern Canada. They 
also found a decrease in the daily intensity (annual rainfall divided by the number of days with rain). 
Another paper by Hogg (1996) found an insignificant positive trend in extreme rainfall (undefined - based 
on station extremes) over the last 60 to 90 years for all regions in Canada.  

Zhang et al. (2000) found that the total precipitation in Southern Canada increased by 12% from 1900 to 
1998, while Zhang et al. (2001) found no identifiable trends in extreme precipitation (90

th
 percentile, 

maximum and 20 year return values of annual daily precipitation) over the same period. A paper written 
by Cheng, Li, G., and Li, Q. (2007a) analysed the number of days in the warm season (April to 
November) with rainfall-related weather types and found that for Kingsville, the number of days increased 
by 8.2 days over the period 1958 to 2002.  

Trend information showed a decrease in rainfall intensity, but an increase in the number of days with rain. 
It is noted that some of these studies are not specific to the Kingsville area and do not define heavy rain 
the same as GENIVAR (i.e., the number of days that experience rainfall greater than or equal to 50mm 
within a 12-hour period). 

3.2.7.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Based on a review of various relevant articles, Chiotti and Lavender (2008) deduced that the majority of 
GCM models project an increase in precipitation within the next 20 to 50 years, which is expected to be 
more intense and more frequent. Kharin et al. (2007) concluded that relative changes in precipitation 
intensity extremes generally exceed relative changes in annual mean precipitation.  

Christensen et al., (2007, IPCC) found that in southern Canada precipitation is likely to increase in winter 
and spring but decrease in summer. Furthermore, Meehl et al., (2007, IPCC) indicated that global 
precipitation is expected to be concentrated in more intense events that are less frequent with more days 
between rainfalls.  

The model outputs available on the CCCSN for the Southwestern Ontario area project an increase in the 
annual mean total precipitation of 5% to 10% by the 2050s.  

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “3” to a revised probability 
score of “4” based on the above-noted climate projections. Although trends do not show an increase in 
daily precipitation extremes, some future projections suggest an increase in the frequency of extreme 
daily precipitation events.  

3.2.8 Heavy 5-Day Total Rainfall 

3.2.8.1 Definition 

For the purposes of this study, heavy 5-day total rainfall was defined as a period of 5 days with a total 
rainfall exceeding 100mm. The number of heavy 5-day total rainfall occurrences within a given year was 
considered. A 5-day period was chosen because it agreed with the CCCSN 5-day maximum rainfall index 
used for future projections and was determined to be reflective of prolonged or persistent rain. The 
100mm total rainfall threshold was chosen subjectively to represent a substantial amount of rainfall in a 
relatively short period of time. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier two 
definition.   
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3.2.8.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Daily rainfall data for Kingsville MOE Station, obtained from Environment Canada’s Climate Data Online 
(Environment Canada, 2008), was analyzed for the occurrence of heavy 5-day total rainfall from 1971 to 
2000 based on the above definition. The total rainfall for every 5-day period from 1971 to 2000 was 
identified. The analysis was conducted in such a way that no one day rainfall amount was included in 
more than one 5-day total. During the 30-year time frame, there were 4 occurrences of a 5-day total 
rainfall exceeding 100mm was identified. This translates to an average of 0.13 occurrences per year 
(4/30).  

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.13 (heavy 5-day total rainfall occurrences per year) was compared to the 
established ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of “3”, with a 
“possible/occasional” chance of occurrence. 

3.2.8.3 Trends 

Trends in rainfall extremes were examined in Section 3.2.7.3 of this chapter. Even though trends show a 
decrease in rainfall intensity, they show an increase in the number of days with rain. The Vincent and 
Mekis study (2004) was determined to be the most applicable to this section. They found a significant 
decrease in the intensity of rainfall events from 1950 to 2001 and no consistent changes in the highest 5-
day maximum.  

3.2.8.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Projections in precipitation were examined in Section 3.2.7.4, Findings, identifying increases in 
precipitation and frequency of extremes. Projection information specific to 5-day total rainfall was 
identified in the CCCSN (for Southwestern Ontario) with model outputs expressing a magnitude of 
change for the maximum 5-day total precipitation. For this index, an increase of 7.19mm was projected 
for the 2050s.  

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “3” to a revised probability 
score of “4” based on the above-noted climate projections and trends. Trends show an increase in the 
number of days with rain, while future projections indicate that there will likely be an increase in 
precipitation with a potential increase in the frequency of extreme precipitation events. In addition, based 
on the CCCSN model output discussed above, the magnitude of maximum 5-day total precipitation is 
expected to increase. It is noted that this does not necessarily relate directly to the frequency of 5-day 
maximum rainfall exceeding 100mm; however, one might assume that the potential for this to occur will 
increase.  

3.2.9 Winter Rain 

3.2.9.1 Definition  

For the purposes of this study, winter rain was defined as the number of days, in a given year, where 
greater than or equal to 25mm of rain fell throughout the months January, February, and March (JFM). 
This definition was chosen because it related well to Environment Canada’s rainfall warning in the winter 
season, which is issued when greater than 25mm is expected to fall within 24 hours, if the ground is 
frozen or covered by snow (MSC-Ontario Region, 2009e). It was assumed for this study that rain falling 
during JFM will be on ground that is frozen or snow-covered. These conditions could potentially result in 
significantly greater runoff than rainfall events during other seasons, and therefore were considered 
separately and in addition to overall annual changes to rainfall characteristics as described by the above 
parameters. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier two definition.   
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3.2.9.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Daily precipitation data for Kingsville MOE Station, obtained from Environment Canada’s CDCD program 
(Environment Canada, 2007), was analyzed for the occurrence of winter rain from 1971 to 2000 based on 
the above definition. It was determined that 25 heavy winter rain events of greater than 25mm occurred 
during the 30-year study period. This translates to an average of 0.83 occurrences per year (25/30). 

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.83 (days per year with winter rain) was compared to the established 
ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of “5”, with a “likely/frequent” 
chance of occurrence. 

3.2.9.3 Trends 

Trends previously examined in Section 3.2.8.3 established that there is an increasing annual trend in the 
amount of rainfall. Zhang et al. (2000) examined total precipitation trends seasonally for southern Canada 
for the years 1900 to 1998 and found an increasing trend in winter and autumn, a decreasing trend in the 
spring and no trend in the summer. The trends in this study do not distinguish between rain and snow as 
precipitation.  

Zhang et al. (2000) found a non-significant increase in the ratio of snowfall to total precipitation for the 
years 1900 to 1998 for southern Canada. However, for the time period of 1950-1998, they found a 
decrease in the ratio between snowfall and total precipitation. Similarly, for the time period 1950-2001, 
Vincent and Mekis (2004) found that, the ratio of snowfall to total precipitation decreased in southern 
Canada, indicating more winter rain. In addition, the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment 
(CCME, 2003) identified that in southern Canada, over the past 50 years, there has been a higher 
proportion of precipitation falling as rain.  

It is noted that these studies are not specific to the study area and do not define winter rain the same as 
GENIVAR (i.e., the number of days where 25mm or more of rain fell throughout the months January, 
February and March). 

3.2.9.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Christensen et al., (2007, IPCC) found that in southern Canada precipitation is likely to increase in winter 
and spring but decrease in summer. Furthermore, they indicated that the length of the snow season is 
expected to decrease. Projected increases in minimum temperatures (as discussed in Section 3.2.2.4, 
Findings) may create conditions that are too warm for precipitation to fall as snow, thus resulting in more 
precipitation as rain throughout Canada (CCME, 2003). It is noted that this does not necessarily translate 
to more than 25mm of rain falling in January, February and March (as per GENIVAR’s definition of winter 
rain).  

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was left unchanged from the historical value of “5” based on the 
following rationale. Although historical trend and projection information show a likely increase in the 
amount of rainfall during the winter season, other considerations counteract (lessen) this parameter’s 
impact on the infrastructure vulnerability. Typically winter rain presents challenges when falling on frozen 
or snow-covered ground as the potential for run-off is greatly increased (especially when considering 
infrastructure components). However, in the future, increased temperatures (discussed in Section 3.2.1 of 
this chapter) are likely to result in a reduction of frozen or snow-covered ground, thus lessening the 
potential for significant run-off issues. As such, for the purposes of this study, these factors were deemed 
to cancel one another out as the same warm temperatures that contribute to rain falling during the winter 
(rather than snow) also contribute to the reduced potential for, and magnitude of frozen or snow-covered 
ground.  
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3.2.10 Freezing Rain 

3.2.10.1 Definition 

Freezing rain is rain or drizzle which falls as liquid but freezes upon contact with the surface or a cold 
object, forming a coating of ice upon these surfaces (MSC-Ontario Region, 2009g). For the purposes of 
this study, freezing rain was defined as the average number of days (8.8 as described below), within a 
given year, where freezing rain or drizzle, equal to or greater than 0.2mm in diameter (MSC-Ontario 
Region, 2009g), occurred. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier one 
definition.   

3.2.10.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Data obtained from Environment Canada’s ftp site (Environment Canada. Icestorm-Dayswithfrzprecip-
e.xls) indicated that the Kingsville MOE Station experienced an average of 5 days per year with freezing 
precipitation (rain and drizzle) during the years 1971-2000 based on the above definition. 

Probability Scoring 

As freezing rain was established as a tier one definition, the standardized probability scoring process 
described in Section 3.1.6 was employed. Based on the assumption that 0.5 represents the probability 
that the historical average number of freezing rain events (5) would occur in a given year, established 
ranges in Table 3-1 indicate that a probability score of “4” be ascribed, with a “likely/frequent” chance of 
occurrence.  

3.2.10.3 Trends 

A study by Klaassen et al. (2003) identified a non-existent trend in the total number of seasonal freezing 
rain hours and days for Windsor A. during the years 1953 to 2001.  

3.2.10.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

A study by Cheng et al., (2007b), involving downscaling of selected global climate model output using a 
statistical synoptic weather typing approach, indicated that freezing rain events could increase by 40% in 
Southern Ontario by the 2050s for December to February, while the warmer months (defined as 
November, March and April) could experience a decrease of approximately 10% in freezing rain by the 
2050s. This results in an annual increase of approximately 30% with 95% confidence (Cheng et al., 
2007b). 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “4” to a revised probability 
score of “6” based on the above-noted climate projections. As freezing rain was classified as a tier one 
definition, the probability of its occurrence in relation to its historical average was considered. Findings 
from the Cheng, et al. study (2007b), indicating an increase in freezing rain of 30% by the 2050s, were 
considered substantial enough to justify increasing the probability score by 2.    

3.2.11 Ice Storm 

3.2.11.1 Definition 

For the purposes of this study, ice storms were defined as daily freezing rain amounts of 25mm or more 
(Klaassen et al., 2003). The number of ice storm occurrences within a given year was considered. As 
described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier two definition.   
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1.1.1.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Based on the above definition, Table 7 from the Klaassen et al. (2003) study was analyzed to understand 
the occurrences of major freezing rain events affecting the general study area. Six (6) regional storms 
were identified between the years 1844 and 2002. This translates to an average of 0.04 ice storms per 
year (6/159).  

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.04 (days with freezing rain amounts of 25mm or more) was compared to 
the established ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of “1”, with a 
“highly unlikely/ improbable” chance of occurrence. 

3.2.11.2 Trends 

A study by Klaassen et al. (2003) identified a non-existent trend in the total number of seasonal freezing 
rain hours and days for Windsor A. during the years 1953 to 2001. It is noted that this is not necessarily 
representative of ice storm events with greater than or equal to 25mm of freezing rain.  

3.2.11.3 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Freezing rain was predicted to increase by approximately 30% by the 2050s, as mentioned previously in 
Section 3.2.10.4, In addition, Klaassen (2008a) indicates that the greatest percent change of freezing rain 
will likely occur for long duration events.  

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “1” to a revised probability 
score of “2” based on the above-noted climate projections, which indicates an increase in freezing rain 
and an increase in the longer duration of freezing rain events. 

3.2.12 Heavy Snow 

3.2.12.1 Definition 

For the purposes of this study, heavy snow was defined as the number of days, in a given year, with 
greater than or equal to 25cm of snowfall. The 25cm snowfall threshold was chosen subjectively to 
represent a substantial amount of snowfall in a day. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this 
parameter is a tier two definition.   

3.2.12.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Snowfall data from 1971 to 2000, yielded from the Climate Normals for Kingsville MOE Station, is shown 
in Table 3-4 below. On average there were 2.1 days per year with snowfall exceeding 10cm and 0.06 
days per year with snowfall exceeding 25cm. It should be noted that the highest daily snowfall ever 
recorded at Kingsville MOE Station from 1971 to 2000 was 30cm (February 10

th
 1981) (Environment 

Canada, n.d.).  

Table 3-4 Snowfall Results for the Period 1971-2000* 

Description Days/Year 

Number of days with snowfall >= 10cm per year 2.1  

Number of days with snowfall >= 25cm per year 0.06 
*(Environment Canada, n.d.) 
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Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 2.1 (days per year with heavy snow) was compared to the established 
ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of “2”, with a “remotely possible” 
chance of occurrence. 

3.2.12.3 Trends 

Zhang et al. (2000) found a non-significant increase in the ratio of snowfall to total precipitation for the 
years 1900 to 1998 for southern Canada. However, for the time period of 1950-1998, they found a 
decrease in the ratio between snowfall and total precipitation. Similarly, for the time period 1950-2001, 
Vincent and Mekis (2004) found that the ratio of snowfall to total precipitation has decreased in southern 
Canada, indicating less snowfall. In a subsequent paper, Vincent and Mekis (2006) found a significant 
decrease in the total annual snowfall in the southern regions of Canada during the second half of the 20

th
 

century (1950-2003), even though the total annual snowfall increased from 1900s to the 1970s. In 
addition, the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME, 2003) identified that in southern 
Canada, over the past 50 years, there has been a smaller proportion of precipitation falling as snow. It is 
noted that these studies are not specific to the study area and do not define heavy snow the same as 
GENIVAR (i.e., the number of days that experience snowfall greater than or equal to 10cm). 

3.2.12.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Projected increases in minimum temperatures (as discussed in Section 3.2.2.4) may create conditions 
that are too warm for precipitation to fall as snow, thus resulting in more precipitation as rain throughout 
Canada (CCME, 2003). In addition, the snow season length is expected to decrease in most of North 
America (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC). It is noted that these projections are generic in nature and do 
not necessarily accurately reflect the study area. 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was left unchanged from the historical value of “2” based on the fact 
that limited projection information was available.  

3.2.13 Snow Accumulation 

3.2.13.1 Definition 

For the purposes of this study, snow accumulation was defined as the number of days, in a given year, 
where 15cm or more of snow exists on the ground. The 15cm snow accumulation threshold was chosen 
subjectively to represent a substantial amount of snow on the ground. As described in Section 3.1.3 of 
this chapter, this parameter is a tier two definition.   

3.2.13.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Daily snow depth data for Kingsville MOE Station, obtained from Environment Canada’s Canadian Daily 
Climate Data program (CDCD) (Environment Canada, 2007), was analyzed for the occurrence of days 
with snow accumulation from 1971 to 2000 based on the above definition. It was determined that 2 days 
had snow accumulation during this 30 year period. This translates to an average of 0.07 days per year 
(2/30). 

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.07 (days per year with snow accumulation) was compared to the 
established ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of “2”, with a 
“remotely possible” chance of occurrence. 
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3.2.13.3 Trends 

No studies specifically analysing trends of snow accumulation were identified, although related trends in 
snowfall were established in the articles reviewed and are discussed in Section 3.2.12.3 of this chapter.  

3.2.13.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Projected increases in minimum temperatures (as discussed in Section 3.2.2.1) may create conditions 
that are too warm for precipitation to fall as snow, thus resulting in more precipitation as rain throughout 
Canada (CCME, 2003). In addition, the snow season length and snow depth is expected to decrease in 
most of North America. A decrease in the snow depth is expected as a result of delayed snowfall in the 
fall and earlier spring melt (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC).  

Scott, McBoyle, and Mills (2003) conducted a study on the skiing industry in Southern Ontario, using 
Horseshoe Ski Resort as a case study. They looked at snowmaking requirements in a warming climate 
using variables downscaled from 4 general circulation models. Findings indicated that snowmaking 
requirements were expected to increase by 36-144% by the 2020s. The ski season length including 
current snowmaking technologies is expected to decrease by 0-16% for the 2020s and 7-32% for the 
2050s (Scott et al., 2003). Although this study does not relate well to the number of days with 15cm or 
more of snow on the ground, the findings suggest that having this amount of snow on the ground may 
become increasingly unlikely. 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “2” to a revised probability 
score of “1” based on the above-noted climate projections, which indicate potential decreases in snow 
depth and available snow on the ground (i.e., inferred from snowmaking requirements for skiing 
discussed above). 

3.2.14 Blowing Snow/Blizzard 

3.2.14.1 Definition 

Blizzards are severe weather conditions characterized by high winds and reduced visibility due to falling 
or blowing snow (Environment Canada, 2002). Due to a lack of information regarding blizzards, blowing 
snow was used as an indicator of this type of climate event. Blowing snow is defined by Environment 
Canada as snow particles which are raised by the wind to a sufficient height above the ground such that 
horizontal visibility is reduced to 9.7 km or less. For the purposes of this study, the average number of 
days in which blowing snow occurred (7.8 as described below), within a given year, was considered. As 
described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier one definition.   

3.2.14.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Data obtained from Environment Canada’s ftp site (Environment Canada, Snow-dayswithblowingsnow-
e.xls) indicated that Windsor A (the closest location to the study area in available records) experienced an 
average of 5.7 days per year with blowing snow during the years 1971-2000 based on the above 
definition.  

Probability Scoring 

As blowing snow/blizzard was established as a tier one definition, the standardized probability scoring 
process described in Section 3.1.6 was employed. Based on the assumption that 0.5 represents the 
probability that the historical average number of blowing snow/blizzard events (5.7) would occur in a 
given year, established ranges in Table 3-1 indicate that a probability score of “4” be ascribed, with a 
“somewhat likely/normal” chance of occurrence.  
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3.2.14.3 Trends 

No studies specifically analysing trends of blowing snow/blizzard were identified, although trends in 
snowfall, which have some relation, were established in the articles reviewed and are discussed in 
Section 3.2.12.3 of this chapter.  

3.2.14.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

No studies specifically analysing projections of blowing snow/blizzard were identified, although 
projections related to snowfall and snow depth are discussed in Sections 3.2.12 and 3.2.13 of this chapter 
respectively.  

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was left unchanged from the historical value of “4” based on the lack 
of directly relatable information. Although trends and projections in snowfall and snow accumulation were 
considered for use as indicators of future blowing snow and blizzard conditions, the component of wind in 
the definition differentiated this parameter enough such that the team decided not to change the future 
probability score. 

3.2.15 Lightning 

3.2.15.1 Definition 

Lightning is a sudden electrical discharge from or within a cloud (Rauber, Walsh, & Charlevoix, 2005).  
For the purposes of this study, lightning was defined as the average number of flash from cloud-to-ground 
lightning (average number of 2.83 flashes per year per km

2
). It is noted that limited information regarding 

lightning was available. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier one 
definition.   

3.2.15.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Information retrieved from Environment Canada’s Lightning in Canada website (Environment Canada. 
(2013)) indicated that the Windsor A experienced an average of 2.83 flashes/km

2
 during the years 1999-

2008 based on the above definition.  

Probability Scoring 

As high wind was established as a tier one definition, the standardized probability scoring process 
described in Section 3.1.6 was employed. Based on the assumption that 0.5 represents the probability 
that the historical average number (2.83 flashes of lightning per year per km

2
) would occur in a given 

year, established ranges in Table 3-1 indicate that a probability score of “4”, with a “somewhat 
likely/normal” chance of occurrence. 

3.2.15.3 Trends 

No trend information was found for lightning.  

3.2.15.4 Climate Projection 

Findings 

Due to the absence of projections for lightning and the fact that thunderstorms are always accompanied 
by lightning (MSC-Ontario Region, 2005b), it was possible for thunderstorms to be used as indicators of 
lightning activity. The CCME (2003) indicates that in the future, in Canada, the warm season is expected 
to get longer thus increasing the risk of severe hot weather events such as thunderstorms. Furthermore, 
Trapp et al. (2007) projected a net increase in the number of days during the late 21

st
 Century, in which 

environmental conditions would be conducive for severe thunderstorms to occur (in the United States of 
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America). This paper acknowledges that the frequency of actual storms is conditional upon convective 
clouds initiating in these environments. It is noted that this research is not specific to the study area. 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was left unchanged from the historical value of “4” based on the fact 
that no projection information on lightning was available. The projection information provided on 
thunderstorms identified above was deemed insufficient to justify changing the probability score.  

3.2.16 Hailstorm 

3.2.16.1 Definition 

Hail is frozen precipitation particles with a diameter greater than 5mm formed from the strong upward 
motion characteristic of thunderstorms (MSC-Ontario Region, 2009d). For the purposes of this study, a 
hailstorm was defined as the number of days with hail in a given year. As described in Section 3.1.3 of 
this chapter, this parameter is a tier two definition.   

3.2.16.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Data obtained from Environment Canada’s ftp site (Environment Canada. Hail-Dayswithhail-e.xls) 
indicated that Windsor A. experienced an average of 1.3 days per year with hail during the years 1971-
2000 based on the above definition.  

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 1.3 (days per year with hail) was compared to the established ranges in 
Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of “5”, with an “likely” chance of occurrence. 

3.2.16.3 Trends 

No trend information was found for hail.  

3.2.16.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

No projection information was found for hail. 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was left unchanged from the historical value of “5” based on the fact 
that no projection information on hail was available. 

3.2.17 Hurricane/Tropical Storm 

3.2.17.1 Definition 

Hurricanes are cyclones of a tropical origin with sustained surface wind speeds of 118km/hour or more 
(MSC-Ontario Region, 2009f). They are classified according to the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale. 
Most hurricanes affecting Canada are passing through a post-tropical transition stage or are dissipating 
(MSC-Ontario Region, 2009f). For the purposes of this study, a hurricane/tropical storm was defined as a 
severe event similar in magnitude (both wind speed and amount of precipitation) to Hurricane Hazel, 
which resulted in maximum wind speeds of 124km/hour and 285mm of rain falling in a 48-hour period 
(MSC-Ontario Region, 2009f). The number of hurricanes/tropical storms within a given year was 
considered. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier two definition. An event 
similar to Hurricane Hazel was selected because it was agreed to represent an extreme or phenomenal 
event. It is noted that although storm tracks frequently extend over the Southern Ontario area, to date, 
they have not caused nearly the same impact as Hurricane Hazel. 
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3.2.17.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Study from Meteorological Service of Canada (Atlantic), indicated that Ontario experienced an average of 
4 storms during the years 1971-2000 based on the above definition. This number of occurrence was 
calculated to be 1 event in 7.5 years or 0.13 (4/30).  

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.13 was compared to the established ranges in Table 3-1 and was 
subsequently ascribed a probability score of “3”, with an “possible/occasional” chance of occurrence. 

3.2.17.3 Trends 

It is difficult to analyse the changes in specific climatic extreme events such as hurricanes, floods, and 
droughts because these events do not necessarily occur very often and do not happen at the same 
location (Vincent and Mekis, 2006). Meehl et al. (2007, IPCC) indicated that in the last 30 years there has 
been an increase in the number of category 4 and 5 hurricanes per year (globally). In addition, Webster et 
al. (2006), as cited in Bruce (2008b), concluded that the number of Atlantic hurricanes has not increased 
since the early 1970s; however, the number of category 4 and 5 hurricanes has risen sharply.  

Kunkel, Pielke, and Changnon (1999) found that there has been a steady and substantial increase in 
hurricane losses, however no corresponding upward trend in hurricane frequency and intensity were 
identified. They attributed the observed increase in storm losses to societal exposure.  

It is noted that no studies were identified that discussed trends in storm tracks. Furthermore, the studies 
discussed above are not specific to the study area and do not define hurricanes the same as GENIVAR 
(i.e., Hurricane Hazel). 

3.2.17.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Projections of hurricanes with climate change show few consistent results although most climate models 
indicate that, in future tropical cyclones there will likely be an increase in precipitation (including intensity) 
as well as high wind peaks. Less certain projections indicate that the total number of tropical storms will 
likely decrease along with the number of weak tropical cyclones (Meehl et al., 2007, IPCC). Emanuel, 
Sundararajan, and Williams (2008) also showed a decrease in the overall frequency of tropical cyclones 
with an increase in the number of intense tropical cyclones. Although storm tracks provide important 
information in evaluating tropical storms, they are still not resolved and regional predictions remain 
uncertain (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC). Global predictions indicate a shift in storm tracks in both 
hemispheres towards the pole by several degrees of latitude (Meehl et al., 2007, IPCC). It is noted that 
these projections do not necessarily relate to the study area. 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “3” to a revised probability 
score of “4” based on the above-noted climate projections and trends, which indicate increases in tropical 
cyclone intensity and frequency (category 4 and 5), respectively. For the purposes of this study, 
hurricanes originating from the southern parts of North America are assumed to have a greater possibility 
of impacting the study area due to greater projected intensities, even though storm tracks have not been 
resolved in climate models.  

3.2.18 High Wind 

3.2.18.1 Definition 

Wind is the horizontal movement of air relative to the earth’s surface (Rauber et al., 2005). For the 
purposes of this study, high wind was defined as the average number of days (7.2 as described below), in 
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a given year, with wind speeds recorded at greater than or equal to 63 km/hour. As described in Section 
3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier one definition.   

3.2.18.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

High wind data from 1971 to 2000, yielded from the Climate Normals for Windsor A Station (closest 
station with Wind information) are shown in Table 3-5 below. The highest wind speed ever recorded at 
Kingsville MOE Station was 92km/hour (March 15

th
 1959) (Environment Canada, n.d.). On average, there 

were 4.7 days per year with a wind speed equal to or exceeding 63km/hour.  

Table 3-5 High Wind Results for the Period 1971-2000* 

Description Days/Year 

Number of days with a wind speed of >= 63km/hour per year 4.7 
*(Environment Canada, n.d.) 

Probability Scoring 

As high wind was established as a tier one definition, the standardized probability scoring process 
described in Section 3.1.6 was employed. Based on the assumption that 0.5 represents the probability 
that the historical average number of high wind events (4.7) would occur in a given year, established 
ranges in Table 3-1 indicate that a probability score of “4” be ascribed, with a “somewhat likely/normal” 
chance of occurrence.  

3.2.18.3 Trends 

No trend information was found for high wind.   

3.2.18.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

No projection information was found for high wind. 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was left unchanged from the historical value of “4” based on the fact 
that no projection information on high wind was available. 

3.2.19 Tornado 

3.2.19.1 Definition 

A tornado is a rotating column of air in contact with the ground extending to a cloud base (Rauber et al., 
2005). Tornadoes are a product of thunderstorms, although not all thunderstorms produce tornadoes 
(Kunkel et al., 1999). The intensity of a tornado is ranked according to the Fujita scale, which links 
damage caused by a tornado to wind speed. F0 tornadoes have light winds of 64 to 116 km/hr, F1 
tornadoes have moderate winds of 117 to 180 km/hr, F2 tornadoes have considerable winds of 181 to 
252 km/hr, F3 tornadoes have severe winds of 253 to 330 km/hr, F4 tornadoes have devastating winds of 
331 to 417 km/hr, and F5 tornadoes have incredible winds of 418 to 509 km/hr (MSC-Ontario Region, 
2009h). Tornadoes cause considerable damage depending on the severity of the tornado (MSC-Ontario 
Region, 2009h). However, they are a localized phenomenon and must be nearby to cause significant 
wind damage.  

For the purposes of this study, this parameter was defined as the number of confirmed and probable 
tornado occurrences in a given year within a defined geographic location (UWSS service area), as shown 
in Figure 3.1. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier two definition.   
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3.2.19.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

The list of confirmed and probable tornadoes in Ontario for the period 1900 - 2009 to including 2009 was 
downloaded from Environment Canada (Tornado-locationandstrength2009-e.xl). This included 
information on the initial observed touchdown location and strength of each tornado recorded. In order to 
determine which tornadoes presented threatening conditions for the infrastructure of UWSS, only those 
recorded within the UWSS study area was included in this study. Using the list of tornadoes in Ontario 
(and the related information) the team was able to identify which tornadoes passed through the 
prescribed search area (also illustrated in Figure 1). The results of this analysis showed that 11 tornadoes 
occurred within the UWSS system area in the records dated from 1900-2009. Although not included in the 
record years, Leamington and Midland Ontario was hit by a tornado in June 2010 (Environment Canada, 
News 2010). As such, the total number of tornadoes included in the analysis was 12 (from 1900 – 2010). 

This translates to approximately 0.12 tornadoes per year (12/111). A full list of the tornadoes that passed 
through this area and their strength is outlined in Table 3-6 below. 

Table 3-6 Tornado Results for the Period 1900-2009* 

ID Latitude Longitude Fujita Scale Year 

T1 42.04 -82.56 2 1926 

T2 42.08 -82.47 1 1962 

T3 42.05 -82.80 0 1968 

T4 42.13 -82.49 1 1969 

T5 42.13 -82.75 0 1977 

T6 42.09 -82.59 0 1979 

T7 42.11 -82.46 0 1980 

T8 42.21 -82.74 0 1980 

T9 42.13 -82.63 0 1991 

T10 42.21 -82.71 1 1991 

T11 42.01 -82.55 1 2009 

* Environment Canada (Tornado-locationandstrength2009-e.xl). 
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Figure 3.1 Search Area and Tornado Locations  

 

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 0.11 (tornadoes per year within prescribed search area) was compared to 
the established ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of “3”, with an 
“possible/occasional” chance of occurrence. 

3.2.19.3 Trends 

It is reported in “Climate, Nature, People – Indicators of Canada’s Changing Climate” (CCME 2003) that 
the number of reported tornadoes has increased over the past century. It is difficult to determine whether 
this is due to an increasing number of tornadoes occurring or simply an increase in the number of 
tornadoes being reported (CCME, 2003). A study by Kunkel et al. (1999) concluded that there were no 
major national (United States) trends in the frequency of thunderstorms, hailstorms and strong tornadoes. 
It is noted that these studies are not specific to the study area and do not define tornadoes the same as 
GENIVAR with respect to the designated area around UWSS service area. 

3.2.19.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

The CCME (2003) indicates that the warm season is expected to get longer resulting in an increase in the 
risk of severe hot weather events such as thunderstorms, hail and tornadoes. However, the unique 
atmospheric conditions that would create locally damaging storms such as tornadoes and severe 
thunderstorms are difficult to link to climate change (Trapp et al., 2007). 
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Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was left unchanged from the historical value of “3” based on the fact 
that no specific projection information on tornadoes was available. 

3.2.20 Drought/Dry Period 

3.2.20.1 Definition 

A drought is defined as the below average availability of water in the form of precipitation, streamflow, or 
groundwater flow which is sustained and regionally extensive (MSC-Ontario Region, 2009a). A 
meteorological drought is defined as a departure of precipitation from normal for a prolonged period of 
time (MSC-Ontario Region, 2009a). For the purposes of this study, the term drought/dry period was 
defined as a 12 consecutive dry days, meaning; within a given year, 12 days occurring in a row where no 
measurable precipitation fell (i.e., greater than 0.2mm). A 12 day period in the months from May to 
September was selected for this parameter to represent a prolonged dry period and had relevant 
information readily available. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier two 
definition.   

3.2.20.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

The number of occurrences of a 12 consecutive dry days period for Kingsville MOE Station was obtained 
from Environment Canada’s Climate Data Online (Environment Canada, 2008), and was analyzed for the 
occurrences of 12 day dry period from 1971 to 2000 based on the above definition. It was determined that 
41 events occurred during this 30-year period. This translates to an average of 1.37 occurrences per year 
(41/30).  

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, 1.37 (drought/dry periods per year) was compared to the established 
ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a probability score of “6”, with a “probable/often” 
chance of occurrence. 

3.2.20.3 Trends 

Vincent and Mekis (2004) found negative trends (throughout Canada) in the number of maximum 
consecutive dry days from 1950-2001. This finding was supported by their 2006 study, which also 
showed that, throughout Canada, there was a decrease in the maximum number of consecutive dry days 
from 1950 to 2003. It is noted that these studies are not specific to the study area and do not define 
drought/dry periods the same as GENIVAR (i.e., 12 days occurring in a row where no measurable 
precipitation fell between the month of May to September). 

3.2.20.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Christensen et al., (2007, IPCC) indicates that southern Canada is likely to experience an annual mean 
precipitation decrease in the summer season. The increased saturation vapour pressure due to 
increasing temperatures is expected to increase evaporation leading to a possible net drying of the 
surface (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC). As a result, droughts associated with summer drying, could 
increase vegetation die-offs (Meehl et al., 2007, IPCC). Furthermore, there is expected to be an increase 
in the frequency and duration of dry days in the future (globally) (Meehl et al., 2007, IPCC).  

IPCC recognized climate model outputs available on the CCCSN project an increase in the maximum 
number of consecutive dry days by 1.69 days for the area encompassing Southwestern Ontario. 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “6” to a revised probability 
score of “7” based on the above-noted climate projections, which indicates an increase in the maximum 
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number of consecutive dry days. Although this projected increase does not necessarily mean that the “12 
consecutive dry days” would be surpassed (i.e. this study’s definition of drought/dry period), it was 
assumed that the potential for this to occur would increase. It is noted that the historical trends for 
drought/dry period do not support the projected increase.  

3.2.21 Heavy Fog 

3.2.21.1 Definition 

Fog is defined as a suspension of very small water droplets that reduces the visibility (horizontally) to less 
than 1km (MSC-Ontario Region, 2009c). Heavy fog occurs when the visibility is reduced to less than 
0.4km (MSC-Ontario Region, 2009c). Dense fog is characterised by zero visibility (MSC-Ontario Region, 
2009c). For the purposes of this study, heavy fog was defined as the average number of hours (19 as 
described below), in a given year, during which the visibility is reduced to zero kilometres (due to 
presence of fog). This criterion was chosen as it represented the densest fog conditions for which existing 
data was available. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this chapter, this parameter is a tier one definition.   

3.2.21.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Data obtained from Environment Canada’s ftp site (Environment Canada, Fog-Hoursfog-e.xls) indicated 
that Windsor A. experienced an average of 19 hours of heavy fog (visibility reduced to zero kilometres) 
per year during the years 1971-2000 based on the above definition. 

Probability Scoring 

As heavy fog was established as a tier one definition, the standardized probability scoring process 
described in Section 3.1.3 was employed. Based on the assumption that 0.5 represents the probability 
that the historical average number of heavy fog events (19 hours) would occur in a given year, 
established ranges in Table 3-1 indicate that a probability score of “4” be ascribed, with a “somewhat 
likely/normal” chance of occurrence.  

3.2.21.3 Trends 

A study of fog (Muraca et al., 2001) based on data from 1971-1999, found that there was a decreasing 
trend in the number of days with fog (visibility not specified). This was found consistently at stations 
across Canada. The reduction in fog events ranged from 20% to 40%. It is noted that this study was not 
specific to the study area and may not have defined heavy fog the same as GENIVAR (i.e., the average 
number of hours in a given year during which the visibility is reduced to zero kilometres). 

3.2.21.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

No projection information was found for heavy fog. 

Probability Scoring  

The probability score for the future was left unchanged from the historical value of “4” based on the fact 
that no projection information on heavy fog was available. 

3.2.22 Sustained High Temperature in Winter with Snow on Ground 

3.2.22.1 Definition 

For the purposes of this study, this parameter was defined as the number of days in a given year where 
the mean daily temperature is greater than 0°C and the snow depth is greater than or equal to 5 cm 
(same day) during the months of January, February and March. As described in Section 3.1.3 of this 
chapter, this parameter is a tier two definition.   
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3.2.22.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Daily temperature data for Kingsville MOE Station, obtained from Environment Canada’s Canadian Daily 
Climate Data program (CDCD) (Environment Canada, 2007), was analyzed for the occurrence of mean 
daily temperature of greater than 0°C and the snow depth of greater than or equal to 5cm from 1971 to 
2000 during January, February, March (above definition). It was noted that Kingsville only recorded snow 
depth between 1983 and 2006. It was determined that 2 days occurred during this 17-year period. This 
translates to an average of 0.12 days per year (2/17). 

Probability Scoring 

Based on the findings above, (2 days per year with mean daily temperature is greater than 0°C and the 
snow depth is greater than or equal to 5cm (same day) during the months of January, February and 
March) was compared to the established ranges in Table 3-1 and was subsequently ascribed a 
probability score of “3”, with a “possible/occasional” probability.  

3.2.22.3 Trends 

Trends in historical temperatures for southern Canada from the years 1900 to 1998 were examined by 
Bonsal, Zhang, Vincent, and Hogg (2001). Their research presents significantly increasing trends to the 
lower and higher percentiles of daily minimum and maximum temperature distribution (1

st
, 5

th
 & 10

th
 

percentile for extreme low and 90
th
, 95

th
 & 99

th
 percentile for extreme high).  

Vincent and Mekis (2006) showed that the number of annual warm events (days above the 90
th
 

percentile) over Canada increased significantly throughout the years 1950 to 2003. In addition, Zhang, 
Vincent, Hogg, and Niitsoo (2000) found that over the same time period, annual mean temperatures have 
increased by 0.9°C in southern Canada (south of 60

o
N), however relatively smaller increases have 

occurred in daily maximum temperature (especially when compared to increases in daily minimum 
temperature). Furthermore, their research, which also dealt with indices of abnormal climate (i.e., below 
the 34

th
 percentiles and above the 66

th
 percentiles), indicated that southern Canada has not become 

hotter, but rather less cold.  

It is noted that these studies are not specific to the Kingsville area and do not specifically deal with 
sustained high temperature in the winter or with snow on the ground. In addition, some of the trends 
assessed annual data, which prevented the findings from being directly comparable to daily maximums 
and minimums. 

3.2.22.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Current general climate projections indicate that temperatures for most of North America will increase and 
likely exceed the global mean warming (Christensen et al., 2007, IPCC). This projected increase in 
temperature is expected to be between 2°C to 3°C and is based on annual means (Christensen et al., 
2007, IPCC). In addition, it is very likely that high temperature extremes will increase globally (Meehl et 
al., 2007, IPCC). These increases represent global mean warming and do not relate directly to sustained 
high temperatures in the winter.  

IPCC recognized climate model outputs available on the CCCSN project an annual mean maximum air 
temperature increase of approximately 2.2°C and an annual mean minimum air temperature increase of 
approximately 3°C for the grid cell encompassing the study area.  

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future remained unchanged at a value of “3” based on the above-noted 
climate projections and trends, which indicate general increases in temperatures throughout the year. 
However, it should be noted that other considerations counteract (lessen) this parameter’s potential 
impact on the systems’ vulnerability. While sustained high temperatures during the winter (or when snow 
is on the ground) creates potential for run-off, in the future, increased temperatures (discussed in 
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previous section) are likely to result in a reduction of frozen or snow-covered ground, thus lessening the 
potential for significant run-off issues. As such, these may eventually cancel one another out as the same 
warm temperatures contributing to the snowmelt also contribute to the reduced potential for, and 
magnitude of frozen or snow-covered ground. 

3.2.23 Lake Erie Water Level 

3.2.23.1 Definition 

The water level at Lake Erie is monitored by the USACE. For the purposes of this study, water level was 
defined as the average water level (174.14 m as described below) in a given year. As described in 
Section 3.1.3of this chapter, this parameter is a tier one definition.   

3.2.23.2 Historical Climate 

Findings 

Based on the data retrieved from USACE, the average lake level at Lake Erie is 174.14 m referenced to 
the International Great Lakes Datum of 1985 (IGLD 85) during the years 1971-2000. 

Probability Scoring 

As water level was established as a tier one definition, the standardized probability scoring process 
described in Section 3.1.3 was employed. Based on the assumption that 0.5 represents the probability 
that the historical average Lake Erie`s water level (174.14 m) would occur in a given year, established 
ranges in Table 3-1 indicate that a probability score of “4” be ascribed, with a “somewhat possible/normal” 
chance of occurrence.  

3.2.23.3 Trends 

GRCA (2012) Assessment report indicated the Lake levels are a function of the altered water balance of 
the basin including higher precipitation, a decrease in runoff, higher evapo-transpiration and an increase 
in lake surface temperature. With the trend of increase temperature resulting higher evaporation rate, 
GRCA found the annual water level could decline. 

3.2.23.4 Climate Projections 

Findings 

Previous climate study completed by AMEC (2012) indicated the annual Lake Erie levels could be as 
much as between 0.6m-1.4m from the IGLD 1985 of 174.18m based on the study completed by the 
Grand River Conservation Authority. 

Probability Scoring 

The probability score for the future was adjusted from the historical value of “4” to a revised probability 
score of “3” based on the above-noted climate projections, which indicates a decrease in water level.  

3.3 Summary of Findings 

A summary of the historical and future probability scores is provided in Table 3-7. As Table 3-7 provides a 
summary only and no further details, it is important to refer to the Probability Scoring section for each 
climate parameter in Section 3.1.2  for details regarding the processes and assumptions behind the 
individual probability scores. 

Table 3-7 Probability Scoring Summary 

Climate Parameter Current Probability Score* Future Probability Score 

Climate Parameters for which the probability scores increased 

High Temperature 3 4 

Heat Wave 2 3 

Heavy Rain 3 4 
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Climate Parameter Current Probability Score* Future Probability Score 

Heavy 5-Day Total Rainfall 3 4 

Freezing Rain 4 6 

Ice Storm 1 2 

Hurricane/Tropical Storm 3 4 

Drought/Dry Period 6 7 

Climate Parameters for which the probability scores decreased 

Low Temperature 2 1 

Cold Wave 2 1 

Extreme Diurnal Temperature Variability 2 1 

Freeze Thaw 4 3 

Snow Accumulation 2 1 

Lake Erie Water Level 4 3 

Climate Parameters for which the probability scores remained the same 

Winter Rain 5 5 

Heavy Snow 2 2 

Blowing Snow/Blizzard 4 4 

Lightning 4 4 

Hailstorm 5 5 

High Wind 4 4 

Tornado 2 2 
Heavy Fog 4 4 
Sustained High Temperature in Winter 
with Snow on Ground 

3 3 

* Current refers to the historical time frame as described in Section 3.1.5.1 

The following summary points can be observed from Table 3-7: 

� The probability scores changed (increased/decreased) by no more than a score of 2 

� The highest probability score increase was for Freezing rain (from 4 to 6) 

It is important to note that the climate parameters and associated probability scores were applied 
consistently across all infrastructure components.   

3.4 Limitations 

Reviewing the methodology used above to calculate the probability scores, it was suggested that the 
historical data be fit to a distribution, which is a better representation of the available data and then the 
distribution be used to calculate a probability for exceeding a defined threshold. For the future, it was 
suggested that an assumption be made that the same distribution applies, but apply a shift by a factor of 
change in the mean of the distribution. The change is based on the researched future projections. The 
future probability score would then be calculated based on the new distribution plot.  

Due to the defined scope and budget of the current project, this method was not applied to all parameters 
in the study. However, the suggested method (hereon referred to as Method X) was applied to one 
climate parameter, high temperature, to determine the expected changes in the results of the study. The 
method and the results are described below.  

The historical data on maximum temperature was fit to a normal distribution with a mean of 13.2°C and a 
standard deviation of 10.7°C.  Using the same threshold of 35°C, the probability of exceeding this 
threshold was calculated as 0.02. Table 3-8 was developed to assign the PIEVC scores based on the 
probabilities calculated using Method X. 
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Table 3-8 Probabilities from Method X and Corresponding PIEVC Scores 

PIEVC Probability Score Method A Probability 

0 Negligible / Not Applicable < 0.001 

1 Highly unlikely/ improbable  0.001 – 0.01 

2 Remotely Possible > 0.01 – 0.1 

3 Possible/ occasional > 0.1 – 0.4 

4 Somewhat Likely/ Normal > 0.4 – 0.6 

5 Likely/ Frequent > 0.6 – 0.8 

6 Probable/ Often > 0.8 – 0.99 

7 
Highly probable/ Approaching 
Certainty > 0.99 

 

Based on Table 3-8, the historical probability of 0.02 for high temperature would be assigned a score of 2 
i.e. remotely possible. 

The climate projections discussed in Section 3.2.1.4 note that climate model outputs available on the 
CCCSN project an annual mean maximum air temperature increase of approximately 2°C to 3°C for the 
area encompassing the Southern Ontario area. Based on this projection, the distribution plot for the future 
was shifted by increasing the mean by 2.5°C. Similar to the historical analysis, a normal distribution was 
assumed. Using this new distribution plot, the probability of exceeding 35°C was calculated as 0.04, 
which corresponds to a score of 2 based on Table 3-8. 

The same exercise was carried out using the Weibull and Gamma distributions. Table 3-9 summarizes 
the scores derived from the two different methods discussed above. 

Table 3-9 Probability Score Summary for High Temperature 

Method 

Historical Future 

Probability Score Probability Score 

Number of occurrences per year as used in the current study   3  4 

Method X - Normal Probability Distribution 0.02 2 0.04 2 

Method X - Weibull Probability Distribution 0.05 2 0.06 2 

Method X - Gamma Probability Distribution 0.05 2 0.06 2 

 
Table 3-9 shows that the probability scores used in the study are higher than the scores derived using 
Method X for the case of high temperature. While this exercise was carried out to compare the results of 
the two methods, it is difficult to draw any comprehensive conclusions since the exercise was not 
consistently carried out for all of the parameters and the PIEVC scores corresponding to the results of 
each method were subjectively assigned.  

The method used in the study is based on number of occurrences and sufficient justification for changing 
the score for the future based on projections. Method X directly calculates a probability based on the 
distribution of the data. Both methods rely on certain assumptions and contain limitations that would 
perhaps make them suitable for certain climate parameters based on the format of the data available. The 
key is to ensure that the method selected sets the different climate parameters on a level playing field. 
The method used in the study has been consistently applied throughout the study so the risks identified 
relative to each other remain valid. However, it is recommended that the study be carried out using 
Method X to confirm the results of the assessment. 
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4. Union Water Supply System  
The following sections provide detailed descriptions and results from the completion of the Protocol steps, 
as applied to the Union Water Supply System (UWSS). 

The Protocol includes worksheets to summarize each of the steps as they have been applied to this 
study. These worksheets have been completed and are included in Appendix A. 

4.1 Step 1 – Project Definition 

In this step, global project parameters and boundary conditions for the vulnerability assessment were 
defined. This step included identifying the infrastructure, climate factors, time frame, geography, and 
jurisdictional considerations. 

4.1.1 Identify the Infrastructure 

The Union Water Supply System was assessed for vulnerabilities to the potential impacts related to the 
existing climate and the future climate. The system includes the following infrastructure: 

� Intakes and Low Lift Pumping Station 

� UWSS Drinking Water Treatment Plant 

� Cottam Booster Pumping Station and Reservoir 

� Elevated Towers 

� Water Distribution Mains 

Sources of information for infrastructure data included the following documents: 

� Municipal Drinking Water Licence Union Water System (Safe Water Drinking Act, 2002, 2009) 

� Municipal Drinking Water Works Permit Union Water System Issue 2 (Safe Water Drinking Act, 
2002, 2012) 

� New Capacity Master Plan and Hydraulic Model for the Union Water Supply System (Stantec, 
2012) 

� Union Water Supply System DWQMS Operational Plan Revision 6, Including Risk Assessment 
Procedure (Ontario Clean Water Agency, 2012) 

� Union Water Supply System Intake Drawings 

� Union Water Supply System Schematics (Stantec, 2012) 

� Union Water Supply System Service Area – Existing Watermains (Stantec, 2012) 

� Union Water Supply System Water Distribution System (The Corporation of the Municipality of 
Leamington, 2009) 

� Union Water System First Engineer’s Report (Stantec, 2001) 

� Union Water Treatment Plant Certificate of Approval (Ministry of the Environment, 2007) 

4.1.1.1 Union Water Supply System 

The Union Water Supply System (UWSS) was constructed in 1958. The UWSS is owned by the Towns of 
Kingsville, Essex and Lakeshore, and the Municipality of Leamington, is managed by the Union Water 
Supply System Joint Board of Management, and is operated by the Ontario Clean Water Agency 
(OCWA). At the time of inauguration in 1958, the system serviced a population of 14,000 which has 
grown to 64,700 as of 2011. In addition to the residential growth, there has been considerable growth in 
the greenhouse industry resulting in an increase in the total annual water consumption from 1.2 billion 
gallons per year in 1958 to 4.0 billion gallons in 2011. 

The treatment plant, situated in the Town of Kingsville on the North Shore of Lake Erie, is a conventional 
filtration surface water treatment facility with a design capacity of 125 MLD. The facility consists of two 
intakes plus one emergency intake, a low lift pumping system, a treatment system, and a high lift 
pumping system. 
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The system also has four elevated water storage towers, two main in-ground reservoirs with storage 
capacities of  10,630 m

3
 and 15,725 m

3  
, a booster pumping station in Cottam that includes a 1,209 m3 

contact chamber and a 8,680 m3 two-chamber reservoir, and approximately 1,000 km of transmission 
and distribution mains. Two water towers, one with the capacity of 1,514 m

3
 and the other with a capacity 

of 6,819 m
3
, service the Municipality of Leamington, one tower with a capacity of 1,137 m

3
 services the 

Town of Kingsville, and another identical tower services the Town of Essex. 
 
A general overview of the UWSS service area is provided in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1 UWSS Service Area 

 

4.1.2 Identify Climate Factors 

The climate parameters that were selected for analysis in the study are listed in Section Error! Reference 
source not found.. A preliminary list of climate parameters was developed using the list provided in 
Appendix A of the Protocol. The list was further developed and revised based on climatic and 
meteorological phenomena relevant to the study area that presented potential vulnerability to the 
infrastructure.  

4.1.3 Identify the Time Frame 

The study included an assessment for both existing conditions and changes due to future climate change 
for the “2050” time period horizon. The Terms of Reference for the project required the future assessment 
to include both the 2020 and 2050 time horizons. During completion of the projections, it was determined 
that the results being generated for the 2020 time horizon were not significant enough to consider an 
intermediate climate projection. As a result, it was agreed between GENIVAR and Engineers Canada that 
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the 2020 timeframe would not be considered separately. Also, the current climate profile may be applied 
to the 2020 timeframe since 2020 is relatively close to the period included in the existing timeframe. 

The time frames used for the historical and future climate analysis is further described and discussed in 
Section Error! Reference source not found.. 

4.1.4 Identify the Geography 

4.1.4.1 Union Water Supply System 

The Union Water Supply System (UWSS) is situated in the Town of Kingsville on the North Shore of Lake 
Erie. The UWSS services a major portion of the southeast sector of the County of Essex, which has one 
of the highest population densities in Ontario. 

The topography of the area is reasonably flat and smooth plain with scattered sandy and gravely knolls. 
The land rises from Lake Erie north to Talbot Road (County Road 34) providing a natural division 
between the Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair watersheds. The elevation ranges from the level of Lake Erie, 
570 feet (174 meters), to approximately 754 feet (230 meters), the highest point which is located in the 
Northeast area of the Town of Kingsville.  

The high water table causes scouring of the banks; therefore, many locations along the shoreline of Lake 
Erie are susceptible to erosion. The land at the existing Union WTP is subject to a very high water table, 
resulting in unstable soil conditions for construction activities; therefore, expensive dewatering techniques 
are required for excavation activities. 

Most of the UWSS service area including that of proposed watermains was cleared many years ago to 
allow for agricultural and extractive industrial (i.e. surface mining) land uses. Therefore, there are 
relatively few stands of trees or wood lots; those that do exist serve as erosion protection along the 
natural water courses and as windscreens in farm lots. 

The region has good quality topsoil that supports intensive greenhouse farming operations, extensive 
market gardening, cash crops and other agricultural uses, which supports generally small animals 
including rabbits, racoons, skunks, fox, muskrat, etc. 

Lake Erie represents the greatest natural resource for the area as it provides unlimited availability of raw 
water for the entire UWSS, and a site for fishing and recreational activities. However, due to its relatively 
shallow depth, lengthy intake pipes are required in order to achieve satisfactory depth.  

The lake is also subject to turbidity caused by localized storms and water level fluctuations. Water 
temperature can vary from slightly above 0°C in winter to as much as 28°C in summer, which tends to 
permit the seasonal growth and proliferation of algae and the growth nuisance marine species such as 
zebra mussels. During winter, ice formations on the lake have the potential to cause damage to intake 
structures. 

4.1.5 Identify Jurisdictional Considerations 

The Protocol requires jurisdictions that are applicable to the infrastructure be identified during the 
completion of Step 1. These jurisdictions are provided to comply with the protocol and provide a frame of 
reference for readers not familiar with the local municipal governance structure. More specific laws, 
regulations and guidelines are identified during completion of Step 2 of the protocol, reported in Section 
4.2.6 of this report. 

The Union Water Supply System (UWSS) services four municipalities: Kingsville, Essex, Lakeshore, and 
Leamington. It is owned by these four municipalities and is managed by the UWSS Joint Board of 
Management. The Board consists of members appointed by the municipal owners. The operation of the 
UWSS is conducted by the Ontario Clean Water Agency (OCWA). Figure 4.2 shows the UWSS 
organizational chart. 
 
OCWA operates most of the UWSS infrastructure with the exception of the local watermains in the 
distribution system, which are maintained and operated by the local municipalities.  
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Figure 4.2 UWSS Organizational Chart  

 

The following municipal governments are relevant to the infrastructure as they are serviced by UWSS and 
the infrastructure is located within their boundaries: 

� Town of Kingsville 

� Town of Essex 

� Town of Lakeshore 

� Municipality of Leamington 

Other jurisdictions that are relevant to the infrastructure: 

� Essex Conservation Authority 

� Ontario Ministry of Environment 

4.1.6 Site Visit 

A site visit was conducted on Tuesday, January 15
th
 2013. The participants of the site visit from the 

GENIVAR team were Stewart Dickson and Fatema Khalfan. They were led by Rodney Bouchard and 
Dale Dillen from UWSS and OCWA respectively. The following facilities were visited during the site visit: 

� Intake and Low Lift Pumping Station 

� Union Water Treatment Plant 

� Cottam Reservoir and Booster Pumping Station 

� Elevated Towers – Kingsville, Essex, and Leamington  

A summary of the findings from the site visit are as follows: 

� It is a large system with capacity of 28 MGD and serving 50,000 residents from 4 different 
municipalities. 

� The plant was built in 1959.  

� The system consists of:  
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� 3 Intakes: 

• One emergency intake 

• The other two intakes are 1500 and 3000 ft into the lake at a depth of 20 
to 25 ft. The pipes are mostly buried. 

• Both are sized for peak flow so the plant can run on one intake. 

• One intake has a reverse flow feature to deal with frazil ice. 

• Pre-treatment for zebra mussels. 

� Low lift pumping station (LLPS): includes 7 pumps 

� 4 clarifiers: 50 ft diameter 

� High lift pumping station (HLPS): 8 pumps 

� In-ground reservoir and booster station (includes 4 pumps).  

� 4 Elevated Towers 

� The distribution system consists of about 900 to 1,000 kms of watermain. Local 
distribution is by the local municipalities. 

� The plant is a dedicated site for Environment Canada to collect weather data including 
temperature, rainfall, and snow. 

� The following potential issues related to climate change were mentioned: 

� Radio communication on towers may be affected by wind. 

� Rusting metal tanks. 

� Issues with concrete. 

� Flat ground and all clay so surface water does not readily percolate into the 
ground. 

� The plant was flooded once in the 1980s; but no floods recently. 

� Leda Clay issues. 

� Algae and frazil ice concerns for the source water and intake. 

� Distribution system leakage rate: estimated at 10%, however not based on 
factual data 

� Tornado event just a few kms east of the plant – Environment Canada has 
tornado maps. 

� Potential sedimentation concerns for the intakes depending on stream levels. 

� LLPS located at the bottom of a hill – vulnerable to landslides. 

� Temperature and a lack of water turnover affects water quality in the Essex 
elevated tower during the hot summer weather. 

4.1.7 Assess Data Sufficiency 

4.1.7.1 Infrastructure Data 

There were no identified data gaps at this step of the Protocol. The sources of information have been 
identified in Section 4.1.1. The sources were made available to GENIVAR by UWSS staff.  

4.1.7.2 Climate Data 

The overall intent of the climate analysis and projections component of this study was to use readily 
available information to the extent possible to satisfy the study objectives. While it is possible that further 
research and analysis could have be conducted to establish data that better relates to, and/or supports 
projections for, most of the parameters chosen, such study was beyond the scope of this work.  

Furthermore, when considering future projections, one must recognize the inherent limitations of current 
climate science with respect to the scientific community’s ability to accurately model various climate 
parameters into the future (e.g. precipitation processes). This is evidenced by the variance that presently 
exists between models for different parameters and scenarios and the general inability at the current time 
to predict local and/or extreme climate phenomena with any confidence.  
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Chapter 3 documents all assumptions made for the climate related component of the study, along with 
the rationale used to support these assumptions. The sources of information are provided in Chapter 3 
under Section Error! Reference source not found., Data Sources. 

4.2 Step 2 – Data Gathering and Sufficiency 

In this step, further definition regarding the infrastructure and the particular climate effects that are being 
considered in the evaluation are provided. 

4.2.1 State Infrastructure Components 

A list of the major infrastructure systems and their breakdown into individual components is provided in 
Tables 4-1. 

Table 4-1 Infrastructure Inventory 

System Component 

Administration / Operation Personnel  

Operating and Emergency Procedures 

Records 

Communications (Telephone, Cellular, etc) 

Transportation (Vehicles, Supplies, etc) 

Low Lift Pumping Station Raw Water Source 

Intakes (2) 

Emergency Intake (1) 

Access Road 

Building 

Process Equipment (7 Pumps, 2 bar screens, 3 coarse 
traveling screens, etc) 

Treatment Building(s) 

Clarifiers 

Filters 

Chemical Systems 

Chemical Storage  

Reservoirs 

Settling Ponds 

SCADA System 

High Lift Pumping Station 

Distribution 

 

New Elevated Tank (1) 

Old Elevated Tanks (3) 

Cottam Booster Station  

In-ground Reservoir 

Watermains and Valves 

Sampling Stations 

Electric Power Standby Generators 

Fuel Tanks 

Transformers 

Transmission Lines 
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4.2.1.1 Administration / Operation 

The administration and operations were broken down into five components; personnel, operating and 
emergency procedures, records, communications (telephone, cellular, etc) and transportation (vehicles, 
supplies, etc). 

The personnel include the OCWA employees responsible for the management, operation, and 
maintenance of the facility. The ability of personnel to safely and effectively operate the infrastructure 
during severe weather is critical to the operation of the facility as a complete system. 

Records refer to all hard copies and controlled / original electronically stored documents related to the 
operation of the infrastructure. 

The plant building for UWSS is shown in Figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3 UWSS Plant Building  

 

4.2.1.2 Low Lift Pumping Station 

The low lift pumping station was broken down into six components; raw water source, two intakes, one 
emergency intake, access road, building, and process equipment (pumps, screens, etc). 

Water is drawn into the plant through two intakes with a total design capacity of 218,208 m
3
/day. A third 

shoreline intake (emergency intake) is available for emergency use.  

Inside the low lift pumping station, the raw water flows through two bar screens and three coarse traveling 
screens into two pump wells. The raw water is pumped by seven vertical turbine low lift pumps, into two 
feedermains that discharge to the Water Treatment Plant. 

The low lift pumping station for the UWSS is shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 UWSS Low Lift Pumping Station  

 

 

4.2.1.3 Treatment 

The treatment system was broken down into nine components; building, clarifiers, filters, chemical 
systems, chemical storage, reservoirs, settling ponds, SCADA system, and high lift pumping station. 

The water from the two feedermains flows into four solid contact upflow clarifiers with domed covers. Two 
micro strainers are located on the inlets of clarifiers 1 and 2; these microstrainers are currently not in use. 
Coagulant and polymer are added for coagulation and flocculation in the clarifiers. 

There are eight dual media filters. Chlorine for primary disinfection is injected into the filter effluent. The 
gravity fed filter effluents combine into two in-ground water storage reservoirs which operate in series. 
Reservoirs 1 and 2 have capacities of 10,630 m

3
 and 15,725 m

3
 respectively. 

The effluent from the reservoir is injected with an aqueous-ammonia solution to form mono-chloramines 
for secondary disinfection (chloramination). The treated water then flows into two clear wells (operated in 
series) to be pumped by any combination of seven pumps located in the high lift pump area. Water is 
pumped into the distribution system, as needed.  

The water treatment process is controlled by a dedicated SCADA computer system and monitored by 
certified operators 24 hours a day. 

The water treatment system for the UWSS is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 UWSS Water Treatment Plant  

 

4.2.1.4 Distribution 

The distribution system was broken down into six components; one new elevated tank (composite 
concrete base with steel tank), three old elevated tanks (multi leg painted steel tanks), Cottam booster 
station, in-ground reservoir, watermains and valves, and sampling stations. 

There are four elevated water storage tanks in the distribution system. Of the four, two service the 
Municipality of Leamington with capacities of 1,514 m

3
 and 6,819 m

3
. The Towns of Kingsville and Essex 

are each serviced by a water tower with a capacity of 1,137 m
3
. 

The distribution system has an in-ground reservoir with a storage capacity of 10,091.78 m
3
 and a booster 

pumping station located in Cottam, in the Town of Kingsville. This station has four booster pumps that 
supply the distribution system in the North West service area. 

The Cottam booster pumping station, distribution system and all water tower levels are controlled and 
monitored from the Union Water Supply System via a SCADA system. 

The UWSS elevated water towers, Cottam reservoir and booster pumping station, and Cottam booster 
pumping station are shown in Figures 4.6, 4,7 and 4.8 respectively. 
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Figure 4.6 UWSS Elevated Water Towers  

 

Figure 4.7 Cottam Reservoir and Booster Pumping Station  
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Figure 4.8 Cottam Booster Pumping Station  

 

4.2.1.5 Electric Power 

The electric power system was broken down into four components; standby generators, fuel tanks, 
transformers, and transmission lines. 

Standby generators include a 600 kW generator located in the low lift building, two diesel generators 
rated at 135 kW and 750 kW to permit the treatment plant to remain in operation during a power failure, 
and a diesel generator rated at 350 kW to permit the booster station to remain in operation during a 
power failure. 

The 350 kW diesel generator for the booster station is shown in Figure 4.9. 

Figure 4.9 Cottam Booster Pumping Station 350 kW Diesel Generator  
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4.2.2 State Climate Baseline 

The list of relevant climate parameters is provided in Chapter 3, Climate Analysis and Projections 
(Section 3.1.2). 

The sources for climate information are provided throughout Chapter 3, and specifically under Section 
3.1.4, Data Sources. Furthermore, a list of references is provided in Chapter 6. 

Historical extreme or phenomenal climate events including frequency, duration, date, and magnitude / 
intensity (where available) are provided in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2, Climate Parameters), under the 
subsections describing the Historical Climate Findings for each climate parameter. 

4.2.3 State the Climate Change Assumptions 

The relevancy and applicability of observed global, regional, or site-specific climate change trends with 
respect to the infrastructure have been assessed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2, Climate Parameters), under 
the subsections describing the Trends and Climate Projections for each climate parameter. 

Changes to the climate baseline conditions are also identified in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2, Climate 
Parameters), under the subsections describing the Trends and Climate Projections for each climate 
parameter. 

All assumptions and justifications for making and applying the assumptions are clearly described 
throughout Chapter 3 under the relevant subsections. 

With regards to the influence that climate change trends have over the infrastructure, there has been no 
indication to date of climate change trends significantly influencing the infrastructure.  

4.2.4 State the Time Frame 

The study includes an assessment of the vulnerabilities of both facilities to current climate for existing 
conditions and to future climate change at the 2050 time horizon. Wherever possible, the time frame used 
for future projections was the 30-year period of 2041 to 2070, or more commonly expressed as “the 
2050s”. Assessment of vulnerability beyond this horizon was not conducted as it was considered that this 
would likely surpass the design life of the infrastructure without the undertaking of significant 
reconstruction or rehabilitation efforts.   

The estimated design life of the infrastructure systems are provided in Table 4-2. 

Table 4-2 Design Life of Infrastructure Systems 

System Design Life 

Administration / Operation 80-100 years for physical structures 

Indefinite for personnel, procedures, and records 

Low Lift Pumping Station 30-50 years 

Treatment 30-50 years 

Distribution 100 years 

Electric Power 30 years 

 

The Union Water Supply System was originally constructed in 1958 and has been upgraded and 
expanded throughout its lifetime. Notwithstanding the above general design life assumptions, the system 
as a whole appears to have been well maintained and we see no indication of it nearing the end of its 
useful life. 

4.2.5 State the Geography 

The Union Water Supply System is located in the Town of Kingsville on the North Shore of Lake Erie. The 
UWSS services a major portion of the southeast sector of the County of Essex. In addition to having a 
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relatively large population, it is also a highly productive agricultural region which has a significant number 
of greenhouse operations. The general topography of the area is very flat and the soil has very high clay 
content. Much of the agricultural farmland is drained through tile drainage systems and ditches. 

Lake Erie provides the source of raw water for the entire UWSS. Lake Erie is a generally shallow lake 
which is highly affected by winds and both warm and cold weather. Additionally, the UWSS is located in 
the area commonly referred to as the western basin, which is the area of Lake Erie between the outlet of 
the St Clair River and Point Pelee.  

4.2.6 State Specific Jurisdictional Considerations 

As required by the Protocol, this section provides a list of jurisdictions, laws and bylaws, regulations, 
standards, guidelines, and administrative processes that are relevant to the infrastructure. This list is 
provided in this report for the purposes of completeness, and is not directly applied to the assessment of 
the infrastructure. 

� Jurisdictions that have direct control or influence on the infrastructure are as follows: 

o Town of Kingsville 

o Town of Essex 

o Town of Lakeshore 

o Municipality of Leamington 

� Other jurisdictions that are relevant to the infrastructure: 

o Essex Conservation Authority 

� Sections of laws and bylaws that are relevant to the infrastructure are as follows: 

o Local Municipal Bylaws 

o Municipal Building Codes and Site Plan Approvals 

� Sections of regulations that are relevant to the infrastructure are as follows: 

o Ontario Water Resources Act 

o Ontario’s Safe Drinking Water Act  

o Clean Water Act, 2006 

o Species at Risk 

o Conservation Authorities Act 

o Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act  

o Great Lakes Protection Act 

o Building Code Act  

o Endangered Species Act 

o Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act 

� Standards that are relevant to the design, operation, and maintenance of the infrastructure are as 
follows: 

o Ten State Standards 

o Building Code of Canada 

� Guidelines that are relevant to the design, operation, and maintenance of the infrastructure are as 
follows: 

o Design Guidelines for Drinking-Water Systems (MOE) 

o Ontario Drinking-Water Quality Standards Regulation 
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4.2.7 State Other Potential Changes that May Affect the Infrastructure 

Other potential changes that may affect the infrastructure in the design life of the infrastructure 
components are: 
 

� Population growth 

� Industrial growth 

o The industrial growth in the area is mostly agriculture related. Intensive greenhouse 
farming operations, extensive market gardening, cash crops and other agricultural 
process are serviced by the UWSS water distribution system. Since a large amount of the 
industrial water demand is linked to agriculture that is dependent on climate, this portion 
of demand on the infrastructure is tied to the local climate; therefore industrial demand is 
more likely to increase during drought periods.  

� Water quality standards 

o More stringent water quality standards may require process upgrades. 

4.2.8 Assess Data Sufficiency 

4.2.8.1 Infrastructure Data 

The amount of infrastructure data gathered was sufficient in this step, and appeared to be of good quality 
and accuracy. No data gaps were identified at this stage. The data sources listed in Section 4.1.1 
provided information on different topics. The prioritized referenced documentation for the infrastructure 
data is provided in Table 4-3, with general priority given to the most recent documentation/data. 

Table 4-3 Prioritized Reference Documentation for Infrastructure Data 

Priority Referenced Documentation 

1 Certificate of Approval, Municipal Drinking Water Licence and Municipal Drinking Water Works 
Permit 

2 Union Water System First Engineer’s Report / Design Drawings 

3 Union Water Supply System DWQMS Operational Plan Revision 6, Including Risk Assessment 
Procedure 

4 New Capacity Master Plan and Hydraulic Model for the Union Water Supply System 

5 Union Water Supply System Water Distribution System 

 

4.2.8.2 Climate Data 

The data gaps, data quality, data accuracy, application of trends, reliability of selected climate models, 
and the reliability of climate change assumptions are all discussed in Chapter 3, Climate Analysis and 
Projections, specifically under the Data Sources discussion in Section 3.1.4. The prioritized referenced 
documentation for the climate data is also discussed in Section 3.1.4 and a summary is provided in Table 
4-4. 

Table 4-4 Prioritized Reference Documentation for Climate Data 

Priority 
Referenced Documentation 

Historical Future 

1 Environment Canada’s Canadian Climate Normals Global Circulation Model Output as accessed 
through Environment Canada Canadian Climate 
Change Scenario Network 

2 Climate Data Online Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
Reports 

3 Ontario Node of the Canadian Atmospheric Hazards Various Scientific Journal Articles 
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Priority 
Referenced Documentation 

Historical Future 

Network Data 

4 Canadian Daily Climate Data   

5 Various Scientific Journal Articles  

4.3 Step 3 – Risk Assessment 

In this step, the infrastructure’s response to the climate parameters was identified.  

4.3.1 Consultation with Owner and Operations Personnel 

To validate our initial findings, a workshop was conducted where participants from the GENIVAR team, 
UWSS staff, OCWA staff, Project Advisory Committee (PAC) members, local municipal councillors and 
other stakeholders came together to conduct a risk assessment exercise based on the Protocol. Further 
details regarding the workshop are provided in Section 4.3.8. 

4.3.2 Risk Assessment Methodology 

To determine a value for the risk associated with an interaction between an infrastructure component and 
a climate related event, the protocol dictates that the probability of the event occurring is multiplied by the 
severity of the impact to determine the overall risk value.  

To develop a risk value for each infrastructure-climate interaction, scales of 0 – 7 are established for the 
probability of the interactions occurring and the severity resulting from the interaction. The Protocol 
provides three alternate methods; A, B, and C (shown in Table 4-5) for using the probability scale. After a 
review of the options, Method A was selected for this assessment. Further discussion on the 
interpretation and utilization of the probability factors can be found in section 3.1.6. For the severity scale, 
the Protocol provides two methods; D and E as shown in Table 4-6. Method E was selected for this 
assessment.  

Methods A and E were selected as they were based on non-numerical criteria, which merged well with 
Step 3 since it is more qualitative in nature than quantitative. It was felt that the numerical scales provided 
in the alternative methods would require a level of precision and accuracy that could not be supported by 
available data regarding climate probability and impact severity  

Table 4-5 Probability Scale Factors 

Scale 
Probability 

Method A Method B 

0 Negligible / Not applicable < 0.1% or < 1 in 1000 

1 Improbable / Highly Unlikely 1% or 1 in 100 

2 Remotely Possible 5% or 1 in 20 

3 Possible / Occasional 10% or 1 in 10 

4 Somewhat Likely / Normal 20% or 1 in 5 

5 Likely / Frequent 40% or 1 in 2.5 

6 Probable / Often 70% or 1 in 1.4 

7 Approaching Certainty / Highly Probable > 99% or > 1 in 1.01 

 

Table 4-6 Severity Scale Factors 

Scale 
Severity 

Method D Method E 

0 No effect Negligible / Not Applicable 
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Scale 
Severity 

Method D Method E 

1 Measurable  Very Low / Some Measurable Change 

2 Minor  Low / Slight loss of Serviceability 

3 Moderate  Moderate loss of Serviceability 

4 Major  Moderate loss of Serviceability / Some Loss of Capacity 

5 Serious  Loss of Capacity / Some Loss of Some Function 

6 Hazardous  Major / Loss of Function 

7 Catastrophic  Extreme / Loss of Asset 

4.3.3 Use a Spreadsheet to Document the Risk Assessment 

A spreadsheet was developed that was comprised of a header row for relevant climate events. The title 
column consists of the relevant infrastructure systems and components, and their performance response 
to the relevant climate change effects. 

This study included both the existing and the future risks and the change between the two. Hence, two 
separate matrices were established using the above mentioned spreadsheet to include both the existing 
and future risks. Two matrices were developed, as follows: 

� Existing/Historical Climate Conditions 

� Future Climate Conditions (2050s) 
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A sample spreadsheet is provided in Table 4-7. 

Table 4-7 Sample Risk Assessment Matrix 

Infrastructure 
Component 

Performance Response Considerations   

Climate 
Parameters 
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Temperature 

Low  
Temperature 
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Definition 
Day(s) with 

max. temp. > 
35

o
C 

Day(s) with min. 
temp. < -28

o
C 

Administration / 
Operation                       

Y 
/ 
N 

P S R Y / N P S R 

Personnel   
        

����    ����    ����    ����    ����      ����                  

Operating and 
Emergency Procedures 

  
        

����    ����    ����    ����    
    

    
              

Records 
            

����    ����      ����    ����                      

Communications    ����    
    

����    ����    
    

����    ����    ����                    

Transportation  
    

����    
    

����    ����      ����      ����                    

Low Lift Pumping 
Station                       

Y 
/ 
N 

P S R Y / N P S R 

Raw Water Source 
        

����    
    

����      ����        ����                  

Intakes (2) ����    ����    ����    ����    ����      
    

  ����                    

Emergency Intake (1) ����    ����    ����    ����    ����      
        

����                    

Access Road ����    ����    
    

����    ����      
        

����                    

Building ����    ����    
    

����    ����      
        

����                    

Process Equipment  
    

����    ����    ����    ����    
    

����    ����    ����                    

 

4.3.4 Populate the Title Columns of the Spreadsheet 

The title column of the matrices was populated with the list of infrastructure systems and components 
provided in Table 4-1. 

Performance response categories were established based on the most likely response of an 
infrastructure component to contemplated climate events. The performance response categories were 
based on professional judgement and experience. It is important to identify the performance response 
categories as it defines the associated risk. For example, the occurrence of a high temperature event for 
personnel is not a risk. However, its effect on personnel not being able to respond in emergency 
situations is a risk. The performance category for the above mentioned example would be emergency 
response, which is important to the analysis as it defines the risk. 
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The following performance responses categories were considered: 

� Structural Design 

� Functionality 

� Watershed, Surface Water, and Groundwater 

� Operations, Maintenance, and Materials Performance 

� Emergency Response 

� Insurance Considerations 

� Social Effects 

� Serviceability 

� Environmental Effects 

A summary of the identified performance response considerations for the corresponding infrastructure 
components is provided in Tables 4-8. 

Table 4-8 Performance Response Considerations 

Infrastructure Component 
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Administration / Operation                     
Personnel   

        
����    ����    ����    ����    ����      ����    

Operating and Emergency Procedures   
        

����    ����    ����    ����    
    

    

Records 
            

����    ����      ����    ����        

Communications (Telephone, Cellular, etc)   ����    
    

����    ����    
    

����    ����    ����      

Transportation (Vehicles, Supplies, etc) 
    

����    
    

����    ����      ����      ����      

Low Lift Pumping Station                     
Raw Water Source 

        
����    

    
����      ����        ����    

Intakes (2) ����    ����    ����    ����    ����      
    

  ����      

Emergency Intake (1) ����    ����    ����    ����    ����      
        

����      

Access Road ����    ����    
    

����    ����      
        

����      

Building ����    ����    
    

����    ����      
        

����      

Process Equipment (Pumps, Screens, etc) 
    

����    ����    ����    ����    
    

����    ����    ����      

Treatment                     
Building(s) ����    ����    

    
����    ����      

    
  ����      

Clarifiers 
    

����    
    

����    ����      
        

����      
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Infrastructure Component 

Performance Response Considerations 
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Filters 
    

����    
    

����    ����      
        

����      

Chemical Systems 
    

����    
    

����    ����      
        

����    ����    

Chemical Storage  
    

����    
    

����    ����      
        

    

Reservoirs ����    ����    
    

����    ����      
        

  ����    

Settling Ponds 
    

����    ����    ����    ����      ����    ����        

SCADA System 
    

����    
    

����    ����      
        

����      

High Lift Pumping Station 
    

����    
    

����    ����      ����    ����    ����      

Distribution                     
New Elevated Tank (1) ����    ����    

    
����    ����      

    
  ����    ����    

Old Elevated Tanks (3) ����    ����    
    

����    ����      
    

  ����    ����    

Cottam Booster Station  ����    ����    
    

����    ����      
        

����      

In-ground Reservoir ����    ����    ����    ����    ����      
        

  ����    

Watermains and Valves 
    

����    
    

����    ����      
        

����      

Sampling Stations 
    

����    
    

����    ����      ����    ����      ����    

Electric Power                     
Standby Generators   ����    

    
����    ����      ����    ����    ����      

Fuel Tanks   ����    
    

����    ����      ����    ����    ����      

Transformers   ����    
    

����    ����      ����    ����    ����      

Transmission Lines 
    

����    
    

����    ����    
    

����    ����    ����      

4.3.5 Populate the Header Rows 

The header row of the matrices was populated with the list of climate parameters provided in Section 
3.1.2. Definitions for each of the climate parameters were also provided below the header row. 

Under each climate parameter, title sub-columns were created as follows: 

Y/N – Relevant or not relevant for further consideration 

P – Probability of the interaction 

S – Severity of the interaction, given that it has occurred 

R - Risk 
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4.3.6 Use the Assessment Spreadsheet to Calculate the Risk for Each Relevant 
Interaction 

Instead of assessing the severity scale factor of each performance response for individual infrastructure 
components, all the performance responses that were relevant were check marked, and only one severity 
scale factor was applied. The severity scale factor that was applied was based on judgement of the 
performance response that was most critical to the individual infrastructure-climate interaction. 

The cells under the ‘P’ column were populated as described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2, Climate 
Parameters), under the Probability Scoring subsections for each climate parameter. A summary table of 
the probability scores is provided in Table 3-7. 

The cells under the ‘S’ column were populated using engineering judgement and the results of the 
workshop, where participants including operators with local knowledge of the infrastructure worked 
together to fill out the severities of a select number of infrastructure-climate interactions using the scale 
factors provided in Table 4-6. 

The Risk for each infrastructure-climate interaction was calculated using the following equation: 

R = P x S 

Where: 

R = Risk 

P = Probability of the interaction 

S = Severity of the interaction 

The final risk assessment matrices are included in Appendix B. 

4.3.7 Evaluate Potential Cumulative Effects 

The cumulative impact of combining or sequencing climate events was evaluated to assess the possibility 
of these combined events yielding a higher compound event. However, since the information available for 
the individual climate events was limited, it was identified early on that it would be even more difficult to 
obtain information on a combination of the individual climate events, especially in a future scenario. 
Nevertheless, it is noted that the severities would increase for combined events. The following climate 
parameters that were evaluated may be considered as combined / sequenced events:  

� Heat Wave – consecutive days of high temperature 

� Cold Wave – consecutive days of low temperature 

� Extreme Diurnal Temperature Variability – difference between extreme high and low 
temperature 

� Freeze Thaw – sequence of diurnal temperatures varying between above freezing and 
below 

� Heavy 5 day Total Rainfall – consecutive days of heavy rain 

� Winter Rain – combination of heavy rain and low temperatures, frozen ground or snow on 
ground 

� Freezing Rain – combination of rain and below freezing temperatures 

� Ice Storm – combination of heavy rain, below freezing temperatures 

� Blowing Snow – combination of blowing snow (on ground or falling) and high wind 

� Snow Accumulation – sequence of heavy snow events 

� Hail – normally occurs in combination with heavy rain and high wind 

� Hurricane/Tropical Storm – combination of heavy rain and high wind 
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4.3.8 Conduct a Risk Assessment Workshop 

A risk assessment workshop was conducted on March 8
th
, 2013. The workshop consisted of a 

presentation by Engineers Canada (EC) and GENIVAR, which provided an overview of PIEVC, the 
infrastructure, and the climate analysis. All participants were provided with a workbook, which included 
the workshop agenda, selected presentation slides, scale factors, and the risk assessment matrices.  

The workshop participants were split into six groups, and each group was assigned specific infrastructure 
systems to assess. For the purposes of calibration, the administration / operation system was assigned to 
all groups. The group list and assigned infrastructure systems are provided in Table 4-9. Workshop 
photos are presented in Figure 4.10. 

Table 4-9 Group and Task List 

Group No. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Assigned Components 

Administration/ 
Operation 

Low Lift Pumping 
Station 

Electric Power 

Administration/ 
Operation 

Low Lift Pumping 
Station 

Electric Power 

Administration/ 
Operation 
Treatment 

Administration/ 
Operation 
Treatment 

Administration/ 
Operation 

Distribution 
Electric Power 

Administration/ 
Operation 

Distribution 
Electric Power 

Recorder / Note-taker 

Fatema Khalfan Elizabeth Tsui David Lapp Rodney Bouchard Dale Dillen Ken Cunningham 

GENIVAR GENIVAR Engineers Canada Union Water Supply 
System 

Ontario Clean Water 
Agency 

Ministry of 
Environment – 
Strategic Policy 

Branch 

Gary Dunmore Abhay Tadwalkar Phil Berthiaume Brian Symondson Nelson Santos Robert Dunn 

Ontario Clean Water 
Agency-Senior 

Operations Manager, 
East Essex Hub 

Toronto Water County of Essex - 
Emergency 

Management 
Coordinator 

Ontario Clean Water 
Agency – Western 
Regional Manager 

UWSS Joint Board of 
Management, Vice-

Chair/ Town of 
Kingsville Mayor 

Chair, Engineers 
Canada Environment 

and Sustainability 
Committee 

Karen Burgess Carl Grimstead Mike Trembley Bev Mollard John Kehoe Andy Graf 

Ontario Clean Water 
Agency - Regional 

Compliance Adviser, 
Southwest Regional 

Office 

Ontario Clean Water 
Agency - Compliance 

Manager/DWQMS 
Adviser 

Ontario Clean Water 
Agency - Operator, 

Union Water 
Treatment Plant 

Ontario Clean Water 
Agency - Vice 
President of 
Operations 

Town of Lakeshore - 
Waterworks Engineer 

Town of Essex - 
Water 

Superintendent 

Chitra Gowda Dave Bray Vicky Grahovac Dan Diemer Brian Norg Hilda MacDonald 

Essex Region 
Conservation 

Authority 

Ministry of 
Agriculture, Food and 

Rural Affairs 

Ministry of 
Agriculture, Food and 

Rural Affairs, Food 
Safety and 

Environmental Policy 

UWSS Joint Board of 
Management / Town 

of Lakeshore 
municipal councillor 

Greenhouse Industry 
- Operations 

Manager, Nature 
Fresh Farms 

UWSS Joint Board of 
Management, Chair / 

Leamington 
Municipal Councillor 
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Group No. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Branch 

James Bryant Kit Woods John Iacobelli Dan Rahm Kim Davidson Nelson Carvalho 

County of Essex - 
Environmental 
Assessment 
Coordinator, 

Engineering Dept 

Municipality of 
Leamington - 

Manager, 
Environmental 

Services 

Food Products 
Industry - Director of 
Sales and Logistics, 
Sun-Brite Foods, Inc. 

Heinz Canada – 
Utility Services 

Manager, 
Leamington 
Operations 

Heinz Canada – 
Facilities and 
Engineering 
Manager, 

Leamington 
Operations 

Municipality of 
Leamington - 

Supervisor, Water 
Distribution 

Charlie Wright Gord Queen Ron Colasanti Peter Neufeld Larry Verbeke Mike Ciacelli 

UWSS Joint Board of 
Management / 
Municipality of 

Leamington Deputy 
Mayor 

UWSS Joint Board of 
Management / Town 

of Kingsville 
municipal councillor 

UWSS Joint Board of 
Management / Town 

of Kingsville 
municipal councillor 

Leamington Area 
Drip Irrigation, Inc. 

(LADII) - Legal 

UWSS Joint Board of 
Management / 

Leamington 
Municipal Councillor 

Leamington Fire 
Department – Deputy 

Chief 

  Wayne Palichuk    

 Leamington Area 
Drip Irrigation, Inc. 

(LADII) - Chair 

Ministry of Health 
and Long Term Care 

Ministry of Health 
and Long Term Care 

Local Health Unit 

 

Figure 4.10 Risk Assessment Workshop Photos 
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The completed risk assessment matrices are provided in Appendix B. 

4.3.9 Establish the Infrastructure Owner’s Risk Tolerance Thresholds 

The risk tolerance thresholds are provided in Table 4-11. These thresholds are the same as those 
provided in the Protocol. During the workshop, there was some discussion around the possibility of 
altering these thresholds, however in the end it was decided that the thresholds suggested in the Protocol 
would be used. 

Table 4-10 Risk Tolerance Thresholds 

Risk Range Threshold Response 

< 12 Low Risk No immediate action necessary 

12 - 36 Medium Risk Action may be required 

Engineering Analysis may be 
required 

> 36 High Risk Immediate action required 

Low risk interactions represent no immediate vulnerability. Based on professional judgement, the 
potential climate change vulnerability associated with the infrastructure component is very low. Therefore, 
no further action is necessary. 

Medium risk interactions characterize a potential vulnerability. Based on professional judgement, the 
potential climate change vulnerability associated with the infrastructure component does exist, and further 
engineering analysis may be recommended as necessary to provide a clear determination of the 
vulnerability. 

High risk interactions characterize an identified vulnerability. Based on professional judgement, the 
potential climate change vulnerability associated with the infrastructure component is identified, and 
immediate action may be required. 

Special Case risks are those interactions with very high severity and low probability or very high 
probability and low severity. The protocol asks these to be identified and reviewed as they represent 
either a high impact event, or a persistent one. 

4.3.10 Rank the Risks 

Two matrices are provided in Appendix B; the existing risk score and the future risk score. Furthermore, 
all the medium risk interactions are highlighted in amber. The low risk interactions are those that are not 
highlighted. No high risk interactions were identified in this assessment. A summary of the findings is 
provided in Section 4.3.12. 

4.3.11 Assess Data Sufficiency 

4.3.11.1 Infrastructure Data 

Since Step 3 was more qualitative in nature, the data available for assessment use was sufficient, 
particularly where non-numerical, engineering judgement-based screening was applied. 

4.3.11.2 Climate Data 

The historical climate analysis for the study area was conducted using data from a variety of sources, as 
listed in Table 4-4. Kingsville MOE weather station data were used (unless specified otherwise) as a 
result of the station’s location at the reservoir and completeness of data over the station’s period of 
record. For certain climate parameters (i.e. ice storm, lightning, hurricane, and tornado) information was 
either not available from the above-mentioned sources or was not representative of the same 
geographical area (i.e. Southwestern Ontario). In these instances there was a need to select alternative 
sources of information and/or use information representative of a different geographical area. These 
cases are clearly documented within the specific sections of Chapter 3.   
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To assess historical trends in climate, various scientific journal articles were reviewed. It is noted that 
parameter indices and scales (temporal and spatial) from the literature often varied from the study’s 
established climate parameter definitions. However, due to resource limitations, the team agreed to 
accept varying levels of applicability as long as it could be used to make logical assumptions and 
connections with study definitions. GENIVAR did not conduct any independent trend analyses.  

Future climate projections were analyzed using climate model outputs from sources listed in Table 4-4. 
Using the CCCSN, output from IPCC-recognized AR4 global climate models was extracted for the model 
grid cell encompassing the study area for each of the three primary emissions scenarios, A2 (high) A1B 
(medium) and B1 (low). Outlying global models that were not effective in reproducing aspects of the 
southern Ontario climate were identified and removed using techniques recommended by Environment 
Canada and the median output from the remaining models was considered.  In addition to considering the 
median output of all models, the range of output across the various models was also considered in 
assessing the confidence with which the output could be used. It should be noted that for some climate 
parameters, output was not available from all of the global climate models for which access is available 
on the CCCSN website.   

Similar to limitations associated with the available literature for historical trends, challenges were 
experienced in identifying climate projections for certain parameters, as information was often only 
available at global or regional scales (i.e. not UWSS service area), and/or by referencing different 
benchmarked time periods (i.e. not 1971-2000) or future planning horizons (i.e. not 2050s). As a result, 
difficulties in making direct comparisons between historical and future results were occasionally 
encountered and thus, the need to develop and apply various assumptions was identified. These 
assumptions were applied when it was agreed by the project team, that doing so was more logical than 
simply stating “no information was available”.  

All assumptions are clearly stated within the applicable subsections of Chapter 3. 

4.3.12 Summary of Findings 

The following points summarize the risk assessment findings: 

� In total 690 interactions were identified for each of the two timeframes, out of which, only 248 
interactions were considered to be relevant for further consideration. These interactions were 
selected because they were considered to have potential risk. 

� For historical, the risk assessment identified 145 interactions as low risk, 103 interactions as 
medium risk interactions and there were no high risk interactions; and no special case.  

� For future, there were 121 interactions that were assessed to be low risk interactions, 127 that 
were medium risk interactions, and there were no high risk interactions; and 2 special cases.  

� It was identified in the risk assessment that 29 interactions that were identified as low risk for the 
existing conditions, but which changed to medium risk for future conditions, as a result of climate 
change, based on current understandings.  

� On the other hand, there were 3 interactions that were identified as medium risk for the existing 
conditions, but which decreased to a low risk score for future conditions, as a result of climate 
change, based on current understandings. 

� In total, there were 107 interactions for which the risk scores increased, as a result of climate 
change, based on current understandings. The highest increase was by a score of 8. This was 
associated with interactions between freezing rain events and the following components: 
chemical storage, transformers, and transmission lines. 

� In total, there were 36 interactions for which the risk scores decreased, as a result of climate 
change, based on current understandings. The highest decrease was by a score of 6. This was 
associated with interactions between emergency intake (1) component and the following events: 
low temperature, cold wave and extreme diurnal temperature variability. 

� There were 105 interactions for which the risk scores remained the same for both the existing and 
future conditions. These interactions were mainly associated with the following climate events: 
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winter rain, blowing snow/blizzard, heavy snow, lightning, hailstorm, high wind, tornado, heavy 
fog, and sustained high temperature in winter with snow on the ground. 

� The communications – lightning, chemical storage – blowing snow/blizzard, SCADA system – 
lightning, transformers – lightning, transmission lines – lightning, and emergency intake (1) – lake 
water level elevation interactions received the highest risk score of 24 for both existing and future 
conditions. 

The interactions with the greatest risk scores are provided in Table 4-11. 

Table 4-11 Greatest Risk Scores for UWSS 

Infrastructure Component Climate Parameter Existing Risk Score Future Risk Score 

Administration / Operation    

Personnel Lightning 20 20 

Personnel Hurricane/Tropical Storm 18 24 

Operating and Emergency 
Procedures 

Lightning 20 20 

Operating and Emergency 
Procedures 

Hurricane/Tropical Storm 15 20 

Records Lightning 20 20 

Records Hurricane/Tropical Storm 16 20 

Communications (Telephone, 
Cellular, etc) 

Lightning 24 24 

Communications (Telephone, 
Cellular, etc) 

Hailstorm 20 20 

Communications (Telephone, 
Cellular, etc) 

Heavy Rain 15 20 

Transportation (Vehicles, 
Supplies, etc) 

Blowing Snow/Blizzard 20 20 

Transportation (Vehicles, 
Supplies, etc) 

Heavy Rain 15 20 

Transportation (Vehicles, 
Supplies, etc) 

Drought/Dry Period 18 21 

Low Lift Pumping Station    

Emergency Intake (1) Lake (Water) Level Elevation 24 24 

Access Road Blowing Snow/Blizzard 20 20 

Treatment    

Chemical Storage Freezing Rain 16 24 

Chemical Storage Blowing Snow/Blizzard 24 24 

SCADA System Lightning 24 24 

Distribution    

New Elevated Tank (1) Drought/Dry Period 18 21 

Old Elevated Tanks (3) Drought/Dry Period 18 21 

Cottam Booster Station Drought/Dry Period 18 21 

In-ground Reservoir Drought/Dry Period 18 21 

Electric Power    

Fuel Tanks Blowing Snow/Blizzard 20 20 

Transformers Freezing Rain 16 24 

Transformers Lightning 24 24 

Transformers Hurricane/Tropical Storm 18 24 

Transmission Lines Hurricane/Tropical Storm 18 24 

Transmission Lines Lightning 24 24 

Transmission Lines Freezing Rain 16 24 
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4.4 Step 5 – Recommendations 

4.4.1 Limitations 

4.4.1.1 Major Assumptions 

Infrastructure 

The study included an assessment of the vulnerabilities of the water supply facilities to both existing 
climactic conditions and to future climate change at the 2050 time horizon. The Terms of Reference for 
the project required the future assessment to include both the 2020 and 2050 time horizons. During 
completion of the projections, it was determined that the results being generated for the 2020 time 
horizon were not significant enough to consider an intermediate climate projection. As a result, it was 
agreed between GENIVAR and Engineers Canada that the 2020 timeframe was not considered further. 
The results from current analysis may perhaps be extended to the 2020 timeframe. 

Climate 

Reviewing the methodology used above to calculate the probability scores, it was suggested that a 
probability distribution be utilized, described previously as Method X. Due to the defined scope and 
budget of the current project, this method was only applied to one climate parameter, high temperature, to 
determine the expected changes in the results of the study.  

While this exercise was carried out to compare the results of the two methods, it is difficult to draw any 
comprehensive conclusions since the exercise was not consistently carried out for all of the parameters 
and the PIEVC scores corresponding to the results of each method were subjectively assigned.  

Both methods rely on certain assumptions and contain limitations that would perhaps make them suitable 
for certain climate parameters based on the format of the data available. The key is to ensure that the 
method selected sets the different climate parameters on a level playing field. The method used in the 
study has been consistently applied throughout the study so the risks identified relative to each other 
remain valid. However, it is recommended that the study be carried out using Method X to confirm the 
results of the assessment. 

4.4.1.2 Data Sources 

The study did not identify any limitations due to data sources for the infrastructure or climate analysis. 
The reports and historical information regarding the water system design and operation, provided by 
UWSS, were sufficient to complete the assessment. The data sources compiled for the climate analysis, 
both historical and future, were sufficient to complete the objectives of this portion of the study. A 
comprehensive list of references is included in Section 6.  

4.4.2 Recommendations 

The following tables provide a summary of the recommendations for the components that have been 
assessed to be vulnerable. As mentioned previously, the vulnerabilities identified do not generally 
differentiate between the existing and future climate projections. The increase or decrease in vulnerability 
can only be attributed to the increased or decreases likelihood of the event occurring, as described in 
Section 3. In order to prioritize the recommendations, a priority level of low, medium, or high is provided 
for each recommendation. While these do not correspond to specific timelines, high priority is associated 
with higher impact items which should be investigated in the immediate future, medium priority is for the 
short term, and low priority corresponds to lower impact items which can be addressed over a longer 
term.  

Infrastructure 
Component 

Vulnerability Comments Recommendations  Priority 

Administration / Operation  
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Infrastructure 
Component 

Vulnerability Comments Recommendations  Priority 

Personnel Personnel may have difficulty travelling to 
the elements of the water supply system 
during events such as lighting or 
hurricanes. It is anticipated that in 
emergency situations the personnel will be 
able to get where required, but may be 
delayed or have to take extra precautions. 

UWSS should review the policies and 
procedures associated with the Operations 
personnel and how they travel to the 
infrastructure and perform their duties, 
particularly under extreme conditions. 

Medium 

Records Electronic records may be compromised 
during power outages potentially resulting 
from lightning, or hurricane events. This 
could possibly have implications for 
compliance reports. 

 

UWSS should review their procedures for 
operating in power outages. Also, the 
SCADA and data storage systems should 
be reviewed to ensure electronic records 
are safely stored during power outage. 

Low 

Communications Communications between operational 
personnel and/or between remote sites 
within the water system (i.e. WTP and 
Cottam Pump Station) during high impact 
events such as lightning strikes, hurricanes 
or tornados. 

UWSS should review their policies and 
procedures for operating without 
communications. 

Medium 

Low Lift Pump Station  

Emergency 
Intake 

The emergency intake may be left 
inoperable during times of low lake level. 

UWSS should review the potential need for 
the emergency intake. If it is deemed an 
important element to the intake, potential 
modifications may need to be investigated 
to ensure it remains functional during lower 
lake levels. 

High 

Access Road The access road to the low level pump 
station is at a relatively steep grade and it 
may be dangerous to drive on during 
certain winter conditions such as heavy 
snow and freezing rain. 

Maintain adequate winter maintenance 
procedures (plowing, salting). 

Low 

Treatment  

Chemical 
Storage 

Delivery of chemicals to the water 
treatment plant may be compromised 
during winter conditions such as freezing 
rain and blowing snow/blizzard.  

Chemical delivery and storage procedures 
should be reviewed to ensure adequate 
supplies are on hand such that operations 
are not compromised if deliveries are 
delayed.  

Medium 

SCADA System Communications between remote sites 
within the water system (i.e. WTP and 
Cottam Pump Station) during high impact 
events such as lightning strikes, hurricanes 
or tornados. 

UWSS should review their policies and 
procedures for operating without 
communications. 

Medium 

Distribution  

Old Elevated 
Tanks 

Due to poor water circulation in the existing 
old steel elevated tanks (particularly Essex 
Tank) there are water quality issues during 
extended high temperature events in the 
summer.  

UWSS should accelerate modifications to 
ensure adequate circulation. These may 
include a separate supply and drain line. 

High 

Electric Power 
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Infrastructure 
Component 

Vulnerability Comments Recommendations  Priority 

Fuel Tanks Delivery of fuel to the water treatment plant 
and Cottam PS may be compromised 
during winter conditions such as freezing 
rain and blowing snow/blizzard. 

Fuel storage capacity should be reviewed 
to ensure adequate to last for possible 
extended power outages. 

Medium 

Transformers Exterior transformers could be 
compromised during high impact events 
such as tornado. Power outage due to 
transformer damage could last a long time. 

Transformers should be reviewed to 
ensure they are in good condition and 
sufficiently protected. 

Low 

Transmission 
Lines 

The transmission lines may be impacted 
during high impact events such as 
tornados or ice storms. Depending on the 
time required to repair the transmission 
lines significant operational impacts could 
be realized. 

If possible, worst case repair times could 
be investigated with the utility. The capacity 
for the generators to operate for extended 
periods should be reviewed. 

Medium 

 

4.4.2.1 General Recommendations 

While Algae blooms due to temperature related events were not identified as a high risk for the source 
water due to the ability of the treatment system to deal with fluctuating raw water quality. It is, however, 
recommended that procedures for chemical delivery and storage be reviewed to ensure chemicals are 
readily available during periods when algae blooms are expected.  

Frazil ice was not specifically identified as a high risk for the intakes in the assessment, however it was 
noted by the operators to be one of the operational challenges they face. It is important to note that the 
assessment did not include a specific climate parameter related to the conditions that are associated with 
the occurrence of frazil ice. The occurrence of frazil ice in lakes is generally associated with open water, 
low temperatures, and clear nights. It is also commonly associated with strong winds that increase the 
rate at which the water surface loses heat and develops the turbulence required to the mix the 
supercooled water to the depth of the intake (Daly, 1991). This  study notes that the probability of high 
wind events occurring are likely to stay the same in the future and low temperature events occurring are 
likely to decrease in the future. Nevertheless, it is recommended that procedures to deal with frazil ice 
such as intake back flushing be reviewed to ensure that the intake is not vulnerable as a result of frazil 
ice. 

It should be noted that many of the recommendations of the study are based on assessed risk and 
vulnerability that are considered to remain the same or become greater as a result of the potential 
outcomes of climate change.  However, assumptions regarding climate change outcomes were based on 
analysis of current climate understanding and predictive science, which in itself involves a great deal of 
uncertainty. It is therefore suggested that the recommendations of this study be revisited with updated 
climate analysis and projections if climate science is able to provide more precision or certainty in the 
future. 

Furthermore, it is recommended that UWSS continue to monitor the risks identified through the 
assessment, particularly as components continue to age. In addition, it is recommended that a high 
standard of maintenance and management be preserved and emergency response plans be reviewed to 
deal with the identified risks. 

4.4.3 Statement of Resiliency 

In general, based on the vulnerability assessment completed in accordance with the protocol, it appears 
that the Union Water Supply System is resilient to potential climate change, specifically comparing 
existing conditions to those anticipated in 2050s. The general limitations noted in the climate analysis 
section should be considered when interpreting the results of this study. 
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
In general, based on the vulnerability assessment completed in accordance with the protocol, it appears 
that the Union Water Supply System is resilient to potential climate change, specifically comparing 
existing conditions to those anticipated in 2050s. The general limitations noted in the report should be 
considered when interpreting the results of this study. 

The study included an assessment of the vulnerabilities of the water supply facilities to both existing 
climactic conditions and to future climate change at the 2050 time horizon. The Terms of Reference for 
the project required the future assessment to include both the 2020 and 2050 time horizons. During 
completion of the projections, it was determined that the results being generated for the 2020 time 
horizon were not significant enough to consider an intermediate climate projection. As a result, it was 
agreed between GENIVAR and Engineers Canada that the 2020 timeframe was not considered further. 
The results from current climate analysis may perhaps be also extended to the 2020 timeframe. 

Reviewing the methodology used above to calculate the probability scores, it was suggested that a 
probability distribution be utilized, described previously as Method X. Due to the defined scope and 
budget of the current project, this method was only applied to one climate parameter, high temperature, to 
determine the expected changes in the results of the study. While this exercise was carried out to 
compare the results of the two methods, it is difficult to draw any comprehensive conclusions since the 
exercise was not consistently carried out for all of the parameters and the PIEVC scores corresponding to 
the results of each method were subjectively assigned. Both methods rely on certain assumptions and 
contain limitations that would perhaps make them suitable for certain climate parameters based on the 
format of the data available. The key is to ensure that the method selected sets the different climate 
parameters on a level playing field. The method used in the study has been consistently applied 
throughout the study so the risks identified relative to each other remain valid. However, it is 
recommended that the study be carried out using Method X to confirm the results of the assessment. 

The risk assessment identified the following interactions with the highest risk scores for both existing and 
future conditions: 

� Communications and lightning, 

� Chemical storage and blowing snow/blizzard 

� SCADA system and lightning 

� Transformers and lightning 

� Transmission lines and lightning 

� Emergency intake and lake water level elevation.  

The climate events posing the highest risk to the infrastructure are lightning and blowing snow/blizzard; 
the probability of these events occurring is likely to stay the same in the future.  

Some specific recommendations from the case study include a review of the policies and procedures for 
various components during emergency events, review the potential need for the emergency intake, 
accelerate modifications to old tanks to ensure adequate circulation, and investigate condition of the 
transformers. It is also recommended that procedures for chemical delivery and storage be reviewed to 
ensure chemicals are readily available during periods when algae blooms are expected. Additionally, it is 
recommended that procedures to deal with frazil ice such as intake back flushing be reviewed to ensure 
that the intake is not vulnerable as a result of frazil ice. 

Furthermore, it is recommended that UWSS continue to monitor the risks identified through the 
assessment, particularly as components continue to age. In addition, it is recommended that a high 
standard of maintenance and management be preserved and emergency response plans be reviewed to 
deal with the identified risks. 

It should be noted that many of the recommendations of the study are based on assessed risk and 
vulnerability that are considered to remain the same or become greater as a result of the potential 
outcomes of climate change.  However, assumptions regarding climate change outcomes were based on 
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analysis of current climate understanding and predictive science, which in itself involves a great deal of 
uncertainty. It is therefore suggested that the recommendations of this study be revisited with updated 
climate analysis and projections if climate science is able to provide more precision or certainty in the 
future. 

It is suggested that the results of this study be presented to the relevant municipal councils to secure 
support for the implementation of the recommendations. 
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7. Disclaimer 
This report has been prepared by GENIVAR Inc. (GENIVAR) in accordance with generally accepted 
professional engineering principles and practices. The contents of this report represent GENIVAR’s 
professional opinion and best judgement under the natural limitations imposed by the Scope of Work and 
the information available at the time of preparation. 

This report is limited in scope to only those items that are specifically referenced therein. There may be 
other conditions that were not apparent due to the limitations imposed by the Scope of Work, and 
therefore GENIVAR does not accept liability for any costs incurred by the client for subsequent discovery, 
manifestation, or rectification of such conditions. 

This report is intended solely for the client. GENIVAR accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, 
suffered by any third party as a result of use of, reliance on, or decisions made based on this report.  

This report has been written to be read in its entirety. Any part of this report must not be used as a 
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David Lapp, P.Eng.
Manager, Professional Practice
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1100-180 Elgin Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
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Instructions

This worksheet is designed to allow practitioners to document that they have actively considered
and evaluated each step of the Protocol. The worksheet also provides a document where
practitioner considerations regarding each task of the Protocol are recorded.

Complete Every Field

To ensure complete coverage of the Protocol steps, when completed, the practitioner
should have entered a response in every field of this worksheet.

Document Tasks That Do Not Apply

Where a particular task is not relevant to the current assessment:

 Enter N/A in the relevant field of this worksheet and
 Provide rationale for the decision in the comments field of the task.

Document Tasks That Are Omitted

Where a practitioner has chosen to omit a particular step of the Protocol:

 Enter OMITTED in the relevant field; and
 Provide rationale for the decision in the comments field of the task.
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12 Protocol for Changing Climate Infrastructure Vulnerability
Assessment

Practitioners are strongly cautioned to avoid the following common pitfalls in executing a
vulnerability assessment based on the Protocol.

i. Skipping Protocol tasks.

Although it is acceptable to select to not execute a particular task, the practitioner
should nonetheless evaluate the question posed by that task and document the basis
for the decision.

ii. Using previous case study reports as a template for the analysis.

Although previous studies provide an excellent reference, the application of the
Protocol is highly specific to infrastructure.  Applying previous case studies as a template
can often lead the practitioner to miss key factors that contribute to the overall risk
profile of the infrastructure.

iii. Using the worksheets without reference to the Protocol.

Although the worksheets parallel the Protocol, they do not provide supplementary
context that may be necessary to correctly address the specified Protocol task.
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12.1 Step 1 – Project Definition

In this step the practitioner will define the global project parameters and boundary conditions for
the engineering vulnerability assessment.  This step will define:

 Which infrastructure is being assessed;
 Its location;
 Climatic, geographic considerations; and
 Uses of the infrastructure.

This is the first step of narrowing the focus to allow efficient data acquisition and vulnerability
assessment.

The process flowchart for Step 1 of the Protocol is presented in Figure 19.

Figure 1:  Step 1 – Project Definition Process Flowchart
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12.1.1 Prepare Step 1 Worksheet

Enter Yes or No
a. Use this Worksheet; or Yes

b. Prepare practitioner specific documentation.

i. Practitioner specific documentation MUST detail each
task outlined in this step of the Protocol.

Comments and Observations

12.1.2 Identify the Infrastructure

a. Choose the infrastructure to be evaluated
for changing climate vulnerability.

Union Water Supply System (UWSS)

b. Provide a general description of the
infrastructure.

The Union Water Supply System
(UWSS) was constructed in 1958. As
of 2011, the total annual water
consumption is 4.0 billion gallons.

The treatment plant, situated in the
Town of Kingsville on the North Shore
of Lake Erie, is a conventional filtration
surface water treatment facility with a
design capacity of 125 MLD. The
facility consists of two intakes plus one
emergency intake, a low lift pumping
system, a treatment system, and a high
lift pumping system.

The system also has four elevated water
storage towers, an in-ground reservoir
with a storage capacity of 10,091.78 m3

and a booster pumping station in
Cottam, and approximately 1,000 km of
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transmission and distribution mains.
Two water towers, one with the
capacity of 1,514 m3 and the other with
a capacity of 6,819 m3, service the
Municipality of Leamington, one tower
with a capacity of 1,137 m3 services the
Town of Kingsville, and another
identical tower services the Town of
Essex.

c. Reference additional background and
detailed information sources.

Union Water Supply System Water
Distribution System
Union Water Treatment Plant
Certificate of Approval

Union Water Supply System DWQMS
Operational Plan Revision 6 (Including
Risk Assessment Procedure)
Municipal Drinking Water Licence
Union Water System
Municipal Drinking Water Works
Permit Union Water System Issue 2
Union Water System First Engineer’s
Report
New Capacity Master Plan and
Hydraulic Model for the Union Water
Supply System
Union Water Supply System Service
Area – Existing Watermains
Union Water Supply System
Schematics
Drawings: Union Water Supply System
Intake Drawings

Comments and Observations
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12.1.3 Identify Climate Parameters

a. State the climate parameters that will be considered in the evaluation.

Add rows as necessary.

i. Based on professional judgement, identify which climate trends and weather
events may contribute to infrastructure vulnerability.

High Temperature
Low Temperature
Heavy 5-Day Total Rainfall
Winter Rain
Lightning
Hailstorm
Heat Wave
Cold Wave
Extreme Diurnal Temperature Variability
Freeze Thaw
Heavy Rain
Sustained High Temperature in Winter with Snow on Ground
Wet Days
Freezing Rain
Ice Storm
Snow Accumulation
Blowing Snow/Blizzard
Water Level
Acid Rain
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
High Wind
Tornado
Drought/Dry Period
Heavy Fog
Sustained High Temperature in Winter with Snow on Ground
Lake Erie Water Level

ii. Based on professional judgement, identify which climate trends and/or weather
events may combine to create infrastructure vulnerability.

 Heat Wave – consecutive days of high temperature
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 Cold Wave – consecutive days of low temperature
 Extreme Diurnal Temperature Variability – difference between extreme high and

low temperature
 Freeze Thaw – sequence of diurnal temperatures varying between above freezing

and below
 Heavy 5 day Total Rainfall – consecutive days of heavy rain
 Winter Rain – combination of heavy rain and low temperatures, frozen ground or

snow on ground
 Freezing Rain – combination of rain and below freezing temperatures
 Ice Storm – combination of heavy rain, below freezing temperatures
 Blowing Snow – combination of blowing snow (on ground or falling) and high

wind
 Snow Accumulation – sequence of heavy snow events
 Hail – normally occurs in combination with heavy rain and high wind
 Hurricane/Tropical Storm – combination of heavy rain and high wind

Comments and Observations

12.1.4 Identify the Time Horizon

a. Define the period over which the
infrastructure must operate and for
which climate trends will be projected
for the engineering vulnerability
assessment.

Wherever possible, the time frame used for
future projections was the 30-year period of
2041 to 2070, or more commonly expressed as
“the 2050s”. Assessment of vulnerability
beyond this horizon was not conducted as it
was considered that this would likely surpass
the design life of the infrastructure without the
undertaking of significant reconstruction or
rehabilitation efforts.

Comments and Observations
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12.1.5 Identify the Geography

Add rows as necessary.

a. Summarize site-specific, local, and/or geographical features relevant to the evaluation.

The Union Water Supply System (UWSS) is situated in the Town of Kingsville on the North
Shore of Lake Erie. In addition to having a relatively large population, it is also a highly
productive agricultural region which has a significant number of greenhouse operations. The
general topography of the area is very flat and the soil has a very high clay content.

b. Provide references.

Union Water Supply System Water Distribution System
Union Water Treatment Plant Certificate of Approval

Union Water Supply System DWQMS Operational Plan Revision 6 (Including Risk Assessment
Procedure)
Municipal Drinking Water Licence Union Water System
Municipal Drinking Water Works Permit Union Water System Issue 2
Union Water System First Engineer’s Report
New Capacity Master Plan and Hydraulic Model for the Union Water Supply System
Union Water Supply System Service Area – Existing Watermains
Union Water Supply System Schematics

12.1.6 Identify Jurisdictional Considerations

Add rows as necessary.

a. List the jurisdictions, laws, regulations, guidelines and administrative processes that are
applicable to the infrastructure.

 Jurisdictions that have direct control or influence on the infrastructure are as follows:

o Town of Kingsville
o Town of Essex
o Town of Lakeshore
o Municipality of Leamington

 Other jurisdictions that are relevant to the infrastructure:

o Essex Conservation Authority
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 Sections of laws and bylaws that are relevant to the infrastructure are as follows:

o Local Municipal Bylaws
o Municipal Building Codes and Site Plan Approvals

 Sections of regulations that are relevant to the infrastructure are as follows:

o Ontario Water Resources Act
o Ontario’s Safe Drinking Water Act
o Clean Water Act, 2006
o Species at Risk
o Conservation Authorities Act
o Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act
o Building Code Act
o Endangered Species Act
o Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act

 Standards that are relevant to the design, operation, and maintenance of the infrastructure
are as follows:

o Ten State Standards

o Building Code of Canada

 Guidelines that are relevant to the design, operation, and maintenance of the
infrastructure are as follows:

o Design Guidelines for Drinking-Water Systems (MOE)

o Ontario Drinking-Water Quality Standards Regulation

b. Provide references.

Refer to Section 6 of the Study Report.
Comments and Observations
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12.1.7 Site Visit

a. Conduct a site visit.

If Site Visit Not Conducted – Explain Why and Provide Supporting Information

b. Based on information gathered to date, conduct interviews with facility owners and
operating personnel in order to field-test and validate initial project definition findings.

Notes and Observations from Interviews

 Radio communication on towers may be affected by wind.
 Rusting metal tanks.
 Issues with concrete.
 Flat ground and all clay so surface water does not readily percolate into

the ground.
 The plant was flooded once in the 1980s; but no floods recently.
 Leda Clay issues.
 Algae and frazil ice concerns for the source water and intake.
 Distribution system leakage rate: estimated at 10%, however not based on

factual data
 Tornado event just a few kms east of the plant – Environment Canada has

tornado maps.
 Potential sedimentation concerns for the intakes depending on stream

levels.
 LLPS located at the bottom of a hill – vulnerable to landslides.
 Temperature and a lack of water turnover affects water quality in the

Essex elevated tower during the hot summer weather.
c. Examine infrastructure and local geographical features as they may apply to the

vulnerability assessment.

Notes and Observations from Infrastructure Examination

 It is a large system with capacity of 28 MGD and serving 50,000 residents from 4
different municipalities.

 The plant was built in 1959.
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 The system consists of:
 2 Intakes:

 The intakes are 1500 and 3000 ft into the lake at a depth of 20 to
25 ft. The pipes are mostly buried.

 One intake has pretreatment for zebra mussels.
 Both are sized for peak flow so the plant can run on one intake.
 One intake has a reverse flow feature to deal with frazil ice.

 Low lift pumping station (LLPS): includes 7 pumps
 4 clarifiers: 50 ft diameter
 High lift pumping station (HLPS): 8 pumps
 In-ground reservoir and booster station (includes 4 pumps).
 4 Elevated Towers
 The distribution system consists of about 900 to 1,000 kms of watermain.

Local distribution is by the local municipalities.
 The plant is a dedicated site for Environment Canada to collect weather data

including temperature, rainfall, and snow.

i. Note key observations and areas for follow-up in subsequent assessment steps.

Key Observations

Additional Comments and Observations

12.1.8 Assess Data Sufficiency

Review the data set developed in Sections 11.1.1 through 11.1.7.

Add rows as necessary.

a. Where assumptions are proposed for the assessment, identify these as such and provide a
rationale for their use.

Assumption Rationale

Section 3 documents all assumptions made for the climate related component of the study, along
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with the rationale used to support these assumptions. The sources of information are provided in
Section 3 under the relevant subsections.

b. Document where there is insufficient information currently available to proceed with an
element of the assessment.

Insufficient Information

i. Where there is
insufficient information
currently available,
identify a process to
develop or infill that
data.

ii. Where data cannot be
developed, identify the
data gap as a finding in
Step 5 of the Protocol –
Recommendations.

To assess historical trends in climate, various scientific journal articles were reviewed. It is noted
that parameter indices and scales (temporal and spatial) from the literature often varied from the
study’s established climate parameter definitions. However, due to resource limitations, the team
agreed to accept varying levels of applicability as long as it could be used to make logical
assumptions and connections with study definitions.
Similar to limitations associated with the available literature for historical trends, challenges
were experienced in identifying climate projections for certain parameters, as information was
often only available at global or regional scales (i.e. not specific to the UWSS study area), and/or
by referencing different benchmarked time periods (i.e. not 1971-2000) or future planning
horizons (i.e. not 2050s). As a result, difficulties in making direct comparisons between
historical and future results were occasionally encountered. In such cases, the professional
judgement of the project team was often applied in the ranking of existing and future probability,
which was considered reasonable given the level of accuracy and precision required by the
protocol.

Date: 2013/05/06

Prepared by: GENIVAR Inc.
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Instructions

This worksheet is designed to allow practitioners to document that they have actively considered
and evaluated each step of the Protocol.  The worksheet also provides a document where
practitioner considerations regarding each task of the Protocol are recorded.

Complete Every Field

To ensure complete coverage of the Protocol steps, when completed, the practitioner
should have entered a response in every field of this worksheet.

Document Tasks That Do Not Apply

Where a particular task is not relevant to the current assessment:

 Enter N/A in the relevant field of this worksheet and
 Provide rationale for the decision in the comments field of the task.

Document Tasks That Are Omitted

Where a practitioner has chosen to omit a particular step of the Protocol:

 Enter OMITTED in the relevant field; and
 Provide rationale for the decision in the comments field of the task.
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12 Protocol for Changing Climate Infrastructure Vulnerability
Assessment

Practitioners are strongly cautioned to avoid the following common pitfalls in executing a
vulnerability assessment based on the Protocol.

i. Skipping Protocol tasks.

Although it is acceptable to select to not execute a particular task, the practitioner
should nonetheless evaluate the question posed by that task and document the basis
for the decision.

ii. Using previous case study reports as a template for the analysis.

Although previous studies provide an excellent reference, the application of the
Protocol is highly specific to infrastructure.  Applying previous case studies as a template
can often lead the practitioner to miss key factors that contribute to the overall risk
profile of the infrastructure.

iii. Using the worksheets without reference to the Protocol.

Although the worksheets parallel the Protocol, they do not provide supplementary
context that may be necessary to correctly address the specified Protocol task.
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12.2 Step 2 – Data Gathering and Sufficiency

In this step the practitioner will provide further definition regarding the infrastructure and the
particular climate trends that are being considered in the evaluation.  The practitioner will
undertake a data acquisition exercise and identify where, in their professional judgment, the data
is insufficient.  Data insufficiency may arise from:

 Poor quality;
 High levels of uncertainty; or
 Lack of data altogether.

This step further focuses the evaluation and starts to establish activities to infill poor quality or
missing data.

The process flowchart for Step 2 of the Protocol is presented in Figure 20.

Figure 20:  Step 2 – Data Gathering and Sufficiency Process Flowchart
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12.2.1 Prepare Step 2 Worksheet

Enter Yes or No
a. Use this Worksheet; or Yes

b. Prepare practitioner specific documentation.

i. Practitioner specific documentation MUST detail each task
outlined in this step of the Protocol.

Comments and Observations

12.2.2 State Infrastructure Components

Add rows as necessary.

a. List the major components of the infrastructure that are influenced by climate.

i. Only select those infrastructure components that, in the practitioner’s professional
judgment, are relevant to this assessment.

ii. Where available, review operations incident reports, daily logs and reports to
assist in the identification of infrastructure components with a history that could
result in vulnerability and are relevant to this process.

iii. Interview infrastructure owner’s operators and maintenance staff to identify
historical events that may not be documented or retrievable from databases and
evaluate if these events are relevant to this assessment.

List Major Components Logs & Reports Reference and Assumptions

Administration / Operation

Low Lift Pumping Station

Treatment

Distribution

Electric Power
b. Provide references.
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Refer to Section 6 of the Study Report.
Comments and Observations

12.2.3 State the Time Horizon for the Assessment

a. State the period over which the infrastructure must operate.

Wherever possible, the time frame used for future projections was the 30-year period of 2041 to
2070, or more commonly expressed as “the 2050s”. Assessment of vulnerability beyond this
horizon was not conducted as it was considered that this would likely surpass the design life of
the infrastructure without the undertaking of significant reconstruction or rehabilitation efforts.

b. State the design life of the infrastructure components.

System Design Life
Administration / Operation 80-100 years for physical structures

Indefinite for personnel, procedures, and records

Low Lift Pumping Station 30-50 years

Treatment 30-50 years

Distribution 100 years

Electric Power 30 years
c. Document the maintenance and/refurbishment schedule for the infrastructure as it may

apply to the useful service life of the infrastructure.

The Union Water Supply System was originally constructed in 1958 and has been upgraded and
expanded throughout its lifetime. Notwithstanding the above general design life assumptions, the
system as a whole appears to have been well maintained and we see no indication of it nearing
the end of its useful life.

d. State the useful service life remaining in the infrastructure components.

The Union Water Supply System was originally constructed in 1958 and has been upgraded and
expanded throughout its lifetime. Notwithstanding the above general design life assumptions, the
system as a whole appears to have been well maintained and we see no indication of it nearing
the end of its useful life.
Comments and Observations
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12.2.4 State the Geography

Add rows as necessary.

a. List the major features of the local geography that may influence the microclimate of the
infrastructure or impose peripheral risk.

i. Specifically identify hills, valleys, river systems, lakes, ocean frontage that may
moderate the climate parameters considered in the evaluation.

ii. Only select those geographical features that, in the practitioner’s professional
judgment, are relevant to this assessment.

The Union Water Supply System (UWSS) is situated in the Town of Kingsville on the North
Shore of Lake Erie. The topography of the area is reasonably flat and smooth plain with scattered
sandy and gravely knolls. The land rises from Lake Erie north to Talbot Road (County Road 34)
providing a natural division between the Lake Erie and Lake St. Clair watersheds. The elevation
ranges from the level of Lake Erie, 570 feet (174 meters), to approximately 754 feet (230
meters), the highest point which is located in the Northeast area of the Town of Kingsville.

The high water table causes scouring of the banks; therefore, many locations along the shoreline
of Lake Erie are susceptible to erosion. The lake is also subject to turbidity caused by localized
storms and water level fluctuations. Water temperature can vary from slightly above 0°C in
winter to as much as 28°C in summer, which tends to permit the seasonal growth and
proliferation of algae and the growth nuisance marine species such as zebra mussels. During
winter, ice formations on the lake have the potential to cause damage to intake structures.

b. Provide references.

Union Water Supply System Water Distribution System
Union Water Treatment Plant Certificate of Approval

Union Water Supply System DWQMS Operational Plan Revision 6 (Including Risk Assessment
Procedure)
Municipal Drinking Water Licence Union Water System
Municipal Drinking Water Works Permit Union Water System Issue 2
Union Water System First Engineer’s Report
New Capacity Master Plan and Hydraulic Model for the Union Water Supply System
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Union Water Supply System Service Area – Existing Watermains
Union Water Supply System Schematics

12.2.5 State Specific Jurisdictional Considerations

a. As applicable, itemize: b. Provide
references.

 Jurisdictions that have direct
control/influence on the
infrastructure;

 Town of Kingsville
 Town of Essex
 Town of Lakeshore

 Municipality of
Leamington

A list of references
is provided in
Section 6 of the
Study Report.

 Sections of laws and bylaws that
are relevant to the infrastructure;

 Local Municipal
Bylaws

 Municipal Building
Codes and Site Plan
Approvals

 Sections of regulations that are
relevant to the infrastructure;

 Ontario Water
Resources Act

 Ontario’s Safe
Drinking Water Act

 Clean Water Act, 2006
 Species at Risk
 Conservation

Authorities Act
 Lakes and Rivers

Improvement Act

 Great Lakes Protection
Act

 Building Code Act

 Endangered Species
Act

 Emergency
Management and Civil
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Protection Act
 Standards that are relevant to the

design, operation and maintenance
of the infrastructure;

 Ten State Standards

 Building Code of
Canada

 Guidelines that are relevant to the
design, operation and maintenance
of the infrastructure; and

 Design Guidelines for
Drinking-Water
Systems (MOE)

 Ontario Drinking-
Water Quality
Standards Regulation

 Infrastructure owner/operator
administrative processes and
policies as they apply to the
infrastructure.

 Union Water Supply
System DWQMS
Operational Plan
Revision 6

Comments and Observations

12.2.6 State Other Potential Changes that May Affect the Infrastructure

a. Identify and document other factors that can affect the design, operation, and
maintenance of the infrastructure:

i. Document changes in use pattern that
increase/decrease the capacity of the
infrastructure.

Other potential changes that may affect the
infrastructure in the design life of the
infrastructure components are:
 Population growth

 Industrial growth

o The industrial growth in the area is
mostly agriculture related. Intensive
greenhouse farming operations,
extensive market gardening, cash crops
and other agricultural process are

ii. Document operation and maintenance
practices that increase/decrease the
capacity or useful life of the
infrastructure.

iii. Document changes in management
policy that affect the load pattern on
the infrastructure.
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serviced by the UWSS water
distribution system. Since a large
amount of the industrial water demand
is linked to agriculture that is dependent
on climate, this portion of demand on
the infrastructure is tied to the local
climate; therefore industrial demand is
more likely to increase during drought
periods.

 Water quality standards

o More stringent water quality standards
may require process upgrades.

iv. Document changes in laws,
regulations and standards that affect
the load pattern on the infrastructure.

Comments and Observations

12.2.7 Identify Relevant Climate Parameters

Add rows as necessary.

a. List the relevant climate parameters
associated with the design,
development, and management of
the infrastructure.

i. Use the Climate Parameter List
provided in Appendix A as a
guideline.

ii. Additional guidance can be
found in:
 The PIEVC Data Integrity

and Availability Review
and/or

 Environment Canada’s
National Climate Data
Archive

b. State the climate information
source(s).  Sources may include,
but are not limited to:

 National Building Code of
Canada Appendix Tables

 Intensity Duration Frequency
(IDF) curves,

 Flood plain mapping,
 Heat units,
 Water elevation
 Etc.
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(http://climate.weatheroffice.
ec.gc.ca/Welcome_e.html).

High Temperature
Low Temperature
Heavy 5-Day Total Rainfall
Winter Rain The sources for climate information are

provided throughout Section 3 of the Study
Report. Furthermore, a list of references is
provided in Section 6 of the Study Report.

Lightning
Hailstorm
Heat Wave
Cold Wave
Extreme Diurnal Temperature Variability
Freeze Thaw
Heavy Rain
Sustained High Temperature in Winter with
Snow on Ground
Wet Days
Freezing Rain
Ice Storm
Snow Accumulation
Blowing Snow/Blizzard
Water Level
Acid Rain
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
High Wind
Tornado
Drought/Dry Period
Heavy Fog
Sustained High Temperature in Winter with
Snow on Ground
Lake Erie Water Level
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12.2.8 Identify Infrastructure Threshold Values

Add rows as necessary.

a. For each climate parameter selected, identify a threshold value above which, or below
which, the infrastructure performance will be affected.

i. Threshold values may be based on:

 Codes;
 Standards;
 Engineering Guidelines;
 Operating or Maintenance Procedures;
 Professional Judgement; and/or
 Other, as appropriate.

ii. As appropriate, a number of different thresholds may be identified for a specific
climate parameter based on varying degrees of infrastructure response arising
from parameter values changing over a broader range.

 In such cases, each parameter-threshold pair would be treated as a separate event
within the context of the assessment.

Threshold Value

b. Clearly document the
source of the threshold
value.

c. Provide justification
for the threshold value
selected.

Refer to Section 3 of the Study Report.

Comments and Observations

12.2.9 Identify Potential Cumulative or Synergistic Effects

Add rows as necessary.

a. Review the selected climate parameters and threshold values and evaluate the potential
cumulative impact of combining or sequencing weather events and/or climate trends to
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assess the possibility of these combined events yielding a higher impact compound event.

b. Include relevant cumulative or synergistic events on the list of climate parameters carried
forward for risk assessment.

i. The practitioner must exercise professional judgment in establishing conceivable
combined or synergistic events to avoid assessing multiple, improbable,
combinations.

Cumulative and/or
Synergistic Event Threshold Value Justification

Refer to Section 3 of the Study Report.
Comments and Observations

12.2.10 State Climate Baseline

Add rows as necessary.

a. List historical extreme weather events:

i. Identify the frequency of the events
ii. Identify the duration of the events

iii. Identify the date(s) of the events
iv. Identify the magnitude/intensity of the events

b. If data is not available:

i. Based on professional judgement, infill missing data using reasonable assumptions
ii. Provide written justification/substantiation for the assumptions.

c. List the values that are chosen.

d. Provide references.

Historic Extreme Weather
Event Value Reference
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Refer to Section 3 of the Study Report.

Comments and Observations

12.2.11 State the Changing Climate Assumptions

Add rows as necessary.

a. Assess the relevancy and applicability of observed global, regional or site-specific changing
climate trends with respect to the infrastructure.

i. Document how these trends influence the infrastructure.

Trend Influence

The relevancy and applicability of observed global, regional, or site-specific climate change
trends with respect to the infrastructure have been assessed in Section 3 of the Study Report,
under the subsections describing the Trends and Climate Projections for each climate parameter.
Comments and Observations

b. Where appropriate, identify incremental changes to the Climate Baseline conditions based
on the trends identified in (a) above.

Incremental Change Influence

Incremental changes to the Climate Baseline conditions based on the trends identified above are
listed in Section 3 of the Study Report.

Comments and Observations
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c. Where appropriate, identify incremental changes to the Climate Baseline conditions based
on sensitivity analysis.

i. Increase or decrease Climate Baseline conditions by percentages selected based
on the practitioner’s professional judgement.

ii. Provide written justification/substantiation for the assumptions and incremental
values used in the sensitivity analysis.

Incremental Change Justification

Incremental changes to the Climate Baseline conditions based on sensitivity analysis are
identified in Section 3 of the Study Report.

Comments and Observations

d. Where appropriate, use surrogate information from other geographic areas to respond to
identified data gaps and uncertainties.

i. Document the source of the infill data.
ii. Provide written justification/substantiation for using the infill data.

Incremental Change Justification

Refer to Section 3 of the Study Report.

Comments and Observations

e. Where appropriate, arbitrarily define changing climate assumptions or predictions.

i. Provide written justification/substantiation for using the assumptions.

Incremental Change Justification

Refer to Section 3 of the Study Report.
Comments and Observations
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f. Where appropriate, employ regional climate change models to project changing climate
effects in the region of the infrastructure.

ii. Review the basis and basic assumptions of the model(s).
iii. Provide written justification/substantiation for using the model in the evaluation.

Incremental Change Justification

Refer to Section 3 of the Study Report.
Comments and Observations

12.2.12 Establish Changing Climate Probability Scores

a. From Figure 21, choose Method A or Method B to define
probability scores.

i. Record in project documentation the Method that
was used.

ii. Use the same method for all probabilities used in the
evaluation.

Method
Enter Either A or B

A

b. Choose the changing climate probability scoring approach.
Either:

i. Assign scores for the probability of climate
parameters changing over the time horizon of the
assessment such that the infrastructure threshold is
triggered.

 If this approach is selected, go to Task
11.2.12.c

Method
Enter Either Yes or No

No
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OR:

i. Assign scores for the probability of climate parameters
triggering infrastructure thresholds in the baseline climate
and assign scores for the probability that climate parameters
will trigger the infrastructure thresholds in the future
climate. Changing climate impacts are assessed from the
difference between the two scores.

 If this approach is selected, go to Task
11.2.12.d

Method
Enter Either Yes or No

No

c. Scoring Changing climate Probability

Add rows as necessary.

W
ill the Interaction

Change
O

ver Tim
e

Horizon of
Assessm

ent?

M
ore-Sam

e-Less?

Projected Change in
M

agnitude?

Projected Change in
Frequency

Robustness of Forecast?

Professional Judgment

Probability
Score

Y/N
+
0
-

H
M
L

H
M
L

H
M
L

Comments 0-7

☞ ☞☞ ☞ ☞ ☞

P =⨍(A,B,C,D, & E)

Climate
Parameter

Infrastructure
Indicator A B C D E ☞ P
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ALTERNATIVELY

d. Scoring Probability for Both Baseline and Future Climates

For the Baseline Climate

Add rows as necessary.

ThresholdsTriggered?

M
agnitude of Event

Frequency of Event

Robustness of Forecast
Professional Judgment

Probability
Score

Y
N

H
M
L

H
M
L

H
M
L

Comments 0-7
☞ ☞ ☞ ☞

P =⨍(A,B,C,D, & E)

Climate
Parameter

Infrastructure
Indicator B C D E ☞ P

Section 3
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For the Future Climate

Add rows as necessary.

Thresholds Triggered?

M
agnitude of Event

Frequency of Event

Robustness of Forecast

Professional Judgment

Probability
Score

Y
N

H
M
L

H
M
L

H
M
L

Comments 0-7

☞ ☞ ☞ ☞

P =⨍(A,B,C,D, & E)

Climate
Parameter

Infrastructure
Indicator B C D E ☞ P

e. As appropriate, the practitioner may select an alternative probability scoring
methodology.

i. If the practitioner selects an alternative scoring methodology they are directed to
substantiate and document this choice in the project report.

ii. Whatever method is used, it must be used consistently throughout the probability
scoring process.

Methodology Substantiation

Refer to Section 3 of the Study Report.
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Figure 21:  Probability Score Definitions

Score
Probability

Method A Method B

0
Negligible

Not Applicable

< 0.1 %

< 1 in 1,000

1
Highly Unlikely

Improbable

1 %

1 in 100

2 Remotely Possible
5 %

1 in 20

3
Possible

Occasional

10 %

1 in 10

4
Somewhat Likely

Normal

20 %

1 in 5

5
Likely

Frequent

40 %

1 in 2.5

6
Probable

Very Frequent

70 %

1 in 1.4

7
Highly Probable

Approaching Certainty

> 99 %

> 1 in 1.01

The practitioner is directed to express a professional opinion regarding the probability
that a climate event that triggers an infrastructure threshold will occur.  This should not
be confused with the consequences of that climate event.  The practitioner is asked to
score the probability of the event in this step and assess the severity and/or
consequences in the next step of the protocol.
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12.2.13 Assess Data Sufficiency

Review the data set developed in Sections 11.2.1 through 11.2.12.

a. For data selected for the evaluation, assess and comment on:

 Data gaps; Refer to Section 3 of the Study Report.

 Data quality;

 Data accuracy;

 The applicability of trends;

 Reliability of selected climate
model(s);

 Reliability of changing climate
assumptions or scenarios; and

 Other factors.

Comments and Observations

b. Clarify and summarize the priority of the documentation referenced in the evaluation.

i. Present these in a tabulated prioritized form

Document Priority

Refer to Section 3 of the Study Report.

Comments and Observations
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c. Document where there is insufficient information currently available to proceed with a
particular portion of the assessment.

Insufficient Information

i. Where there is
insufficient information
currently available,
identify a process to
develop or infill that
data.

ii. Where data cannot be
developed, identify the
data gap as a finding in
Step 5 of the Protocol –
Recommendations.

Refer to Section 3 of the Study Report.

Date: 2013/05/06

Prepared by: GENIVAR Inc.
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For further information about this Engineering Protocol or the National Engineering
Vulnerability Assessment Project, please contact Engineers Canada.

David Lapp, P.Eng.
Manager, Professional Practice

Engineers Canada

1100-180 Elgin Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
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Instructions

This worksheet is designed to allow practitioners to document that they have actively considered
and evaluated each step of the Protocol.  The worksheet also provides a document where
practitioner considerations regarding each task of the Protocol are recorded.

Complete Every Field

To ensure complete coverage of the Protocol steps, when completed, the practitioner should have
entered a response in every field of this worksheet.

Document Tasks That Do Not Apply

Where a particular task is not relevant to the current assessment:

 Enter N/A in the relevant field of this worksheet and
 Provide rationale for the decision in the comments field of the task.

Document Tasks That Are Omitted

Where a practitioner has chosen to omit a particular step of the Protocol:

 Enter OMITTED in the relevant field; and
 Provide rationale for the decision in the comments field of the task.

Companion Excel Workbook Supports This Step of the Protocol

Practitioners may use the accompanying Excel Worksheet 3 to formally document the results of
their analysis.

Practitioners Executing Assessment of Baseline and Future Climates Must Repeat Steps

The accompanying Excel Worksheet 3 provides templates for three cases:

 Changing Climate – Changing Climate risk determined in one step;
 Baseline Climate – The climate risk associated with the current climate; and
 Future Climate – The climate risk associated with the projected future climate.

Practitioners should select the relevant spreadsheet(s) from those provided and delete those that
they do not plan to use.
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12 Protocol for Changing Climate Infrastructure Vulnerability
Assessment

Practitioners are strongly cautioned to avoid the following common pitfalls in executing a
vulnerability assessment based on the Protocol.

i. Skipping Protocol tasks.

Although it is acceptable to select to not execute a particular task, the practitioner
should nonetheless evaluate the question posed by that task and document the basis
for the decision.

ii. Using previous case study reports as a template for the analysis.

Although previous studies provide an excellent reference, the application of the
Protocol is highly specific to infrastructure.  Applying previous case studies as a template
can often lead the practitioner to miss key factors that contribute to the overall risk
profile of the infrastructure.

iii. Using the worksheets without reference to the Protocol.

Although the worksheets parallel the Protocol, they do not provide supplementary
context that may be necessary to correctly address the specified Protocol task.
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12.3 Step 3 – Risk Assessment

In this section the practitioner will identify the infrastructure’s response to weather events and
climate trends.  The Protocol directs the practitioner to develop:

 A list of relevant weather events and climate trends; and
 A list of relevant infrastructure components.

Using a spreadsheet, the practitioner is directed to examine interactions between infrastructure
and climatic events that, potentially, could lead to vulnerability.  Pairings between infrastructure
components and climate events are called interactions.

The process flowchart for Step 3 of the Protocol is presented in Figure 22.

Figure 22:  Step 3 – Risk Assessment Process Flowchart
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12.3.1 Prepare Step 3 Worksheet

Enter Yes or No
a. Use this Worksheet; or Yes

b. Prepare practitioner specific documentation.

i. Practitioner specific documentation MUST detail each task
outlined in this step of the Protocol.

Comments and Observations

12.3.2 Establish the Infrastructure Owner’s Risk Tolerance Thresholds

Check
Complete

a. Review the reference set of risk tolerance threshold values with the
infrastructure owner.

i. The reference threshold values are presented in Figure 23.


b. Ensure that the owner understands the implications of these thresholds.


c. Ensure that the owner agrees to the use of these thresholds in the risk
assessment. 

Comments and Observations
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d. If, in discussion with the owner different thresholds are established, document these
thresholds and use the infrastructure owner’s threshold values in subsequent steps of the
Protocol.

Owner Established Risk Ranges
(If Different than Figure 23)

High
Medium

Low
Comments and Observations

Figure 23: Reference Risk Tolerance Thresholds

Risk Range Threshold Response
< 12 Low Risk  No action necessary

12 – 36 Medium Risk  Action may be required
 Engineering analysis may be required

> 36 High Risk  Action required

e. Define “Special Case” risk interactions.

i. Notionally, these are interactions with risk scores of “7”.

 Very High Severity – Very Low Probability
 Very Low Severity – Very High Probability

ii. The infrastructure owner may identify broader categories of Special Case risks.

 In this category, the owner may wish to consider events with severity and/or
probability scores of “6” and “7”, yielding risk scores in the range up to “14”.

 In such a case the practitioner MUST clarify with the owner that this decision
could result in an increase in the overall scope of the assessment with
associated costs and schedule implications.

iii. The infrastructure owner may determine that only one category of Special Case is
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relevant in the current study. This would be one of:

 Very High Severity – Very Low Probability
 Very Low Severity – Very High Probability

iv. The infrastructure owner may determine that Special Cases risks are not relevant
in the current assessment.

Special Case Risk Value
(or Range)

Rationale

7 Very High Severity – Very Low Probability
7 Very Low Severity – Very High Probability

Comments and Observations

Check
Complete

f. Obtain consensus with the infrastructure owner regarding the threshold
values and special case definitions to be used in the risk assessment. 

Comments and Observations

12.3.3 Prepare for Risk Assessment Workshop

Check
Complete

a. Ensure availability and skill sets of proposed workshop attendees.


b. Ensure that all pre-defined information is entered into Worksheet 3, or the
practitioner’s alternative working papers. 

Comments and Observations
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c. At this point in the process the practitioner may elect to: Check
Selected

Methodology
i. Perform a consultant risk assessment including all of the tasks

identified below; or

ii. Perform a facilitated risk assessment where participants at the
workshop complete the risk assessment. 

Comments and Observations

Check
Complete

d. Confirm this decision with the infrastructure owner.

i. In a consultant risk assessment, the workshop would be deferred to
later in the process and would be used to review and confirm the
consultant’s findings.

ii. In a facilitated risk assessment, the tasks outlined below are
mandatory elements of the workshop.

iii. The practitioner must work with the infrastructure owner to ensure
that appropriate time is allocated to the workshop depending upon the
choice of risk assessment execution strategy.



Comments and Observations

12.3.4 Conduct a Risk Assessment Workshop

In a consultant risk assessment process skip this step and proceed to Step 12.3.5.
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Check
Complete

a. Conduct a workshop with the infrastructure operations, management and
engineering staff and other relevant individuals. 

b. At the workshop confirm preliminary information identified by the
practitioner in Step 2 and conduct risk assessment with workshop
participants.



c. Finalize the risk assessment worksheet, or practitioner’s alternative
working papers, based on the input from workshop participants. 

Comments and Observations

12.3.5 Confirm Climate Parameters

Check
Complete

a. Review climate parameters selected for the risk assessment.

i. Confirm that parameter list reflects the combined experience and
professional judgment of the team.



b. Eliminate from further assessment, items deemed to be irrelevant or
outside of the scope of the risk assessment. 

c. Add into the risk assessment additional parameters deemed relevant by
the team. 

Comments and Observations
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12.3.6 Confirm Infrastructure Threshold Values
Check

Complete
a. Review infrastructure threshold values selected for the risk assessment.

i. Confirm that the threshold values reflect the combined experience
and professional judgment of the team.



b. As appropriate, adjust threshold values based on workshop feedback.


Comments and Observations

12.3.7 Confirm Probability Scores
Check

Complete
a. Review climate parameter probability scores selected for the risk assessment.

i. Confirm that the probability scores reflect the combined experience
and professional judgment of the team.



b. As appropriate, adjust climate parameter probability scores based on
workshop feedback. 

Comments and Observations

12.3.8 Confirm Potential Cumulative or Synergistic Events
Check

Complete
a. Review cumulative or synergistic events selected for the risk assessment.

i. Confirm that the cumulative or synergistic events reflect the
combined experience and professional judgment of the team.
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b. As appropriate, adjust cumulative or synergistic events based on workshop
feedback. 

Comments and Observations

12.3.9 Identify Relevant Infrastructure Responses
Check

Complete
a. For each infrastructure component selected, identify in Excel Worksheet 3,

or the practitioner’s alternative working papers, relevant infrastructure
responses to weather events or climate trends.

i. Infrastructure responses are the generally anticipated effects arising
from the climate and other change parameters interacting with the
infrastructure components. Their selection is evaluation specific.

ii. Appendix B provides some infrastructure responses to consider.
iii. Apply only those responses that are within scope of the current

vulnerability assessment
iv. Eliminate from consideration all responses that are not relevant or

outside of the scope of the current vulnerability assessment.
v. The infrastructure responses should reflect the team’s understanding

of how each infrastructure component reacts to climate-imposed
stress.

vi. Infrastructure responses may include, but are not limited to:

 Structural responses related to integrity, serviceability and
functionality;

 Management responses related to operations, maintenance,
emergency response, policies and procedures; and/or

 Economic and public health and safety impacts.



b. Use the identified infrastructure responses as a basis for the team’s Yes/No
Analysis and severity scoring exercise.



Comments and Observations
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12.3.10 Complete Yes/No Analysis
Check

Complete
a. Assess whether each identified climate-infrastructure interaction could

conceivably occur. 

b. In Worksheet 3, or the practitioner’s alternative working papers, mark each
conceivable interaction with “Yes”. 

c. In Worksheet 3, or the practitioner’s alternative working papers, mark each
inconceivable interaction with “No”. 

d. Where the team cannot decide if the interaction is possible, in Worksheet 3,
or the practitioner’s alternative working papers, mark each questionable
interaction with “Yes”. 

e. Eliminate from further assessment all interactions tagged “No”.


f. Carry forward for further assessment all interactions tagged “Yes”.


Comments and Observations

12.3.11 Establish Interaction Severity

a. Review Figure 24 and select either Method D or Method E to
express severity score definitions on a scale of 0 to 7.

i. 0 means no negative consequences in the event
that the interaction occurs; and

ii. 7 means a significant failure will result if the
interaction occurs.

Method
Enter Either D or E

E
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If Alternative Scoring Method Selected
Enter Yes

b. As appropriate, the practitioner may select
an alternative severity scoring method.

c. Document the selected method.

i. The selected method must be used consistently in the risk assessment process.

Methodology Rationale

Check
Complete

d. Using the selected methodology, establish a severity score for each
interaction tagged “Yes”. 

Comments and Observations
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Figure 24:  Severity Score Definitions

Score
Severity of Consequences and Effects

M e t h o d D Method E

0 No Effect
Negligible

Not Applicable

1 Measurable
Very Low

Some Measurable Change

2 Minor
Low

Slight Loss of Serviceability

3 Moderate Moderate Loss of Serviceability

4 Major
Major Loss of Serviceability

Some Loss of Capacity

5 Serious
Loss of Capacity

Some Loss of Function

6 Hazardous
Major

Loss of Function

7 Catastrophic
Extreme

Loss of Asset

The practitioner is directed to express a professional opinion regarding the severity of an
event.  This should not be confused with the probability of that event.  The practitioner is
asked to assess the probability of the event in the previous step and assess the severity
and/or consequences in this step of the protocol.
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12.3.12 Calculate Risk Scores
Check

Complete
a. For each interaction tagged “Yes”, calculate the risk represented by the

interaction using the following equation:

R = P × S

Where:

R = Risk
P = Probability of the climate event or change in the climate event
S = Severity of the interaction



b. Record the calculated risk scores in Worksheet 3, or the practitioner’s
alternative working papers. 

Comments and Observations

12.3.13 Conduct a Risk Assessment Workshop (Consultant Option)

In a facilitated process skip this step and proceed to Step 12.3.14.

Check
Complete

a. Conduct a workshop with the infrastructure operations, management
and engineering staff and other relevant individuals. 

b. Review and confirm results of the practitioner risk assessment based
on completion of Steps 12.3.5 through 12.3.12. 

c. Finalize the risk assessment worksheet, or practitioner’s alternative
working papers, based on the input from workshop participants. 
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12.3.14 Assess Data Sufficiency

Add rows as necessary.

a. Document where there is insufficient information currently available to proceed with an
element of the assessment.

Insufficient Information

i. Where there is
insufficient information
currently available,
identify a process to
develop or infill that
data.

ii. Where data cannot be
developed, identify the
data gap as a finding in
Step 5 of the Protocol –
Recommendations.

To assess historical trends in climate, various scientific journal articles were reviewed. It is noted
that parameter indices and scales (temporal and spatial) from the literature often varied from the
study’s established climate parameter definitions. However, due to resource limitations, the team
agreed to accept varying levels of applicability as long as it could be used to make logical
assumptions and connections with study definitions.
Similar to limitations associated with the available literature for historical trends, challenges
were experienced in identifying climate projections for certain parameters, as information was
often only available at global or regional scales (i.e. not specific to the UWSS study area), and/or
by referencing different benchmarked time periods (i.e. not 1971-2000) or future planning
horizons (i.e. not 2050s). As a result, difficulties in making direct comparisons between
historical and future results were occasionally encountered. In such cases, the professional
judgement of the project team was often applied in the ranking of existing and future probability,
which was considered reasonable given the level of accuracy and precision required by the
protocol.

12.3.15 Confirm the Infrastructure Owner’s Risk Tolerance Thresholds
Check

Complete
a. At completion of the risk assessment, review the results with the

infrastructure owner and confirm that the preliminary set of risk tolerance
thresholds established in Step 12.3.2 are still relevant within the context
of the preliminary risk profile established in Step 12.3.12.

i. As appropriate, the practitioner may adjust risk tolerance thresholds
based on these discussions.
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Comments and Observations

12.3.16 Document Risk Profile
Check

Complete
a. Group interactions into four categories, based on the infrastructure owner’s

approved risk tolerance thresholds.

i. High Risk
ii. Medium Risk

iii. Low Risk
iv. Special Cases



b. Identify patterns of weather events, climate trends or other factors that
contribute to higher risk scores. 

c. Document the root causes and other factors that contribute to higher risk, as
determined above. 

d. Review the risk profile with the infrastructure owner to ensure agreement
with, and understanding of, factors leading to higher risk scores. 

Comments and Observations
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12.3.17 Review Special Cases
Check

Complete
a. Prepare a listing of Special Case interactions, as defined in Task 11.3.2.g.

i. If the infrastructure owner has determined that Special Cases are not
relevant in the current assessment, skip this step.



b. Group Special Case risks into two categories:

ii. Interactions with Very High Severity - Very Low Probability.
iii. Interactions with Very High Probability - Very Low Severity.



c. Review Very High Severity – Very Low Probability interactions with
infrastructure owner and determine:

i. Has the infrastructure owner previously identified this scenario?
ii. Does the infrastructure owner have procedures, guidelines or

protocols in place to address such a scenario?
iii. If there are no procedures, guidelines or protocols in place, does the

practitioner, in consultation with the infrastructure owner, deem that
action is necessary to address this scenario?

iv. If the practitioner deems that procedures, guidelines or protocols are
necessary, identify this conclusion as a finding in Step 5.

v. If the practitioner deems that the interaction warrants no further
action at this time, identify this conclusion as a finding in Step 5.



d. Review Very High Probability – Very Low Severity interactions with
infrastructure owner and determine:

i. Has the infrastructure owner previously identified this scenario?
ii. Does the infrastructure owner have procedures, guidelines or

protocols in place to address such a scenario?
iii. If there are no procedures, guidelines or protocols in place, does the

practitioner, in consultation with the infrastructure owner, deem that
action is necessary to address this scenario?

iv. If the practitioner deems that procedures, guidelines or protocols are
necessary, identify this conclusion as a finding in Step 5.

v. If the practitioner deems that the interaction warrants no further
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action at this time, identify this conclusion as a finding in Step 5.

Comments and Observations

12.3.18 Identify Next Steps

Check
Complete

a. Discard from further evaluation:

i. Low risk interactions.
ii. Medium risk interactions that do not contribute to an overall pattern

of risk.
iii. Medium risk interactions where the practitioner is confident with the

reliability of the score as determined by the data sufficiency review.
iv. Special Case risk interactions that have already been addressed

through recommendations or deemed to require no further action at
this time.



b. Provide a written summary of interactions that are not considered for further
evaluation and document their risk scores. 

c. For high-risk interactions, go immediately to Step 5 and assess appropriate
recommendations to address the identified vulnerability. 

d. Identify interactions for Step 4 analysis, as appropriate.  These would
normally include:

i. Medium risk items that contribute to a pattern of higher risk.
ii. Medium risk items that could shift to higher risk based on minor

increases in probability or severity.
iii. High-risk items that contribute to a pattern of vulnerability

including medium and high-risk interactions.
iv. Special Case interactions requiring better definition that can be

resolved within the budget and schedule of the current
assessment.
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v. Other interactions deemed appropriate as approved by the
infrastructure owner.

e. Carry forward into Step 4, items identified above.
f. Identify matters that require additional study or evaluation outside of the

current vulnerability assessment.  These would normally include:

i. Interactions requiring additional data that cannot be acquired
within the schedule of the current risk assessment.

ii. Evaluating climatic events that specifically contribute to
heightened infrastructure risk where the practitioner and/or
infrastructure owner determine that a better understanding of the
factors that contribute to the event can help resolve identified
risks.

iii. Areas where identified patterns of risk could be resolved through
the development or amendment of codes, standards, guidelines,
procedures, etc.

iv. Special Case interactions requiring better definition that cannot be
resolved within the budget and/or schedule of the current
assessment.

v. Other issues deemed appropriate by the practitioner.



g. Document the additional work identified above as recommendations in Step
5. 

Comments and Observations

Date: 2013/05/06

Prepared by: GENIVAR Inc.
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For further information about this Engineering Protocol or the National Engineering
Vulnerability Assessment Project, please contact Engineers Canada.

David Lapp, P.Eng.
Manager, Professional Practice

Engineers Canada

1100-180 Elgin Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
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Instructions

This worksheet is designed to allow practitioners to document that they have actively considered
and evaluated each step of the Protocol.  The worksheet also provides a document where
practitioner considerations regarding each task of the Protocol are recorded.

Complete Every Field

To ensure complete coverage of the Protocol steps, when completed, the practitioner
should have entered a response in every field of this worksheet.

Document Tasks That Do Not Apply

Where a particular task is not relevant to the current assessment:

 Enter N/A in the relevant field of this worksheet and
 Provide rationale for the decision in the comments field of the task.

Document Tasks That Are Omitted

Where a practitioner has chosen to omit a particular step of the Protocol:

 Enter OMITTED in the relevant field; and
 Provide rationale for the decision in the comments field of the task.

Companion Excel Workbook Supports This Step of the Protocol

Practitioners may use the accompanying Excel Worksheet 4 to formally document the results of
their analysis.
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12 Protocol for Changing Climate Infrastructure Vulnerability
Assessment

Practitioners are strongly cautioned to avoid the following common pitfalls in executing a
vulnerability assessment based on the Protocol.

i. Skipping Protocol tasks.

Although it is acceptable to select to not execute a particular task, the practitioner
should nonetheless evaluate the question posed by that task and document the basis
for the decision.

ii. Using previous case study reports as a template for the analysis.

Although previous studies provide an excellent reference, the application of the
Protocol is highly specific to infrastructure.  Applying previous case studies as a template
can often lead the practitioner to miss key factors that contribute to the overall risk
profile of the infrastructure.

iii. Using the worksheets without reference to the Protocol.

Although the worksheets parallel the Protocol, they do not provide supplementary
context that may be necessary to correctly address the specified Protocol task.
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12.4 Step 4 – Engineering Analysis

In this step the practitioner will assess the impact of projected changing climate loads placed on
the infrastructure and its capacity.   Vulnerability exists when infrastructure has insufficient
capacity to withstand the projected or anticipated loads that may be placed on it.  Resiliency
exists when the infrastructure has sufficient capacity to withstand increasing loads resulting from
changing climate.

Engineering Analysis requires the assessment of the various factors that affect load and capacity
of the infrastructure.  Based on this assessment, indicators or factors are determined in order to
relatively rank the potential vulnerability of the infrastructure components to various climate
effects.

Much of the data required for Engineering Analysis may not exist or may be very difficult to
acquire. Engineering Analysis requires the application of multi-disciplinary professional
judgement.  Thus, even though numerical analysis is applied, the practitioner is cautioned to
avoid the perception that the analysis is definitively quantitative or based on measured
parameters.  The results of the analysis yield a set of parameters that can be ranked relative to
each other, based on the professional judgement of the practitioner.  This can be used to rank the
relative vulnerability or resiliency of the infrastructure.

The process flowchart for Step 4 of the Protocol is presented in Figure 25.
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Figure 1:  Step 25 – Engineering Analysis Process Flowchart
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12.4.1 Prepare Step 4 Worksheet
Enter Yes or No

a. Use this Worksheet; or Yes

b. Prepare practitioner specific documentation.

i. Practitioner specific documentation MUST detail each task
outlined in this step of the Protocol.

Comments and Observations

In the following steps, the Practitioner may either record results in Excel Worksheet 4 or in
their own working papers.  In any event, the information stipulated by this Protocol should

be duly recorded.

12.4.2 Calculate the Existing Load (LE)

Calculate the existing load on the infrastructure components that the practitioner selected for
Engineering Analysis.

Check
Complete

a. Determine the existing load on the infrastructure based on:

 Definitions;
 Direct measurements;
 Engineering calculations; or
 Assumptions based on professional judgement.



b. Substantiate the rationale for the methodology used.


Comments and Observations
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12.4.3 Calculate Changing Climate Load (LC)

Calculate the projected changing climate load placed on the infrastructure components that the
practitioner selected for engineering analysis.

Check
Complete

a. Determine the projected Changing Climate load on the infrastructure based
on:

 Definitions;
 Direct measurements;
 Engineering calculations; or
 Assumptions based on professional judgement.



b. Substantiate the rationale for the methodology used.


Comments and Observations

12.4.4 Calculate Other Change Loads (LO)

Calculate the projected Other Change load placed on the infrastructure components that the
practitioner selected for engineering analysis.

Check
Complete

a. Determine the other projected loads on the infrastructure based on:

 Definitions;
 Direct measurements;
 Engineering calculations; or
 Assumptions based on professional judgement.



b. Substantiate the rationale for the methodology used.
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Comments and Observations

12.4.5 Calculate Total Load (LT)
Check

Complete
Calculate the total projected load on the infrastructure components that the
practitioner selected for engineering analysis, using the equation:

LT = LE + LC + LO

Where:

LT = Total projected load on the infrastructure
LE = Existing load on the infrastructure
LC = Projected load on the infrastructure resulting from changing climate
LO = Projected load on the infrastructure resulting from other changes



Comments and Observations

12.4.6 Calculate the Existing Capacity (CE)

Calculate the existing capacity of the infrastructure components that the practitioner selected for
engineering analysis.

Check
Complete

a. Determine the existing capacity of the infrastructure based on:

 Definitions;
 Direct measurements;
 Engineering calculations; or
 Assumptions based on professional judgement.
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b. Substantiate the rationale for the methodology used.


Comments and Observations

12.4.7 Calculate the Projected Change in Existing Capacity (CΔE)

Calculate the projected change (loss) in capacity arising from aging and normal wear and tear of
the infrastructure components that the practitioner selected for engineering analysis.

Check
Complete

a. Determine the projected change, if any, to the capacity of the infrastructure
over the time horizon of the evaluation, based on:

 Definitions;
 Direct measurements;
 Engineering calculations; or
 Assumptions based on professional judgement.



b. Substantiate the rationale for the methodology used.


Comments and Observations

12.4.8 Calculate Additional Capacity (CA)

Calculate other projected additional capacity of the infrastructure components that the
practitioner selected for engineering analysis.

Check
Complete

a. Determine the projected additional capacity of the infrastructure over the
time horizon of the evaluation, based on:

 Definitions;
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 Direct measurements;
 Engineering calculations; or
 Assumptions based on professional judgement.

b. Substantiate the rationale for the methodology used.


Comments and Observations

12.4.9 Calculate the Projected Total Capacity (CT)

Check
Complete

Calculate projected total capacity of the infrastructure components that the
practitioner selected for engineering analysis, using the equation:

CT = CE - CΔE + CA

Where:

CT = Total projected capacity of the infrastructure
CE = Existing capacity of the infrastructure
CΔE = Projected change in capacity of the infrastructure resulting from

aging and normal wear and tear
CA = Projected additional capacity of the infrastructure



Comments and Observations
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12.4.10 Calculate Vulnerability Ratio
Check

Complete
Evaluate the vulnerability of the infrastructure components that the practitioner
selected for engineering analysis, using the ratio:

Where:

VR = Vulnerability Ratio
LT = Projected total load on the infrastructure
CT = Projected total capacity of the infrastructure

When VR > 1, the infrastructure component is vulnerable

When VR < 1, the infrastructure component has adaptive capacity



Comments and Observations

12.4.11 Calculate Capacity Deficit
Check

Complete
Where vulnerability has been identified for the infrastructure components that
the practitioner selected for engineering analysis, calculate the projected capacity
deficit using the following equation:

CD = LT – CT

= LT – (CE + CΔE + CA)



TC
LT

R =V
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Where:

CD = Projected capacity deficit of the infrastructure component
LT = Projected total load on the infrastructure component
CE = Existing capacity of the infrastructure component
CΔE = Projected change in capacity of the infrastructure component

resulting from aging and normal wear and tear
CA = Projected additional capacity of the infrastructure component

Comments and Observations

12.4.12 Assess Data Sufficiency

Add rows as necessary.

a. Document where there is insufficient information currently available to proceed with an
element of the assessment.

Insufficient Information

i. Where there is
insufficient information
currently available,
identify a process to
develop or infill that
data.

ii. Where data cannot be
developed, identify the
data gap as a finding in
Step 5 of the Protocol –
Recommendations.

To assess historical trends in climate, various scientific journal articles were reviewed. It is noted
that parameter indices and scales (temporal and spatial) from the literature often varied from the
study’s established climate parameter definitions. However, due to resource limitations, the team
agreed to accept varying levels of applicability as long as it could be used to make logical
assumptions and connections with study definitions.
Similar to limitations associated with the available literature for historical trends, challenges
were experienced in identifying climate projections for certain parameters, as information was
often only available at global or regional scales (i.e. not specific to the UWSS study area), and/or
by referencing different benchmarked time periods (i.e. not 1971-2000) or future planning
horizons (i.e. not 2050s). As a result, difficulties in making direct comparisons between
historical and future results were occasionally encountered. In such cases, the professional
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judgement of the project team was often applied in the ranking of existing and future probability,
which was considered reasonable given the level of accuracy and precision required by the
protocol.

12.4.13 Evaluate Need for Additional Work

Add rows as necessary.

a. Identify matters that require additional study or evaluation outside of the current vulnerability
assessment.  These would normally include:

i. Interactions requiring additional data that cannot be acquired within the schedule of
the current risk assessment.

ii. Evaluating climatic events that specifically contribute to heightened infrastructure
risk where the practitioner and/or infrastructure owner determine that a better
understanding of the factors that contribute to the event can help resolve identified
risks.

iii. Areas where identified patterns of risk could be resolved through the development or
amendment of codes, standards, guidelines, procedures, etc.

iv. Other issues deemed appropriate by the practitioner.

Infrastructure
Component

Vulnerability Comments Recommendations Priority

Administration / Operation
Personnel Personnel may have difficulty travelling to

the elements of the water supply system
during events such as lighting or
hurricanes. It is anticipated that in
emergency situations the personnel will be
able to get where required, but may be
delayed or have to take extra precautions.

UWSS should review the policies and
procedures associated with the
Operations personnel and how they
travel to the infrastructure and
perform their duties, particularly
under extreme conditions.

Medium

Records Electronic records may be compromised
during power outages potentially resulting
from lightning, or hurricane events. This
could possibly have implications for
compliance reports.

UWSS should review their procedures
for operating in power outages. Also,
the SCADA and data storage systems
should be reviewed to ensure
electronic records are safely stored
during power outage.

Low

Communications Communications between operational
personnel and/or between remote sites
within the water system (i.e. WTP and

UWSS should review their policies
and procedures for operating without

Medium
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Cottam Pump Station) during high impact
events such as lightning strikes, hurricanes
or tornados.

communications.

Low Lift Pump Station
Emergency
Intake

The emergency intake may be left
inoperable during times of low lake level.

UWSS should review the potential
need for the emergency intake. If it is
deemed an important element to the
intake, potential modifications may
need to be investigated to ensure it
remains functional during lower lake
levels.

High

Access Road

Treatment
Chemical
Storage

Delivery of chemicals to the water
treatment plant may be compromised
during winter conditions such as freezing
rain and blowing snow/blizzard.

Chemical delivery and storage
procedures should be reviewed to
ensure adequate supplies are on hand
such that operations are not
compromised if deliveries are delayed.

Medium

For further details refer to Section 4.4.2 (Recommendations) of the Study Report.

Comments and Observations

Check
Complete

b. Document the additional work identified above as recommendations in Step
5. 

Comments and Observations
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12.4.14 Identify Conclusions and Recommendations
Check

Complete
a. Where the practitioner deems that they have sufficient reliable, data to draw

conclusions and make recommendations, proceed to Step 5. 

Comments and Observations

Date: 2013/05/06

Prepared by: GENIVAR Inc.
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For further information about this Engineering Protocol or the National Engineering
Vulnerability Assessment Project, please contact Engineers Canada.

David Lapp, P.Eng.
Manager, Professional Practice

Engineers Canada

1100-180 Elgin Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
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Instructions

This worksheet is designed to allow practitioners to document that they have actively considered
and evaluated each step of the Protocol.  The worksheet also provides a document where
practitioner considerations regarding each task of the Protocol are recorded.

Complete Every Field

To ensure complete coverage of the Protocol steps, when completed, the practitioner
should have entered a response in every field of this worksheet.

Document Tasks That Do Not Apply

Where a particular task is not relevant to the current assessment:

 Enter N/A in the relevant field of this worksheet and
 Provide rationale for the decision in the comments field of the task.

Document Tasks That Are Omitted

Where a practitioner has chosen to omit a particular step of the Protocol:

 Enter OMITTED in the relevant field; and
 Provide rationale for the decision in the comments field of the task.
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12 Protocol for Changing Climate Infrastructure Vulnerability
Assessment

Practitioners are strongly cautioned to avoid the following common pitfalls in executing a
vulnerability assessment based on the Protocol.

i. Skipping Protocol tasks.

Although it is acceptable to select to not execute a particular task, the practitioner
should nonetheless evaluate the question posed by that task and document the basis
for the decision.

ii. Using previous case study reports as a template for the analysis.

Although previous studies provide an excellent reference, the application of the
Protocol is highly specific to infrastructure.  Applying previous case studies as a template
can often lead the practitioner to miss key factors that contribute to the overall risk
profile of the infrastructure.

iii. Using the worksheets without reference to the Protocol.

Although the worksheets parallel the Protocol, they do not provide supplementary
context that may be necessary to correctly address the specified Protocol task.
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12.5 Step 5 – Recommendations and Conclusions

The process flowchart for Step 5 of the Protocol is presented in Figure 26.

Figure 26:  Step 5 – Recommendations Process Flowchart
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12.5.1 Prepare Step 5 Worksheet

Enter Yes or No
a. Use this Worksheet; or Yes

b. Prepare practitioner specific documentation.

i. Practitioner specific documentation MUST detail each task
outlined in this step of the Protocol.

Comments and Observations

12.5.2 Declare Assumptions Regarding Available Information, Data Sources,
Uncertainties and Relevant Limitations

Add rows as necessary.

a. Comment on the limitations of the vulnerability assessment.  These include limitations
associated with:

i. Major assumptions.
ii. Available infrastructure information and sources.

iii. Available changing climate information and sources.
iv. Available other change information and sources.
v. The use of generic or specific examples to represent populations.

vi. Uncertainty and related concepts.
vii. Other relevant limitations, if they exist.

The study included an assessment of the vulnerabilities of the water supply facilities to both
existing climactic conditions and to future climate change at the 2050 time horizon. The Terms
of Reference for the project required the future assessment to include both the 2020 and 2050
time horizons. During completion of the projections, it was determined that the results being
generated for the 2020 time horizon were not significant enough to consider an intermediate
climate projection. As a result, it was agreed between GENIVAR and Engineers Canada that the
2020 timeframe was not considered further. The results from current analysis may perhaps be
extended to the 2020 timeframe.
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When considering the future scenario (2050s), probability scores were assigned by changing
(increasing or decreasing) or maintaining the previously established historical scores and not by
calculating new probabilities. Scores were assigned after understanding future climate
projections via the analysis of CCCSN global climate model output, bioclimate profiles, and/or
review of available scientific journal articles. Once projections were obtained, the probability
scores were re-evaluated for each parameter and sometimes adjusted. Where projection
information was not available, probability scores remained unchanged between historical and
future scenarios.

Dr. Mirza suggested a different method that would be more representative of the available data.
He suggested that the historical data be fit to a distribution and then the distribution be used to
calculate a probability for exceeding a defined threshold. For the future, he suggested that an
assumption be made that the same distribution applies, but apply a shift by a factor of change in
the mean of the distribution. The change is based on future projections. The future probability
score would then be calculated based on the new distribution plot. Due to the limited scope and
budget of this project, this method was not applied in the current study.
To assess historical trends in climate, various scientific journal articles were reviewed. It is noted
that parameter indices and scales (temporal and spatial) from the literature often varied from the
study’s established climate parameter definitions. However, due to resource limitations, the team
agreed to accept varying levels of applicability as long as it could be used to make logical
assumptions and connections with study definitions.

Similar to limitations associated with the available literature for historical trends, challenges
were experienced in identifying climate projections for certain parameters, as information was
often only available at global or regional scales (i.e. not specific to the UWSS study area), and/or
by referencing different benchmarked time periods (i.e. not 1971-2000) or future planning
horizons (i.e. not 2050s). As a result, difficulties in making direct comparisons between
historical and future results were occasionally encountered. In such cases, the professional
judgement of the project team was often applied in the ranking of existing and future probability,
which was considered reasonable given the level of accuracy and precision required by the
protocol.

Section 3 documents all assumptions made for the climate related component of the study, along
with the rationale used to support these assumptions. The sources of information are provided in
Section 3 under the relevant subsections.

Comments and Observations
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12.5.3 State Conclusions

Add rows as necessary.

a. Present specific conclusions arising from Steps 1 through 4.

i. Report on infrastructure components that have been assessed to be vulnerable.
ii. Summarize infrastructure components that have been assessed to have adaptive

capacity.

The risk assessment identified the following interactions with the highest risk scores for both
existing and future conditions:

 Communications and lightning,
 Chemical storage and blowing snow/blizzard
 SCADA system and lightning
 Transformers and lightning
 Transmission lines and lightning
 Emergency intake and lake water level elevation.

Comments and Observations

12.5.4 State Recommendations

Add rows as necessary.

a. Present specific recommendations arising from Steps 1 through 4.  As appropriate,
classify recommendations into the following categories:

i. Remedial engineering actions;
ii. Monitoring activities; or

iii. Management actions.

Recommendations

 Review the policies and procedures associated with the Operations personnel and how

they travel to the infrastructure and perform their duties, particularly under extreme
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conditions.

 Review their procedures for operating in power outages. Also, the SCADA and data

storage systems should be reviewed to ensure electronic records are safely stored during

power outage

 Review their policies and procedures for operating without communications.

 Review the potential need for the emergency intake. If it is deemed an important element

to the systems, potential modifications may need to be investigated to ensure it remains

functional during lower lake levels.

 Maintain adequate winter maintenance procedures (plowing, salting).

 Review chemical delivery and storage procedures to ensure adequate supplies are on

hand such that operations are not compromised if deliveries are delayed.

 Accelerate modifications to old tanks to ensure adequate circulation. These may include a

separate supply and drain line.

 Review fuel storage capacity to ensure adequate to last for possible extended power

outages.

 Review transformers to ensure they are in good condition and sufficiently protected.

 If possible, worst case repair times could be investigated with the utility. The capacity for

the generators to operate for extended periods should be reviewed.

 Review procedures for chemical delivery and storage to ensure chemicals are readily

available during periods when algae blooms are expected.

 Review procedures to deal with frazil ice such as intake back flushing to ensure that the

intake is not vulnerable as a result of frazil ice.

 Carry out climate analysis using the suggested alternative method using probability

distributions to confirm the results

 Present results of this study to the relevant municipal councils to secure support for the
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implementation of the recommendations.

Comments and Observations

b. Report on data gaps and availability; requiring additional work or studies.

Many of the recommendations of the study are based on assessed risk and vulnerability that are
considered to remain the same or become greater as a result of the potential outcomes of climate
change.  However, assumptions regarding climate change outcomes were based on analysis of
current climate understanding and predictive science, which in itself involves a great deal of
uncertainty. It is therefore suggested that the recommendations of this study be revisited with
updated climate analysis and projections if climate science is able to provide more precision or
certainty in the future.
Comments and Observations

c. Identify matters that require further action.

Infrastructure
Component

Vulnerability Comments Recommendations Priority

Administration / Operation
Personnel Personnel may have difficulty travelling to

the elements of the water supply system
during events such as lighting or hurricanes.
It is anticipated that in emergency situations
the personnel will be able to get where
required, but may be delayed or have to take
extra precautions.

UWSS should review the
policies and procedures
associated with the Operations
personnel and how they travel
to the infrastructure and
perform their duties,
particularly under extreme
conditions.

Medium

Records Electronic records may be compromised
during power outages potentially resulting
from lightning, or hurricane events. This
could possibly have implications for
compliance reports.

UWSS should review their
procedures for operating in
power outages. Also, the
SCADA and data storage
systems should be reviewed to
ensure electronic records are
safely stored during power
outage.

Low
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Communications Communications between operational
personnel and/or between remote sites
within the water system (i.e. WTP and
Cottam Pump Station) during high impact
events such as lightning strikes, hurricanes
or tornados.

UWSS should review their
policies and procedures for
operating without
communications.

Medium

Low Lift Pump Station
Emergency Intake The emergency intake may be left

inoperable during times of low lake level.
UWSS should review the
potential need for the
emergency intake. If it is
deemed an important element
to the intake, potential
modifications may need to be
investigated to ensure it
remains functional during
lower lake levels.

High

Access Road The access road to the low level pump
station is at a relatively steep grade and it
may be dangerous to drive on during certain
winter conditions such as heavy snow and
freezing rain.

Maintain adequate winter
maintenance procedures
(plowing, salting).

Low

Treatment
Chemical Storage Delivery of chemicals to the water

treatment plant may be compromised during
winter conditions such as freezing rain and
blowing snow/blizzard.

Chemical delivery and storage
procedures should be reviewed
to ensure adequate supplies
are on hand such that
operations are not
compromised if deliveries are
delayed.

Medium

SCADA System Communications between remote sites
within the water system (i.e. WTP and
Cottam Pump Station) during high impact
events such as lightning strikes, hurricanes
or tornados.

UWSS should review their
policies and procedures for
operating without
communications.

Medium

Distribution
Old Elevated Tanks Due to poor water circulation in the existing

old steel elevated tanks (particularly Essex
Tank) there are water quality issues during
extended high temperature events in the
summer.

UWSS should accelerate
modifications to ensure
adequate circulation. These
may include a separate supply
and drain line.

High

Electric Power
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Fuel Tanks Delivery of fuel to the water treatment plant
and Cottam PS may be compromised during
winter conditions such as freezing rain and
blowing snow/blizzard.

Fuel storage capacity should
be reviewed to ensure
adequate to last for possible
extended power outages.

Medium

Transformers Exterior transformers could be
compromised during high impact events
such as tornado. Power outage due to
transformer damage could last a long time.

Transformers should be
reviewed to ensure they are in
good condition and
sufficiently protected.

Low

Transmission Lines The transmission lines may be impacted
during high impact events such as tornados
or ice storms. Depending on the time
required to repair the transmission lines
significant operational impacts could be
realized.

If possible, worst case repair
times could be investigated
with the utility. The capacity
for the generators to operate
for extended periods should be
reviewed.

Medium

Comments and Observations

12.5.5 Prepare Statement of Vulnerability / Resiliency
Check

Complete
a. Based on the limitations, conclusions and recommendations outlined

above, prepare a Statement of Vulnerability / Resiliency. 

Comments and Observations

Identify
Vulnerability
or Resiliency

Mark Yes or
No

b. For infrastructure that is deemed to be generally resilient the
statement should include:

i. A declaration that the infrastructure is generally resilient.
ii. A declaration of the global limitations of the assessment.

iii. A declaration of the time horizon of the assessment.
iv. A declaration of climate trends or interactions that may

Yes
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contribute to the vulnerability of the infrastructure.
c. For infrastructure that is deemed to be generally vulnerable the

statement should include:

i. A declaration that the infrastructure is generally vulnerable.
ii. A declaration of the global limitations of the assessment.

iii. A declaration of the time horizon of the assessment.
iv. A declaration of climate trends or interactions that significantly

contribute to the vulnerability of the infrastructure.

N/A

Comments and Observations

Check
Complete

d. The practitioner may use a format of their own choosing to prepare
the Statement but, as a minimum, it must:

i. Make a declaration regarding the degree of vulnerability or
resiliency of the infrastructure.

ii. Make a declaration of the global limitations of the assessment.
iii. Make a declaration of the time horizon of the assessment.
iv. Make a declaration of climate trends or interactions that

contribute, or may contribute, to the vulnerability of the
infrastructure.



Comments and Observations

Date: 2013/05/06

Prepared by: GENIVAR Inc.
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Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters
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Definition

Administration / Operation Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

Personnel ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� Y 3 3 9 Y 2 3 6 Y 2 4 8 Y 2 3 6 Y 2 2 4 Y 4 1 4 Y 3 4 12 Y 3 4 12 Y 5 3 15 Y 4 3 12 Y 1 6 6 Y 2 4 8

Operating and Emergency 

Procedures
���� ���� ���� ����

Y 3 3 9 Y 2 4 8 Y 2 3 6 Y 2 3 6 Y 2 3 6 Y 4 2 8 Y 3 4 12 Y 3 4 12 Y 5 2 10 Y 4 3 12 Y 1 6 6 Y 2 4 8

Records ���� ���� ���� ���� Y 3 2 6 N 2 0 Y 2 4 8 Y 2 2 4 Y 2 1 2 N 4 0 Y 3 4 12 Y 3 4 12 N 5 2 0 Y 4 1 4 Y 1 5 5 N 2 0

Communications (Telephone, 

Cellular, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Y 3 1 3 Y 2 1 2 Y 2 4 8 Y 2 3 6 Y 2 2 4 Y 4 2 8 Y 3 5 15 Y 3 4 12 Y 5 3 15 Y 4 3 12 Y 1 6 6 Y 2 3 6

Transportation (Vehicles, 

Supplies, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Y 3 1 3 Y 2 3 6 Y 2 4 8 Y 2 4 8 Y 2 2 4 Y 4 2 8 Y 3 5 15 Y 3 4 12 Y 5 3 15 Y 4 3 12 Y 1 6 6 Y 2 3 6

Low Lift Pumping Station Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

Raw Water Source ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 Y 3 5 15 N 2 0 Y 2 4 8 N 3 4 0 Y 3 1 3 Y 3 2 6 Y 5 2 10 Y 4 1 4 Y 1 6 6 N 2 0

Intakes (2) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 Y 3 5 15 N 2 0 Y 2 5 10 N 3 5 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

Emergency Intake (1) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 Y 2 6 12 Y 3 6 18 Y 2 6 12 Y 2 6 12 N 3 6 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

Access Road ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 N 3 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 5 0 Y 4 2 8 Y 1 6 6 Y 2 5 10

Building ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 N 3 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

Process Equipment (Pumps, 

Screens, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

N 3 0 N 2 0 Y 3 6 18 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

Treatment Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

Building(s) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� Y 3 3 9 Y 2 2 4 Y 2 3 6 N 2 0 N 2 0 Y 4 2 8 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

Clarifiers ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 Y 3 3 9 Y 3 3 9 Y 5 3 15 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

Filters ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 Y 2 3 6 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 Y 3 3 9 Y 3 3 9 Y 5 3 15 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

Chemical Systems ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 Y 2 3 6 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

Chemical Storage ���� ���� ���� Y 3 2 6 N 2 0 Y 2 4 8 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 5 0 Y 4 4 16 Y 1 6 6 Y 2 6 12

Reservoirs ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 3 3 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

Settling Ponds ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 Y 3 2 6 Y 3 3 9 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

SCADA System ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 Y 2 3 6 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

High Lift Pumping Station ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 0 N 2 0 Y 2 3 6 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 3 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 1 0 N 2 0

Distribution Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

New Elevated Tank (1) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 1 0 N 2 1 0 Y 2 2 4 N 2 1 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 2 1 0

Old Elevated Tanks (3) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 1 0 N 2 1 0 Y 2 3 6 N 2 1 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 5 1 0 Y 4 3 12 Y 1 3 3 N 2 1 0

Cottam Booster Station ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 1 0 N 2 1 0 Y 2 3 6 N 2 1 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 2 1 0

In-ground Reservoir ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 1 0 N 2 1 0 Y 2 3 6 N 2 1 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 Y 3 1 3 N 5 1 0 Y 4 1 4 Y 1 1 1 N 2 1 0

Watermains and Valves ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 1 0 N 2 1 0 N 2 1 0 N 2 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 Y 3 1 3 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 2 1 0

Sampling Stations ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 1 0 N 2 1 0 Y 2 3 6 N 2 1 0 N 2 0 Y 4 1 4 N 3 1 0 Y 3 1 3 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 2 1 0

Electric Power Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

Standby Generators ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 1 0 N 2 1 0 Y 2 3 6 Y 2 2 4 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 2 1 0

Fuel Tanks ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 3 1 0 N 2 1 0 Y 2 3 6 Y 2 2 4 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 5 1 0 Y 4 1 4 Y 1 3 3 Y 2 3 6

Transformers ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� Y 3 1 3 N 2 1 0 Y 2 3 6 N 2 1 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 5 1 0 Y 4 4 16 Y 1 4 4 Y 2 4 8

Transmission Lines ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� Y 3 1 3 N 2 1 0 Y 2 3 6 N 2 1 0 N 2 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 5 1 0 Y 4 4 16 Y 1 5 5 Y 2 4 8

Cold Wave

Extreme Diurnal 

Temperature 

Variability

Freeze/Thaw

Infrastructure Component

Performance Response Considerations High 

Temperature

Low 

Temperature
Heat Wave Heavy Rain

Heavy 5-Day Total 

Rainfall
Winter Rain Freezing Rain Ice Storm Heavy Snow

Day(s) with freezing 

rain >=25mm

Day(s) with max. 

temp. > 35
o
C

Day(s) with min. 

temp. < -28
o
C

Three or more 

consecutive days 

with max. temp. 

>=32
o
C 

Three or more 

consecutive days 

with min. temp. 

<=-20°C and max. 

temp. <=-10°C 

Day(s) with daily 

temperature variation 

> 25
o
C

62 or more days 

with max. temp. 

>1
o
C and min. 

temp.<-1
o
C (62 

days)

Day(s) with >=50mm 

falling within 24 

hours

5-Day total rainfall 

>100mm

Day(s) with rainfall 

>=25mm throughout 

January, February 

and March (JFM)

9 or more days with 

rain that falls as 

liquid and freezes 

on contact

Parameters referring to persistent conditions or conditions where the frequency of occurrence would determine the

impact on the dams. These are defined in terms of probability of occurrence in a given year based on the historical

average value or frequency.

Days with snowfall 

>=25cm

Page 1 of 2
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Definition

Administration / Operation

Personnel ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Operating and Emergency 

Procedures
���� ���� ���� ����

Records ���� ���� ���� ����

Communications (Telephone, 

Cellular, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Transportation (Vehicles, 

Supplies, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Low Lift Pumping Station

Raw Water Source ���� ���� ���� ����

Intakes (2) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Emergency Intake (1) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Access Road ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Building ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Process Equipment (Pumps, 

Screens, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Treatment

Building(s) ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Clarifiers ���� ���� ���� ����

Filters ���� ���� ���� ����

Chemical Systems ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Chemical Storage ���� ���� ����

Reservoirs ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Settling Ponds ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

SCADA System ���� ���� ���� ����

High Lift Pumping Station ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Distribution

New Elevated Tank (1) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Old Elevated Tanks (3) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Cottam Booster Station ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

In-ground Reservoir ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Watermains and Valves ���� ���� ���� ����

Sampling Stations ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Electric Power

Standby Generators ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Fuel Tanks ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Transformers ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Transmission Lines ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Infrastructure Component

Performance Response Considerations

Parameters referring to persistent conditions or conditions where the frequency of occurrence would determine the

impact on the dams. These are defined in terms of probability of occurrence in a given year based on the historical

average value or frequency.

Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters

Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

Y 2 3 6 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 5 20 Y 5 2 10 Y 3 6 18 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 6 2 12 Y 4 3 12 Y 3 1 3 N 4 0

Y 2 3 6 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 5 20 Y 5 3 15 Y 3 5 15 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 6 2 12 Y 4 2 8 Y 3 1 3 N 4 0

N 2 2 0 N 4 4 0 Y 4 5 20 Y 5 1 5 Y 3 5 15 Y 4 1 4 Y 2 7 14 N 6 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

Y 2 2 4 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 6 24 Y 5 4 20 Y 3 3 9 Y 4 1 4 Y 2 7 14 N 6 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

Y 2 3 6 Y 4 5 20 Y 4 1 4 Y 5 2 10 Y 3 3 9 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 6 3 18 Y 4 3 12 Y 3 2 6 N 4 0

Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

N 2 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 3 2 6 Y 4 2 8 N 2 0 N 6 0 N 4 0 Y 3 4 12 Y 4 3 12

N 2 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 N 2 0 N 6 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 4 0

N 2 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 N 2 0 N 6 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 Y 4 6 24

Y 2 3 6 Y 4 5 20 N 4 0 Y 5 2 10 Y 3 2 6 Y 4 2 8 Y 2 6 12 N 6 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 Y 2 6 12 N 6 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 4 0 Y 4 3 12 N 5 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 Y 2 6 12 N 6 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

N 2 0 N 4 0 Y 4 1 4 Y 5 1 5 Y 3 3 9 Y 4 1 4 Y 2 7 14 N 6 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 Y 5 1 5 Y 3 3 9 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 6 2 12 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 3 3 9 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 6 2 12 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 3 3 9 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 6 2 12 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

Y 2 2 4 Y 4 6 24 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 3 3 9 Y 4 2 8 Y 2 7 14 Y 6 2 12 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 Y 2 7 14 N 6 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 3 1 3 Y 4 2 8 Y 2 4 8 Y 6 1 6 N 4 0 Y 3 1 3 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 4 0 Y 4 6 24 N 5 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 Y 2 7 14 N 6 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 4 0 Y 4 1 4 N 5 0 Y 3 3 9 N 4 0 Y 2 7 14 Y 6 1 6 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

N 2 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 4 8 Y 6 3 18 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 4 8 Y 6 3 18 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 4 8 Y 6 3 18 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 4 8 Y 6 3 18 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 3 6 N 6 2 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 3 6 N 6 2 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

Y / N P 1 R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

N 2 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 4 3 12 N 5 1 0 Y 3 1 3 Y 4 1 4 Y 2 6 12 N 6 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 Y 4 5 20 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 Y 3 1 3 Y 4 1 4 Y 2 6 12 N 6 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

Y 2 4 8 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 6 24 Y 5 3 15 Y 3 6 18 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 5 10 N 6 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

Y 2 4 8 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 6 24 Y 5 3 15 Y 3 6 18 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 N 6 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

Snow Accumulation
Blowing 

Snow/Blizzard
Lightning Hailstorm

Hurricane/Tropical 

Storm
High Wind Tornado Drought/Dry Period Heavy Fog

Sustained High 

Temperature in 

Winter with Snow on 

Ground

Days with a snow 

depth >=15cm

3 or more days with 

blowing snow that 

reduces visibility to 

<=10km.

Flashes/km
2

Days with 

precipitation falling 

as ice particles (dia. 

> 5mm)

Number of 

Hurrcanes/Tropical 

Storms similar to 

Hurricane Hazel

Lake (Water) Level 

Elevation

Average lake 

elevation < 174.14m  

5  or more days 

with winds of 

>=63km/hr

Vortex extending 

upward from earth's 

surface at least as 

far as clourd break 

(occuring in UWSS 

study area)

Number of 12-Day 

Dry Periods from 

May to September

19 or more hours 

per year with 

visibility reduced to 

0km 

Mean temp. above 

0°C with >= 5cm of 

snow on the ground
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Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters
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Definition

Administration / Operation Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

Personnel ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� Y 4 3 12 Y 1 3 3 Y 3 4 12 Y 1 3 3 Y 1 2 2 Y 3 1 3 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 4 16 Y 5 3 15 Y 6 3 18 Y 2 6 12

Operating and Emergency 

Procedures
���� ���� ���� ����

Y 4 3 12 Y 1 4 4 Y 3 3 9 Y 1 3 3 Y 1 3 3 Y 3 2 6 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 4 16 Y 5 2 10 Y 6 3 18 Y 2 6 12

Records ���� ���� ���� ���� Y 4 2 8 N 1 0 Y 3 4 12 Y 1 2 2 Y 1 1 1 N 3 0 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 4 16 N 5 2 0 Y 6 1 6 Y 2 5 10

Communications (Telephone, 

Cellular, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Y 4 1 4 Y 1 1 1 Y 3 4 12 Y 1 3 3 Y 1 2 2 Y 3 2 6 Y 4 5 20 Y 4 4 16 Y 5 3 15 Y 6 3 18 Y 2 6 12

Transportation (Vehicles, 

Supplies, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Y 4 1 4 Y 1 3 3 Y 3 4 12 Y 1 4 4 Y 1 2 2 Y 3 2 6 Y 4 5 20 Y 4 4 16 Y 5 3 15 Y 6 3 18 Y 2 6 12

Low Lift Pumping Station Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

Raw Water Source ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 Y 3 5 15 N 1 0 Y 1 4 4 N 3 4 0 Y 4 1 4 Y 4 2 8 Y 5 2 10 Y 6 1 6 Y 2 6 12

Intakes (2) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 Y 3 5 15 N 1 0 Y 1 5 5 N 3 5 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 6 0 N 2 0

Emergency Intake (1) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 Y 1 6 6 Y 3 6 18 Y 1 6 6 Y 1 6 6 N 3 6 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 6 0 N 2 0

Access Road ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 6 2 12 Y 2 6 12

Building ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 6 0 N 2 0

Process Equipment (Pumps, 

Screens, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

N 4 0 N 1 0 Y 3 6 18 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 6 0 N 2 0

Treatment Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

Building(s) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� Y 4 3 12 Y 1 2 2 Y 3 3 9 N 1 0 N 1 0 Y 3 2 6 N 4 0 4 0 N 5 0 N 6 0 N 2 0

Clarifiers ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 Y 4 3 12 Y 4 3 12 Y 5 3 15 N 6 0 N 2 0

Filters ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 Y 3 3 9 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 Y 4 3 12 Y 4 3 12 Y 5 3 15 N 6 0 N 2 0

Chemical Systems ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 Y 3 3 9 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 6 0 N 2 0

Chemical Storage ���� ���� ���� Y 4 2 8 N 1 0 Y 3 4 12 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 6 4 24 Y 2 6 12

Reservoirs ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 N 4 3 0 N 5 0 N 6 0 N 2 0

Settling Ponds ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 Y 4 2 8 Y 4 3 12 N 5 0 N 6 0 N 2 0

SCADA System ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 Y 3 3 9 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 6 0 N 2 0

High Lift Pumping Station ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 0 N 1 0 Y 3 3 9 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 6 0 N 2 0

Distribution Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

New Elevated Tank (1) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 Y 3 2 6 N 1 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 6 1 0 N 2 1 0

Old Elevated Tanks (3) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 Y 3 3 9 N 1 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 Y 6 3 18 Y 2 3 6

Cottam Booster Station ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 Y 3 3 9 N 1 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 6 1 0 N 2 1 0

In-ground Reservoir ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 Y 3 3 9 N 1 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 1 0 Y 4 1 4 N 5 1 0 Y 6 1 6 Y 2 1 2

Watermains and Valves ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 1 0 Y 4 1 4 N 5 1 0 N 6 1 0 N 2 1 0

Sampling Stations ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 Y 3 3 9 N 1 1 0 N 1 0 Y 3 1 3 N 4 1 0 Y 4 1 4 N 5 1 0 N 6 1 0 N 2 1 0

Electric Power Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

Standby Generators ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 Y 3 3 9 Y 1 2 2 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 6 1 0 N 2 1 0

Fuel Tanks ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� N 4 1 0 N 1 1 0 Y 3 3 9 Y 1 2 2 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 Y 6 1 6 Y 2 3 6

Transformers ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� Y 4 1 4 N 1 1 0 Y 3 3 9 N 1 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 Y 6 4 24 Y 2 4 8

Transmission Lines ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� Y 4 1 4 N 1 1 0 Y 3 3 9 N 1 1 0 N 1 0 N 3 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 Y 6 4 24 Y 2 5 10

Day(s) with >=50mm 

falling within 24 

hours

5-Day total rainfall 

>100mm

Day(s) with rainfall 

>=25mm throughout 

January, February 

and March (JFM)

9 or more days with 

rain that falls as 

liquid and freezes 

on contact

Day(s) with freezing 

rain >=25mm

Parameters referring to persistent conditions or conditions where the frequency of occurrence would determine the

impact on the dams. These are defined in terms of probability of occurrence in a given year based on the historical

average value or frequency.

Day(s) with max. 

temp. > 35
o
C

Day(s) with min. 

temp. < -28
o
C

Three or more 

consecutive days 

with max. temp. 

>=32
o
C 

Three or more 

consecutive days 

with min. temp. 

<=-20°C and max. 

temp. <=-10°C 

Day(s) with daily 

temperature variation 

> 25
o
C

Heavy Rain
Heavy 5-Day Total 

Rainfall
Winter Rain Freezing Rain Ice StormCold Wave

Extreme Diurnal 

Temperature 

Variability

Freeze/Thaw

Infrastructure Component

Performance Response Considerations High 

Temperature

Low 

Temperature
Heat Wave

62 or more days 

with max. temp. 

>1
o
C and min. 

temp.<-1
o
C (62 

days)
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Definition

Administration / Operation

Personnel ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Operating and Emergency 

Procedures
���� ���� ���� ����

Records ���� ���� ���� ����

Communications (Telephone, 

Cellular, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Transportation (Vehicles, 

Supplies, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Low Lift Pumping Station

Raw Water Source ���� ���� ���� ����

Intakes (2) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Emergency Intake (1) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Access Road ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Building ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Process Equipment (Pumps, 

Screens, etc)
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Treatment

Building(s) ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Clarifiers ���� ���� ���� ����

Filters ���� ���� ���� ����

Chemical Systems ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Chemical Storage ���� ���� ����

Reservoirs ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Settling Ponds ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

SCADA System ���� ���� ���� ����

High Lift Pumping Station ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Distribution

New Elevated Tank (1) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Old Elevated Tanks (3) ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Cottam Booster Station ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

In-ground Reservoir ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Watermains and Valves ���� ���� ���� ����

Sampling Stations ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Electric Power

Standby Generators ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Fuel Tanks ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Transformers ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Transmission Lines ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Parameters referring to persistent conditions or conditions where the frequency of occurrence would determine the

impact on the dams. These are defined in terms of probability of occurrence in a given year based on the historical

average value or frequency.

Infrastructure Component

Performance Response Considerations

Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters Climate Parameters

Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

Y 2 4 8 Y 1 3 3 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 5 20 Y 5 2 10 Y 4 6 24 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 7 2 14 Y 4 3 12 Y 3 1 3 N 4 0

Y 2 4 8 Y 1 3 3 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 5 20 Y 5 3 15 Y 4 5 20 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 7 2 14 Y 4 2 8 Y 3 1 3 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 2 0 N 4 4 0 N 4 5 0 Y 5 1 5 Y 4 5 20 Y 4 1 4 Y 2 7 14 N 7 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

Y 2 3 6 Y 1 2 2 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 6 24 Y 5 4 20 Y 4 3 12 Y 4 1 4 Y 2 7 14 N 7 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

Y 2 3 6 Y 1 3 3 Y 4 5 20 Y 4 1 4 Y 5 2 10 Y 4 3 12 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 7 3 21 Y 4 3 12 Y 3 2 6 N 4 0

Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 4 2 8 Y 4 2 8 N 2 0 N 7 0 N 4 0 Y 3 4 12 Y 4 3 12

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 2 0 N 7 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 2 0 N 7 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 Y 4 6 24

Y 2 5 10 Y 1 3 3 Y 4 5 20 N 4 0 Y 5 2 10 Y 4 2 8 Y 4 2 8 Y 2 6 12 N 7 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 Y 2 6 12 N 7 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 Y 4 3 12 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 Y 2 6 12 N 7 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 Y 4 1 4 Y 5 1 5 Y 4 3 12 Y 4 1 4 Y 2 7 14 N 7 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 Y 5 1 5 Y 4 3 12 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 7 2 14 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 4 3 12 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 7 2 14 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 4 3 12 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 Y 7 2 14 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

Y 2 6 12 Y 1 2 2 Y 4 6 24 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 4 3 12 Y 4 2 8 Y 2 7 14 Y 7 2 14 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 Y 2 7 14 N 7 0 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 N 5 0 Y 4 1 4 Y 4 2 8 Y 2 4 8 Y 7 1 7 N 4 0 Y 3 1 3 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 Y 4 6 24 N 5 0 N 4 0 N 4 0 Y 2 7 14 N 7 0 N 4 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 0 N 1 0 N 4 0 Y 4 1 4 N 5 0 Y 4 3 12 N 4 0 Y 2 7 14 Y 7 1 7 N 4 0 N 3 0 N 4 0

Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

N 2 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 4 8 Y 7 3 21 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 4 8 Y 7 3 21 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 4 8 Y 7 3 21 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 4 8 Y 7 3 21 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 3 6 N 7 2 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

N 2 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 2 3 6 N 7 2 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

Y / N P SF R Y / N P 1 R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R Y / N P SF R

N 2 1 0 N 1 1 0 N 4 1 0 Y 4 3 12 N 5 1 0 Y 4 1 4 Y 4 1 4 Y 2 6 12 N 7 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

Y 2 3 6 N 1 1 0 Y 4 5 20 N 4 1 0 N 5 1 0 Y 4 1 4 Y 4 1 4 Y 2 6 12 N 7 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

Y 2 4 8 Y 1 4 4 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 6 24 Y 5 3 15 Y 4 6 24 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 5 10 N 7 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

Y 2 4 8 Y 1 4 4 Y 4 4 16 Y 4 6 24 Y 5 3 15 Y 4 6 24 Y 4 3 12 Y 2 7 14 N 7 1 0 N 4 1 0 N 3 1 0 N 4 0

5  or more days 

with winds of 

>=63km/hr

Vortex extending 

upward from earth's 

surface at least as 

far as clourd break 

(occuring in UWSS 

study area)

Number of 12-Day 

Dry Periods from 

May to September

Days with snowfall 

>=25cm

Days with a snow 

depth >=15cm

3 or more days with 

blowing snow that 

reduces visibility to 

<=10km.

Flashes/km
2

Days with 

precipitation falling 

as ice particles (dia. 

> 5mm)

Number of 

Hurrcanes/Tropical 

Storms similar to 

Hurricane Hazel

Tornado Drought/Dry PeriodSnow Accumulation
Blowing 

Snow/Blizzard
Lightning Hailstorm

Hurricane/Tropical 

Storm
High WindHeavy Snow

19 or more hours 

per year with 

visibility reduced to 

0km 

Mean temp. above 

0°C with >= 5cm of 

snow on the ground

Average lake 

elevation < 174.14m  

Heavy Fog

Sustained High 

Temperature in 

Winter with Snow on 

Ground

Lake (Water) Level 

Elevation
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